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CANADA
TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW

CHAPTER I

THE dominion's DESTINY

For those who mark the curie nt of events, Canada's

great destiny is written plain. Canada in a few decades

must possess more people and more realised wealth than

Great Britain. Whether the centre of Imperial control

will then cross the Atlantic is a point on which prophe-

cies differ. Memories enshrined in Westminster Abbey

will tend to conserve the ancient seat of governrnent.

Yet there is weight in the surmise that the logic of

numbers will ultimately prevail.

Canada's future is foretold in the past growth and

present might of the United States. The same tradi-

tions, the same climate (over areas of chief significance),

the same resources, and—most important of all—the

same method of expansion, will produce, and are

producing, the same result.

The history of the United States is contained in

one word—immigration. That country has absorbed

myriad migrants from northern regions of the eastern

hemisphere; and it has absorbed most of them '*n recent

times. Screw steamships are responsible. The popula-

tion of the United States was about 17,000,000 when

the first regular Atlantic service was founded by Samuel

B I



a CANADA: TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW
Cunard—the father of modern America. Only seventeen

millions—less than the present p( pulation of Brazil I

Such was the American nation when Charles Dickens

visited it. The growth of population has gained in

momentum with the increase and improvement of liners.

We now have 92,000,000 cousins. Twenty millions

—

or nearly a quarter of the huge nation—date no farther

back than Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee. The
numerical strength of the Republic has more than

doubled since the Tichborne trial.

Immigration, of course, rests upon advertising—

a

process which is far from being as modern as it sounds,

the word occurring in the Bible (Numbers xxiv. 14

and Ruth iv. 4). The United States, ever since their

foundation, have been sedulously advertised throughout

Europe, tartly by books and news-sheets, mainly by
private correspondence. The prosperous settler writes

to relatives and friends in the Old Country, urging

them to come out ; and such letters are the most potent

stimulus that immigration can receive. They consti-

tute advertising in its most convincing form. They
r oresent an ever-expanding force working "iiently and
unseen. I talked of this matter with Mr. J. Obed Smith
—an authority—and he had the tight word for what
takes place. Those who go in advance "beckon" to

those who follow. The United States are still receiv-

ing about a million immigrants every year—the result

of beckoning.

But a change has come over the transatlantic

exodus. Previously there was only one destination

—

now there are two. Down to a few years ago the

average person, when he spoke or thought of emigrat-

ing, had only the United States in his mind. It was
called "going to America." Nowadays the word emigra-

1



i-HE DOMINION'S DESTINY
tion, when you see it „^ r. .

or course .Lret „' Cerr,r''««'« ''"^

"ho w„c beckoned ,o 'he n° !! S'"" ^'" "•'"'»"

.-__.o Canada a. a, brnlttri- ^^r:

Modern means olsZuL^l ""^r""'' °' P-W'cKy.
•"an modern means oqJekLr^'lf I"'""''

"° '^^
-".give ,he presen. da^ a'l^ea. r^

"""P '""^P°"-
populating a distant count^^l ""''^""'^S'. «> far as
when newspapers cU fo Z.^ee'lT"' °^" "" ""
were tnnocent of steam, ^ren L Un^fr<?^" ''">
at an early stage of develon,!^! . V '""' S""« wn

are a slow, if sure, peo^ qL^ If
"°^- P"-- ^e

cover the British kmX Me'l^,
^"^'^"^ will dis-

a generation which was lauth; T !
^' "^" ''"'^d by

is one of our Colonies ^ '' '"'^^^^ *^^t Canada
In thinkincr of CanaHo !,

- .he street hi been^ed^n t taWvIl^"''
'"«-' -»

conception. As a matter of f. " ° * «'e»""'<= mis-
humour it is difficult to make /r.^'

^"!°'" « «nse of
of North America. Eve^v th 1" ""' °' ""^ '"^ory
'hat Canada existed Sre'^'^J^"? "'"• '^-g'^'
created. Ye, ,he United Staes

,"""'" S'«« "ere
""ghty and wealth, natlontf 'g^.c^'^Jr",

'° "" ^
y^,ooo,ooo people; while
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Canada, with a slightly larger area, still has a popula-

tion of only 8,000,000. Naturally enough, the man

in the street concluded there was something wrong

somewhere with Canada.

One can, of course, only elucidate the position by

stating facts which setm, on the face of them, quaint,

not to say funny. As t» ipshot of a fierce war that

took place a century and a quarter ago, part of North

America became an independent country, while another

part remained in allegiance to the English sovereign;

and the curious circumstance has to be noted that, ever

since then. Great Britain has been sending out millions

of men, not to the country she retained, but to the

country she lost. To be strictly accurate, those people

were not sent—they went. They succumbed to the spell

of the newly arisen United States. As though to hea»-

coals of fire on the heads of those who had revolted from

our rule and beaten us in battle, we set to work to -^ke

them mighty among the nations of the earth; ish

contributions to that end heavily outweighing the • of

other peoples. Meanwhile—there being apparently no

end to our self-abnegation—we were content to leave

our own part of North America practically unrecruited

by emigrar. s from the British Isles. Nay—the daughter

becoming, as would seem, nfected by the mother's

magnanimity—our own part of North America made

generous contributions to the neighbouring population,

it being the strange fact that during the past fifty years

3,250,000 people have gone from Canada to the United

States—indigence sparing of its poverty to increase the

riches of affluence.

Of those developments, which wear so quixotic an

aspect in the retrospect, the explanation lies, of course,

in the truism that unity iS strength. For nearly a

'- -A—s-;:r^;j;^jt;^^;^^^v!-.,?
3fc^''
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so idat on fed#.rif.V.« .u
" » '"vincts. Union, con-

would kseKhZ . f'
°^ P^'''^'"" •" »he world

Where would Perthshire ha.t »i u^'"''
r-mies?

Jink with Cork? Simii!^ l^^"
'""''*'"' the^.litical

have ever become a W^ n^'
*'°'' ^°"'^ Massachusetts

would ca e a rap for ^he
9^"' T?^"^""^^^' ^"^ ^ho

only over PennsXnfa? Th'"''
^^"^^^ '' '^^^ -«^«<1

have asked for neol !,
^ "^P^'^'^ States might

voices would noThave'carHT'''
'"^ ^'^^'^ '"^•-•<^"«'

was only becau^ thJv .
'''°'' *^^ A^'^"^'c. It

audible Liter u^ewYrr'*^ " ""'"" ^^^^ ^'^^^ -re

conc^e"pi';^^:,,riin;rin" i^ir"-':
-''' ^'^ -•-

-n in the street 'as cf„ iftw^C LS" ''''

Canada, which dated back to th
*^.^"^^^«-h«stonc

and comprised only port 'o's of the
"''''"'^ ^^"^"^^

provinces, and modern r^n J ^^f
^ '^'sting Eastern

the Atlantic to thTprcific':rd^ L'sth T'^
^^^"^

o'd. It is as though the naml Pn .
1^" ^""^ ^^^^

applied merely to port^nsTf if
^^"^ ^'^^ originally

federation of the d^sti' "t
"* ^""^ ^"'^^- The

America began in Z InT"'"''
°' ^^'^'^^ North

1873. Thus'thereasonVcanTdV^r^"^'^^^'' ""^'^

years, begin to grow isL^Zctj' ""''' '''''''

years, did not exist. Pre^oZv T '
""''' '^^^"*

stances that will be traced in !f.f' 7'"^ '° ^''^"'"-

^Jjnown of the bulk of the oVntry^T,'^^"'.^'"^^
"^

the Federal Government r.^ Tl' ^^^ ^^"'"& "P of
That knowledgeTsTin n^"'?^

'^' ^"^ ^° knowledge,
rather than ge^ne al r "'T^'f'

^^'"^ representatfveS neral. But already-as this book will. J

I;

M

'I

^1.



6 CANADA : TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW

hope, help to prove—there is justification for the belief

that the attractions and resources of Canada are not

inferior to those of the United States ....
And now, being through with our prologue of broad

facts, let us pass to personal experiences of the voyage

to Canada. That week's imprisonment in a travelling

hotel is, surely, the ideal holiday. Thrice have I crossed

in the saloon and once in the steerage—and a button

for the difference 1 In the great liners of to-day there

are comfortable quarters and wholesome meals for

everybody, whether he pays ;{;i8, ;^ios. 5s., or £s ^Ss-

As a rule I find third-class emigrants more interesting

to talk to than first-class poker-players. On the other

hand, grand pianos are preferable to concertinas, and

it is wondrous pleasant, when at sea, to stroll on Turkish

carpets amid alcoves of growing ferns, palms and

flowers; while I personally am alive to the advantages

of a spacious smoking-room panelled in carved oak, a

well-stocked library, and a writing lounge furnished

with necessaries and taste (to glance at a few features

of such floating temples of luxury as the Royal George).

But air, sea and sky—the common property of all

classes—are of chief account.

Let me dip among the memories of my first cross-

ing, which happened nearly nine years ago.

For two days our ship was followed by a dozen

gulls—strong birds, with yellow bodies, and having

black tips to their long wings. By day they hovered in

our wake, eager for whatsoever the cook might discard

through a porthole; by night—I was invited to believe

—they snatched a little slumber in the rigging. But

those sturdy aviators did not accompany us all the way
to Canada.

You cannot see, you can only infer, that the
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uues me eye behold more sea than is visiblp frr^m

^nTro'Ltl' ""T' ^^^ ^°"^' luxurious daVand
on Thf .h Ku-^^'

^'^^ "^^^^^ ^°^« «"' o". and still

water 2^^' ^^^I"^
P'°P^"^^ "^^^^^^ ^'th splashingwater the music that lulls you to sleeo at n.cJhrVu ?

greets your waking in the Lrnin/ Xr ev f thet.is rushing by in frothy confusion.''We career thougha path mottled with foam n^, i

through

splashes and streatfof 'Ze .hf ^fp" ert iTr

".usicai, Iseen wav:f
°™"' «'°"'"S on .he busy,

One afternoon a little K.Vri
awhile on the bridge sLirs d.H f

'\"'' P^'"^^'"^

told me of his jTrevfirr' « "°* '^^ '^''"' but they

breeze, and he balanri 7.
""'''"^ ^^^^"^^^ '" the

a spar'row. wl'dtuTwl^^^^^^ 'TT' ^'"^

and dell, /f oj^i::^:^^:-::^^^s ^^ -dow

cJ^ertr retlrZ^ TZ '" ^^^ ^^^
blue, and as we loUered fn th. h""''^

'^ " P^''^^^^^

decks felt hot unde foot W J^^ '""^^'"« the

tropical interludelor an ^tP kk''"'"'
^^^^^ '^^^

icebergs and whales
' exhibition. We saw

In this enlightened acrt- it r«o
describe either I "hall Hvl

'"^^.'"^'" superfluous to

--..^n^-Has-hX^St:^---.
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I had expected to find it. The whale at sea is very
unlike a whale. In our first experience—a creature some
two miles away—again and again we saw the jet of
water rise as a column of white flufiiness out of a little

area of surface commotion. It was easy to infer some
animal was causing the upheaval, but for long he
abstained from presenting any part of his anatomy to
our view. At last he so far satisfied our curiosity as to
show us a few yards of the top of his back. The oblong,
rounded piece of conspicuous blackness performed a sort
of greasy curve, r large and handsome fin travelled
round the upper edge, and then Mr. Whale, again
wholly immersed, playfully re-engaged in squirting part
of the Atlantic Ocean up in the air.

Icebergs in the sunshine are superlatively beautiful.
I had expected an iceberg to look like ice. It suggests,
rather, a mountain of loaf sugar or alabaster. It is
white with the tender, dazzling whiteness of a swan's
breast. Its surface is of milky, silky snow. Moulded
in soft contour, it is rich in fanciful, protruding shapes.
A distant berg, floating towards Newfoundland, was

revealed in our glasses as two prodigious Egyptian
pyramids. Another was half a mile away, aground
off Belle Isle. It exhibited, as a conspicuous feature on
the windward side, a great seal snorting the air. When
we cane to leeward the entire mass was seen to be a
headleos lion, the hind legs adjusted to a squatting
attitude, the spinal vertebrae visible up the mountain
slope of the creature's back.
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CHAPTER II

RETROSPECT

you ge. .„ too, ,h,, „^"'«^;"^"' v,s,.s, ye. U,e be«„
There was no moon smIL T'" ^°" '»™ "•

for hours ihrough the^Tgh. 6^^%""°"' '"^ ^'«' "d
v.ew of an escarpmenTaglo^S "'

^"'"''"'X '".o
>'ghls. And soon a quainfn^H p .'"^"*'' '"'"tlly
h« was driving „« in'aTuata ow'""""""

'" ^ ""ite
««P streets wher« iamJ"rtt

°" '^^8' "P quaint,
of naked rock and meC h?T * ™P==^ "f walls
gabled houses with gSn shuf,™ °*' °' ™"«r*'«
grey with antiquity. anTof staM '

°' ""^'^ ''"»<«"gs
amid leafy garden^ wiU, he' 'tlT"""'"'^ ^'«"*ng
^""on peeping „„ of its "Inh?

^"' " "oss-growfw« « long before, in the eard.?';^
''"''"^ure.* Nor

tenac-that huee h»nJ * " "' ">« Chateau Fron
-a-n-rtium biooTs'.

'"*°'"^ '°'^'-I was ste^lTng

~.tpo™rh'"''"'°"«'^"''™-^^^^^

defined as "a small bit of medi5 f? ''^' ''^'" *'"
-Pon a rock... and Charles^DrnTt^^-.^
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heights, its citadel suspended, as it were, in air; its

picturesque steep streets and frowning gateways."
The old French capital is a pleasure resort.

Thousands of American tourists visit it every year;
golf is played on the battlefield whe-e Wolfe fell

victorious; and the city's ice carnivals and other winter
frolics are famous. The old French capital is also of
growing commercial importance, and its industries
must receive a great impetus from the new St. Law-
rence bridge—the largest cantilever structure in the
world—and the projected dock extensions. But thr
old French capital commands admiration mainly for
its age and its associations. Of all the fine Canadian
cities it is the finest and the least Canadian. Quebec
even possesses two slums—the only two slums, I verily
believe, in the entire Dominion; and they are far too
picturesque to be demolished

It i3 surprising to find such an obvious piece of the
Old World at the threshold of the New World; and
Quebec's antiquity is emphasised when, on travelling
through the Dominion, one notes the modern aspect of
the other cities. Clues to that contrast will be found
in Canada's lop-sided history.

Indeed, to look at the Dominion through the his-

torian's telescope is to be baffled by a picture that will

not get into focus. An eastern portion is full of back-
ground, middle-distance and foreground; southern and
western strips reveal nothing but foreground ; a central
northern region has detail only in the middle distance

;

and the bulk of the area is equally without definition
here, there and beyond. In other words, one part of
the Dominion has much history, other parts have some,
and many parts have non-.

As I have already hinted, the word "Canada" is a

«:«s;:f«4
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coun^rv ^."l^'«^"'*y'
^'"^^ •* applies both to a little oldcountry with a history commencing in the year looowhen Icelandic settlers in Greenland discovered lI^I

tJtn%T H
^' new country (with a history commenc-ing in 1873, when Confederation was completed). In re-viewing the evolution of the Dominion, therefore, it L

ate rettion t"' '"'°^^J"
^"^^^'"^ "'^^ ^ P-P^^^fon-ate relation to geography. Ancient Canada, being so

nearlv aTlT"'
'" the historian, is apt to lionopflis:nearly all his space. Beginning with events contem-poraneous with the Saxon era in England, he uZshrough the centuries, peppering his pafes wi'th mel^^!

tracing the varying fortunes of two races and three
natK>nalities in their struggles for supremacy, and re!cording bloody battles innumerable. When he ha^done all that, he finds himself with latitude for onfyvague and brief mention of the bulk of the Dominion •

and his readers, thinking they have been reading ahistory of Canada (whereas they have only been readinga history of a fraction of Canada) are left with an ulfortunate impression that Canada is an old, instead of anew, country.
^

To follow the course of events, one must eliminate
exising geographical boundariei from one's mind, andthink of eastern North America (stretching along the
present seaboards of Canada and the United Sta-s)
as a whole. '

Voyagers from England and Portugal got there
first, towards the close of the fifteenth century: but
France and Spain took the lead in forming colonies
The situation soon resolved itself into a rivalry between
the French and the English.

In 1535 Jav .es Cartier explored the St. Lawrence
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(which he named), and advanced as far as an Indian
town that he christened Mont Royal (since corrupted
into Montreal); and afterwards there came other
French expeditions, whose attempts to found settle-

ments were frustrated by Indian hostility. At the

opening of the seventeenth century, however, Samuel
de Champlain established in Acadia (now Nova Scotia)

the first European colony that took root within the

boundaries of the present Dominion; and in 1608 he
visited the St. Lawrence and founded the City of

Quebec. Thus was brought into being "New France "

—a large territory which included eastern Canada of

to-day and stretched south across the existing inter-

national boundary line. There was also a rival colony,

known as "New England," which extended north from
Virginia.

The struggle between Great Britain and France
continued, with intervals of peace and with an ebb and
f^ w of fortunes, for a century and a half; and in the

history of this period the most inspiring chapter is that

which tells of the unflinching zeal and dauntless courage
of Roman Catholic priests who, penetrating to the

interior of the country, sought to carry Christianity and
civilisation to the Indians.

By the Treaty of Utrecht (17 13) the possession of

Hudson Bay (the history of which I shall' glance at

later), Acadia and Newfoundland was definitely vested

with Great Britain, France retaining authority over a

vast stretch of territory. Thirty years afterwards the

war of the Austrian Succession justified a resumption

of hostilities, which were interrupted by the Treaty of

Aix-la-Chapelle. A few years later the two Powers
reached the final stage of their long contest for mastery

in North America; and, following Wolfe's victory at
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Quebec in ,759, French rule in Canada came to an

Bi;t the French people remained, and their descend-

two mir"'fi" ''r''''
^"'^ ^^^'^ P--"- th^rSh^t«^ million fine, happy, prosperous French-Canadians,

for France-supphes, I think, the noblest object-lessonm international fraternity anywhere to be found onTeearth. It is an object-lesson that grows in distinctne«as our eyes open to new possibilitie^s of unarmed am it"!

tZX Tu r T- '^^^^ ^^^kening to the knowledg^
that brotherhood ,s a higher interest of the human racV

b;:^dS;^^"
'-' ^°^ ^ '"^''^ 'y^ «^ ^-ery than

There was, of course, some little initial unrest inthe FranccvEnglish colony, but this was largely allayed

Ict"'j;:ich'''
:'' 5"!;^^P-^'-ent passed^the QuebecAct, which restored the French civil code and definedCanada as extending from Labrador to the Mississippi,and from the watershed of Hudson Bay to the Ohio-m other words^ as including the present Provinces ofQuebec and Ontario, and a number of States overwhich the Stars and Stripes now float. Then came theWar of Independence, which turned our brothers intoour cousins, and caused the Great Lakes to be Canada's

southern boundary, instead of her waist-belt

thJ,h ?"^"f
population of Canada-far smallerthan the French population-was now increased by the

arrival from the south of 25.000 persons who, loyal tohe old tie with Great Britain, refused their Allegiance
to the newly^reated United States. French andEnglish were soon united in a desire to enjoy such
constitutional privileges as had already been granted
to the Maritime Provinces; but while the majority were
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anxious that their own national traditions should be

followed, the minority wished for institutions modelled

on English lines. The British Government solved the

problem by splitting Canada into two—an Upper
Canada for the English, and a Lower Canada for the

French—and giving to each a Legislature of its own,

though a T,egislature in which the people's representa-

tives were under the thumb of Crown nominees.

The war between the United States and Great

Britain, in 1S12-14, exposed the two Canadas and the

Maritime Provinces to a severe ordeal, through which
they came triumphant; and afterwards our French and
English fellow-subjects resumed their agitation for a

full measure of popular government. They went ulti-

mately to the length of rebellion; and then it was not

long before the Home Government granted their desire.

Friction had occurred between the two Canadas on
questions of revenue, and so, by the Act of 1840 that

conceded a democratic constitution, these two Canadas,

after half a century of separation, were again made into

one Canada under one Legislature; the two halves of

a political whole being now distinguished as Canada
East and Canada West. Happil}', however, a clash

of interests arose between the French population and
the English—happily, I say, because it led to the union,

in 1867, of Canada West and Canada East (thence-

forward to be known as the Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec) with Nova Scotia and New Brunswick; and
this was the first stage of Confederation, a process

whereby the name "Canada" was transferred to the

great country, stretching from ocean to ocean, which

bids fair to develop wealth and population like the

United States of America, and to become the foremost

nation of the British Empire.

\
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enced over a ^^T^'.t'lZZTZT^'v^r'

ref-r to the Hudson Bay region.
^

Man is a toy in the hands of Time Thincr. h«

T»,» I L-
"'-'^'^ "• a aroll misuse of ODoortunitv

collected nothing but quartz
^ ' ""''

-dJiove'l".?'^
Hudson-tha, glorious, pathetio herod,«^overed the great northern indentation in the mao

lyTea^
•

fa?' 'V^ -^j-overed overland abo„'

'•NWran e " m''h'T ^'"J."^
adventurers fromnew france -Medard de Groseillers and PierreRad.sson who returned fron, Hudson Bay with rTch

pops-^fr;i:-dS
owers bemg minded to invest their money in a p omt
o^'Genti:"

^Pf"'^^'— Royal Charter wa^ ^ ^nt dto Gen lemen Adventurers trading to Hudson's Bav"H.S Majesty did the thing handsomely whi he wasabou itj for the Charter gave the Adventurers all TS
w7 ^"^ ^" '' ^°"^^'"^d for all time.

^

What was the booty Radisson and Groseillen(whom, by the way. Charles U. insisted upon filing

ii
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"Mr. Gooseberry") had brought from Hudson Bay?
It took the form of 600,000 beaver skins. Resident in
that part of the world are many four-footed creatures
which, because the weather is apt to be cold, are pro-
vided by nature with warm, hairy coats; and the fur
that is a necessary for them is a luxury for man—and
especially for woman. Accordingly, the Adventurers
sent their ships to Hudson Baj » pelts they could turn
into pelf. The actual trapping ard skinning was done
by the Indians, from whom the Adventurers' agents
secured the valuable furs in exchange for tobacco, shot,
brandy, and other commodities of civilisat'on. Som?-
times, not content with killing the beaver, the mink,
and the silver fox, the Indians killed the Adventurers'
agents, and vice versa; but in a general way the natives
and the visitors traded on a footing of mutual toleration

—business being done on these lines : six beavers for

one blanket, half a pound of beads for one beaver, twelve
buttons or twenty fish-hooks for ditto, and twelve
beavers for one gun. The Hudson's Bay men built

themselves forts, and their commercial transactions with
the red man were always conducted through a small
wicket in the palisades.

Nor were picturesque touches lacking at the London
end. Prince Rupert was the governor, and for col-

leagues he had a committee who, by way of tempering
the austerity of the company's affairs, permitted occa-

sional latitude to a festive spirit. Lord Preston having
rendered the company a service, the warehouse keeper

was instructed to deliver "as many black beaver skins

as will make my lord a fine covering for his bedd " ; and,
in gratitude for favours from a more exalted quarter,

"two pairs of beaver stockings are ordered for the King
and the Duke of York." The Adventurers were equally

A ?9m>.
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inferred from orders "to bespeak a cask of canary for ye

pa nstakmg h.stormn "was regarding the home-coming
ships The money that had accrued from sales duringthe ships' absence was kept in an iron box in the wa"e!

^2,000 to ;^i 1,000. To this, only the governor and

iTe oTthr""^'^'
^'^

"^T-
^-"^'"^ •" ^'- -dernsense of the word was not begun till 17.35. When theships came in, the strong box was hauled forth and thecrews paid. . An average of ten thousand beavera year was brought home. Later, otter and mink and

marten became valuable. These, the common furs,

up the list of the winter sales. Before the days of news-
papers, the lists were posted ,n the Royal Exchangeand sales held « by candle' in lieu of the auction^?;

.nt^rv^T""?
""y,^^"^^« b^»"g lighted, pins stuck in atintervals along the shaft, and bids shouted till the lightburoed out. One can guess with what critical car!sshe ur fanciers ran their hands over the soft nap o

dLu Z r^ ^^uT^ °P^" '^^ f"^ 'o examine thedepth and find whether the pelt had been damaged inhe skinning. Half a dozen of these rare skins fromthe fur world meant more than a cargo of beaver. Wha^was It, anyway-this creature; rare as twentietLentury

soeare in ^h T""^^
^'^''^ "^" ^ N«^*°" <>' « ShaKe-speare in the human race? Of all the scientists from

i;i

n

i
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Royal Society and hall of learning, who came to gossip

over the sales at the coffee houses, not one could explain

the silver fox."

The Adventurers' right to the greater part of the

present Dominion of Canada was disputed by the

French. A nation went to war with a company.

France dispatched fighting fleets. So did the Adven-

turers ; for, what with the high price of silver fox and

the low price of beads, the iron box at Fenchurch Street

kept well filled. Hudson Bay was again and again the

scene of horrible carnage; now one party having the

best of it, now another. Anybody wishing to have his

eyes opened to what happened between 1682 and 17 13

should read "The Conquest of the Great North West,"

by the authoress I have just quoted. Let us fix our

gaze on one typical scene in the grim retrospect.

In 1697 five French men-of-war arrived in Hudson

Straits under the command of the redoubtable Iberville.

On his ship, the Pelican, forty men were down with

scurvy. On another, the Wasp, a gun broke loose

during a gale, crushing several of the crew. For

eighteen days the little fleet was ice-jammed in an

impenetrable fog. Later, the Pelican became separated

from the rest of the fleet. Seeing three ships on the

horizon, Iberville hastened towards the supposed

friends. They proved to be English men-of-war, the

Hampshire, the Dering, and the Hudson's Bay. When
the French commander made that discovery, it was too

late to flee. " Quickly, ropes were stretched to give the

mariners hand-hold over the frost-slippery deck. Stop-

pers were ripped from the fifty cannon, and the battery-

men below, under La Salle and Grandville, had stripped

naked in preparation for the hell of flame and heat that

was to be their portion in the impending battle. Bien-
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to-hand grapp-,° De ?/p ?^
^'^^^'"^ '°' ">« hand-

to the lor, Mie l.„V T^^'" ^°' "•' Canadians

ades that p.ou«,eo -V h ? ^^ ° '°"'"e "Gannon-

stripped the Frf^ch bare „
'"" °' "" ''"'""' and

-me instant, Grin^^n,il.o„.s'"n'"°
"'^ """• ^t the

Hu^lson's Bay circki t he mZT f"'"^^"^'^poured a stream of musketrv fi
" '^'''"<^'' """I

«ern. At one fuU Tas. Z f'%""°^^
'h^ Pelican-,

down; but the I tervmen v?
'"""' ""' ""'"«<'

crash of bombs s.ra ghf ta" the H "77- ""=*" '"^^
For four hours the bat k ra/d

""^^^^huU."
SO close, shout and rnnnf«r ,

^^°- ^^e ships were
<ie*. Faces TefeT^ t^th Te'

d"" '"='"^'' ^"°^^
musketry fire. Ninety FrenrhhM '^'°^"'=^^ o! the
Pelican's decks swam'^^n bl^d fh.,

?"" ^"""'^'"'- The
as glass, and trickled dow^'hec/nr !° '".' "'"^'y
dening splashes. Grape ^1", 7 '^'"'^^ '" ^^d-
fallen sails on fire. sZ t7 ^""""'' ''^d «t the
davits were a mass 7f r„

„" ""''^ """J ^P"""«d
sently extend ,0 the powd

^^ "" ""' ''""d Pf-
to eternity.

. . stillthe h ,T
""'^'"'"" ""'' '"°«' all

storm of 'fire and iLmlt "^'T" ''''^ Poured their

fighters were so closTl. m ^° '^"^'''^ hull. The
torn by the bollt'la" tHulfT^ '"^ ""'^
the gunners on the PeliclnJ. ^ °' ™"' ^hip. that
of the sraoke-grimed mt bellvT, Tl^ '"'° ""^ 'y^
Mre. For three hou" the E„l \' tf' °' "'^ """^P-
the Pelican, and fo? threeh™f ""''''' '° '"'ard

P'Ucan had fought ,ke a Semn ^ '"''"'^^' ^P'^^'^^d
^pp^ch. TJ biooj-grS:

iraS:d";eTTad^

1
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rushed en masse for the last leap, the hand-to-hand
fight, when a frantic shout went up. . . . The batteries

of the Hampshire had suddenly silenced. The great

ship refused to answer to the wheel. That persistent,

undeviating fire bursting from the sides of the Pelican

had done its work. The Hampshire gave a quick, back

lurch. Before the amazed Frenchmen could believe

their senses, amid the roar of flame and crashing billows

and hiss of fires extinguished in an angry sea, the

Hampshire, all sails set, settled and sank like a stone

amid the engulfing billows. Not a soul of her two
hundred and fifty men—one hundred and ninety

mariners and servants, with sixty soldiers—escaped.

"The screams of the struggling seamen had not

died on the waves before Iberville had turned the bat-

teries of his shattered ship full force on Smithsend's

Hudson's Bay. Promptly the Hudson's Bay struck

colours, but while Iberville was engaged boarding his

captive and taking ever ninety prisoners, Grimmington

on the Dering showed swift heel and gained refuge in

Fort Nelson."

Iberville had not noticed the gathering storm, which

now broke upon him. "Mist and darkness and roaring

sleet drowned the death cries of the wounded, washed

and tossed and jammed against the railings by the

pounding seas. The Pelican could only drive through

the darkness before the storm flaw ;
' the dead, ' says an

old record, ' floating about on the decks among the

living.' The hawser that had towed the captive ship

snapped like thread. Captor and captive in vain threw

out anchors. The anchors raked bottom. Cables were

cut, and the two ships drove along the sands. The

deck of the Pelican was icy with blood. Every shock

of smashing billows jumbled dead and dying en masse.

k
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rudder wa.c broTen ^nH 1 '™'" "'" """ The
bridge of .he Wcierint shIo'T "? t^^"^ '° ">«

^Plit. and the i'd/carbfriS't;*"'
'"» ""11 began ,„

miles from the fort
" ^ ™ '" "'' ^""ds, six

wiU^gL's^d ptd^lts'ber^- t" ^"^'" -"-
also strove to tow rouch r»ft u"'"''

'''"'• They
«ere placed. E^I.een'^w '! ""

r'"'"'
">' """"dad

As for the survifrs "fo \lr''t
""' '" '"= ''^*"'«-

without pause for Sod . T ^°"" "'=5' *""i '""ght
kindled f„ the bush 1ht"fT' ^TT' '°'""' «^-
-OSS and seaweed rL^ xtotTol^t "", '^^"^^"^

"i'hout he. - .,tf^™"''^
?">- =hips arrived, one

The Violent had foL^TredTa 1™' "
A p" "'"''^

went with flag of truce an.! L j ^' ^ Prenchraan

surrender of The fort S^n "
^If

'' ''"' '" "'""'d
back with "No" for hi.

*-"ehsh garrison sent him
'he French .an°ded "a

,

' rer^ir^i""" "^'" "' '°«'
teeth of the fort. A mutuai bomh 7 °" '" "'^ ""y
days. Then the Frenrlen ^""h "'"' °"'="P''=<' 'wo
'hat, if the fort did not sure„T"'

'""'"'' '"^P'^'"
given. "Quarter be cur»dT" ', ""T""'' """^ ^e
English commander! IfterlarH

.".*'''' ''^"=>'' ">«
hacked down; and when thlr vm P"""''^' were
place, the garrison ma^cIedouVt '2''""''"°" '<'''''

"-e defiant Lsic of fiT^ld'drum""' ""^^ "^'"S' 'o
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Truly, the French and English of those days weregame and tough, and not lacking in the more con-
spicuous qualities of the tiger and the bulldog. For all
those ships and men to have been fighting over the
beaver and the silver fox, and the filling of that iron
box in Fenchurch Street, gives the modern mind a
good deal to think about. As one reads the story of
fierce international hatred, of incursions and pillage and
crafty ambuscades, of frequent battles on land and
water, Hudson Bay figures to the imagination as a
frozen inferno of bloodshed, famine, disease and human
anguish unspeakable. The rival traders and raiders
timed their death-grips as far as possible to correspond
with official periods of warfare between France and
Great Britain

; but European compacts did not always
carry weight with the moving spirits of Hudson Bay.
However, the Peace of Utrecht left the company at
last in uncontested possession of that huge area, and
brought to a close the Adventurers' long maritime
struggle. Their warlike operations, however, were not
over, for presently the company became involved in
sustained and sanguinary inland strife.

When the French King held sway in "New France "

certain of its citizens, acting under Royal licence, adven-
tured into the forests to collect furs from the Indians
Strangely enough, the extinction of French authority
in Eastern Canada gave a great impetus to that French
industry. Licences being no longer needed, an aug-
mented army o^ daring spirits went forth in canoes to
voyage into the unknown territories, and barter beads
and brandy for the red man's furry booty. Merchants
at Montreal fitted out the dashing voyageurs, and waxed
opulent from the sale of skins. A fierce rivalry grew
among the enterprising Frenchmen, who strove to out-
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'ion by adding laudanu" f^ ,L° fenglhen their posi-

frank ,00 .u4 and die^, whtZT- °'" '"'""'
lowers smashed the fort =nH r*^ u " "'^S^'' 'ol-

•reacherous hosts, as we" as ,1. ^^'^^ ""'' '"ree

Pened .0 be present n" !,
!,"

°'^" """" "'''o hap.
Word was se^t o oiher tie ,k''™?^' ^'°P '"«'
had better be massacred „„h <" """"^ '^^<'«''

Panies of ?rerhmen tie ""' '" """y' "-ree com-
protecion of three ^^^fnT *'""" ""^ '"'"''"-'«'

nigh, by the dread ZTZ t?T'r".—" °ne
for the most part, were promptly 'ai^"'"""""^''

'""
Meanwhile the Eno-li^h , . ,

the rivers that flowedtto H^ "'''? ""' """'''"8
their fortified poI's 1^1^". '''^' """ "'"'"I
"Rupert's Land "extendI7i„

'"''• '"" ^ow fa?

""e not in a posi^on to 1 ^"^ ^""" *'-««0" <hey
he it little or mtch i, all^r'"'^

"'"''>' ''"^" 'hat^

"- having, inard, gi"e„llT '" """"' ^""'^
American continent w*h true11^^°" °' ""= "^""h

^
And thus i, came about that thfr S'^r-'^ity-

besides having ,0 put u„ Jhh f"'''' '"' 'riders,

«lves, and with Tpasmodl ,*d""
^^ """"« theml

themselves confronted by Enlif'h
''™^"^' '"""''

looked upon them as tres'^asj^f td ,7""°''' ""o
ctrcumstances, the Montreal merchant tr'' '" "=
the complication, were ScotsJ^n^ f i^°' '° =''<' to

combine, so thai the\f;agZ"\'"fSi '' '""^^'"^ '°

^hould present a united from to tt" fS'""s "T"''"^ ""..n, in .;83. of the North:w::.- ^^pa^ M» il
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destined to grow exceedingly rich and reckless and
to maintain a long, fierce and bloody feud with the
Hudson's Bay Company.

Let us glance at a few representative incidents
recorded by Agnes Laut: "The North-West partner,
Haldane, came to Bad Lake in 1806 with five voyageurs
and knocked up quarters for themselves near the Hud-
son s Bay cabins. By May, William Corrigal, the Hud-
son s Bay man, had four hundred and eighty packs

^l V' . ^?^ "*^''*' ''^'" ^" '^^ E"g''sh were asleep,
the Noi -West bullies marched acroso, broke into the
cabins, placed pistols at the heads of Corrigal and his
men, and plundered the place of furs." There was
further trouble at the same place a little later. "An
Indian had come to the post in September. Corrigal
outfitted him with merchandise for the winter's hunt,and three English servants accompanied the saultcur
down to the shore. Out rushed the Nor'-Wester
MacDonell flourishing his sword, accompanied by a
bully, Adhemer, raging aloud that the Indian hadowed furs to the Nor'-Westers and should not be
allowed to hunt for the Hudson's Bay. The two Cor-
rigal brothers and one Tait ran from the post to the
rescue With one sweep of the sword, Eneas Mac-
Donell cut Tait's wrist off, and with another hack on
the neck felled him to the ground. The French bully
had aimed a loaded pistol at the Corrigals, daring them
to take one step forward. John Corrigal dodged into
he lake. MacDonell then rushed at the Englishmen
like a madman, cutting off the arm of one, sending a
hat fly.ng from another whose head he missed, hacking
the shoulder of a third. Unarmed, the Hudson's Bay
men fled for the fort gates. The Nor'-Westers pur-
sued. Coming from the house door, John Mowat, a

1

^"^?:
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Mac1?o2ll^dead'"'c^ ^'T ""^ '^^' ^neas
West camp for reinfoZems"^ V' ^-^^-
two partners, came with !

"^'^^"^ ^"d McLellan.
if Mowat were not surreL ?^"'^' ""^ ^'^^^-^-"^d

Indians butcher ev'Tultl 'f'^
"?'-"" ^^^ ^'-

of rum for every scaX M .
'°''' '^ '^ ^°«t a keg

and. after bein^ confined f
^'^^^P^'^ surrendered."

was sentenced 'yto^e riu7grs^r b'°"
^""^'^'

for SIX months and to be branded
''"P^soned

1 ne business rivals overran f i,„ u ,

to the Pacific, and the n^m^. 5 '"''' ''""""y "ght
Western Canlda bi; ^taei° oT' '"^ -"^^ '"

hardihood of those ni^ "'' enterprise and
Hudson's Bay ttr/„'rtr''ur- '""='=* '"e
between themVb" Ikof Z Do°,^"^"'"i

"'^^o^"^"
'«'e - .he respect and gratituS o/T/ ^"'^ '' ""''
rest, what a tragic farce ihtr^i u

P°^'""y- For the
was a country sf eno^o 's .ha'tef"?'^

"^^
' ""«

<Kcupy nearly a weekir,
'^"^' "^'"^ to-day

from east to^west a
'

„"-
'"^ " "^ " *«« route

ward that its prS^m p^puSnt/''''^ ^ '" "»«"-
suffices thinly^o sprite at:,trf.'""'"°"

"'"'^
W'th agricultural and miner^ „ '" * """"'O-
the support of over ir I? J 'T«'>"'«s adequate for

•hose tw'o coler al cL^tf" """'"" P«i'»-and
'unities to no bette a3„7 h"'

'"'"'" ""'" "PP""-

another'srepresenta,vesTver,h/^'" T'""'"^ °"«
-in. heads and ^randXtSt^X^f'':;^,?™

criti^lra^d ^elrr^bet'-d? l"
^"^ ^•'"' »'

strange way, and the human rart T ™' '" "^ """
capacated by altered circu^S^ ^Z':^ f

•I
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judgment on its ancestors. Still, the spectacle of those
two companies feeling cramped by each other's pre-
sence in a roomy place like Canada, and using pistols
and daggers to lessen the pressure of commercial com-
petition, is exceedingly droll, if grim.

The state of affairs to whfch I have referred con-
tinued until 182 1, when the Hudson's Bay Company
absorbed its formidable opponent. That amalgamation
was preceded by a very interesting and important event.
Lord Selkirk, a wealthy viscount, and one of the noblest
characters in Canadian history, established the first com-
munity of immigrant settlers in the North-West—a fact
to which I shall recall the reader's attention in my
chapter about Winnipeg. The area conceded for
settlement was known as the Red River district, and
included much of the present Province of Manitoba
and part of what is now the State of Minnesota. To
secure the co-operation of the Hudson's Bay Company
in his philanthropic design. Lord Selkirk had taken
the precaution first to buy up a controlling interest in
that commercial concern. Warfare between Nor'-
Westers and Hudson's Bay men involved those early
settlers in some bloody horrors. But in the present
chapter we need only consider the affairs of the pioneer
community in relation to the future opening up of the
entire North-West to colonisation. And first I would
mention a peaceful understanding at which the Selkirk
settlers arrived with the Indians of the district. Land
was surrendered in consideration of the annual payment
to each tribe of "one hundred pounds of good mer-
chantable tobacco"; that compact of 1817 being inte-

resting as the forerunner of an important series of

treaties with the red man.
United as one company, the fur traders flourished
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of the West—hung in the balance. Would it, like

Oregon, join the Union? In that critical situation, an
independent element of unrest was provided by the
growing discontent of the Half-Breeds. For long years
past, the fur traders—and more particularly the French
Nor'-Westers—had intermarried with the Indians, and
brought into existence that numerous, pathetic people,
who inherited the conflicting traditions of two races.

In view of growing unrest in the Red River settle-

ment, the Home Government instituted a Parliamentary
inquiry into the affairs of the Hudson's Bay Company.
That inquiry seemed to effect nothing. But, hey presto I

a change came over the position immediately after-
wards. In 1863 a syndicate of capitalists, known as the
International Financial A'^sociation, bought up the
Hudson' Hay Company for ;{; 1,500,000, and urned
over the i,^4icern to new shareholders in a new Hudson's
Bay Company on a footing of increased capital. The
tension was relieved; for public interests were repre-
sented by a wisely-controlled force working in the
background. With the confederation in 1867 of Canada
East, Canada West, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,
the creation of the Dominion of Canada commenced.
The newly established Federal Government promptly
arrived at an understanding whereby the Hudson's Bay
Company relinquished any rights of territorial admini-
stration it may anywhere have possessed; and in 1870
the Red River colony became the Province of Manitoba
and an invaluable part of the Donunion of Canada.

But before suffering the Company to pass out of
this narrative, I must satisfy the reader's curiosity con-
cerning the terms it secured. It received a money pay-
ment of ;^30o,ooo ; it was granted one-twentieth of the
arable land in the country over which, at the date of
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\ 1

Of the number of those animals roaming the prairie, it

is difficult for anybody nowadays to form a conception.

One traveller recorded that he rode for twenty-five miles

through an unbroken herd, which he estimated to in-

clude one million animals. In the States, "Buffalo

Bill " (Colonel Cody) took an active part in the work

of extermination. He is credited with shooting forty-

eight of the poor creatures in fifty minutes. In a period

of some eighteen months—when he was under contract

to supply all the meat needed by the huge army of

men engaged in constructing the Kansas Pacific Rail-

way—he accounted for 4,280 buffaloes. On both sides

of the international boundary line, the country was

swept clean of these fine beasts. I have seen places

on the prairie white with an accumulation of their bones,

whereof the weathered relics may still be found.

When the Indians saw what was being done, they

were filled with apprehension. The buffalo was their

means of subsistence. Its flesh supplied them with

meat, both fresh and, when pounded down and mixed

with fat, as pemmican; its skin provided them with

clothing, tents, canoes, bridle and reins; its sinews

made strings for their bows ; and its horns served them

as powder flasks. But the Federal Government had no

intention of permitting the Indians to starve. Their

helplessness without the buffalo was the means of bring-

ing them, willy-nilly, within the pale of civilisation. I

have mentioned ' * pioneer compact with the red man
achieved by the L-elkirk settlers. That had been fol-

lowed by similar understandings in Eastern Canada.

And now the Federal Government effected a series of

treaties with the North-West Indians, who surrendered

any general claim they may have had to the country

at large, and accepted a specific title to ample lands, or
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reserves, set apart for their exclusive use. Moreover,
the Government agreed to make them annual money
payments and to grant them free rations until such
time as they should be self-supporting-an end Canada

of rr^ ^? T r''^^"*
^ ^"^y encouraging measure

sch^lTTl. °
^""""^r

^^ P''^^'^'"^ *h^ t-^bes with
schools, both general and agricultural, and with cattle,
seed, and farmmg implements.

The interests of the natives were served in another
way. American traders, in defiance of the law, weresupplymg them with intoxicants; and the fascinating,
maddening "fire water" was a temptation wellnigh
irresistible to the red man. To sweep that traffic frornme prairie, the Government enrolled the North-WestMounted Police-a force that has won for itself a splen-
did reputation for tact, pluck and all-round efficiency.The suppression of the illicit liquor trade was one of
the earliest and b of its achievements. The Riders
of the Plains won the respect and confidence of the
Indians, and carried through a treaty with the warlike
Blackfeet-the last tribes to be won from a footing of
irresponsible independence. When the Half-Br^ds
again under Louis Riel, once more raised the flag of
revolt, the mounted police rendered effective assistance
in repressing the trouble; and this time it was repressed
permanently. ^

The year of that rebellion witnessed the completion
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the creation ofmodern Western Canada.
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CHAPTER III

QUEBEC PROVINCE

One of the most interesting facts concerning Canada

is that very little is known about it. Its eight million

people are scattered along the southern strip—a mere

fraction of the country. The great bulk of Canada is

neither settled nor surveyed. Nay, it has not been

explored, save in the sense that a person proceeding

along the road from London to Scotland may be said

to have explored England.

Settlement in Western Canada is necessarily of recent

date. But in Eastern Canada civilisation has already

had a good innings. The colonising of Quebec

province began three hundred years ago. Therefore

a hasty thinker would be apt to suppose that, however

much uncertainty may envelop other parts of the

Dominion, Quebec province must by this time be well-

trodden territory. What smiles that supposition would

cause among the urbane politicians and officials I met

in the provincial Parliament House I

If the population of Canada, instead of being eight

millions, were one hundred and ten millions—^that is,

an equivalent to the German and French nations rolled

into one—and if the whole of that population were

concentrated in Quebec province, the inference of the

hasty thinker would probably be correct. For the area

of Quebec province is nearly equal to France and

Germany combined.
3a
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How can a couple of million busy people inspect
and investigate, let alone settle and develop, such an
area? Necessarily they and their homes, their farms,
their factories, and their railways occupy but a fraction
of their vast territory. All the rest of the country
IS available to whomsoever cares to go and unlock its
riches.

Time was when the French-Canadians gave little
attention to the problems and possibilities presented
by the unknown geography with which they were
associated. Prosperous, healthy, and happy, they were
satisfied to let the land north of 48° latitude and west
of 70 longitude look after itself. But nowadays settled
Quebec is much interested in unsettled Quebec. I will
tell you why.

Canada, having a pre-vision of her destiny, is.

vigorously engaged in promoting it. She has set her-
self the task of attracting population by proclaiming
her resources. The paramount need has become the
ru ing interest. In travelling through the country, you
will find that matter uppermost in the mind of every
adult with whom you converse. And it is recognised
as a leading concern of the State. The Federal Govern-
ment and the Provincial Governments are expending
much thought, ingenuity, and money in furthering this
national policy of promoting immigration. The collect-
ing of facts, with a view to their publication, is recog-
nised as one important means to that end. Therefore
the Governments are constantly sending prospecting
scientists into the unknown lands to scratch the face of
Nature and gain some clues.

To give an idea of Quebec province, I will briefly
outline a journey made in 1905 by Mr. A. P. Low (now
Deputy Minister of Mines) into the Chibougamau

!lf
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district. It is by no means remote, being not much

more than a hundred miles from a railway. How Mr.

Low came to be sent there was because certain promi-

nent citizens of Quebec, having received interesting

tidings from the Chibougamau district, suggested to

Sir Wilfrid Laurier that a member of the Geological

Survey oughl to go and have a look at it. The interest-

ing tidings are worth recalling, since they illustrate

the sort of treatment pioneers receive at the hands of

Fate. It appears that Mr. Peter McKenzie made a

"prospecting and trading journey" through the region

in 1903, and while this enterprising gentleman was

looking for iron ores "he chanced upon an important

discovery of asbestos" (I quote from a Government

record, save that I decline to spell the infusible fibrous

mineral with a "u "). Thus encouraged, Mr. McKenzie

re-visited the district in the following year, and this

time he searched for copper deposits, and found "a

large mass of gold-bearing quartz." Had he gone yet

a third time, and tried to locate a tin mine, he would,

I presume, have stumbled upon a reef of diamonds;

but that is mere conjecture.

Now for Mr. Low's experiences. Leaving Ottawa

on June 21st, he went by rail to Lake St. John, and

there secured the services of eight Indians, four (who

knew the Chibougamau district as well as I know

Charing Cross) being engaged to act as canoemen,

the other four being required merely to assist with the

baggage on the outward journey. And here let me

point out what a useful r61e, in connection with the

development of Canada, is served by the red man, now

that he has been tamed and completely cured of his

old abominable practice of removing people's scalps.

To the prospector and the surveyor the Indians are
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invaluable pilots and porters, their navigation of swiftcumnts being marked by a skill ,0 which the ave'Igewhite man .s a stranger. Sustained toil is not to their

of"L:rjl " '"""»'«-' «"•• •>>« 'arge measure
01 leisure and meditation which they associate wl.l,human existence, but, for the rest, Canada^pLrrsand explorers give them a good name On, T!
n:t "77°^' ""^ - ha" -"h-perLt 1^-

of drshone ^^ortl!"' ^-'T"" ™'^ ' ^'"^'^ ""^"«
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cTduC. '"""' "' ^"''"'""°" '" "« delinquenT-s

"I arranged with the Indian " <iAiH tu^
".hat, for an agreed sum, he should"IfL^abX";dangerous stretch of river to a portage whereT„r„n^^ ^

rence rinHo^ •

Diankets. Such an unusual occur-

o7:^;:e"':ri:"r„";;T:a7itmvb°"'
•""""^ ""-•
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came along he exacted retribution. From my point of

view this was rather crude justice, and at first I reouested

the return of my property. But I did not press the

point when I saw how incapable he was of grasping

the subtlety that white men are not answerable for one

another's sins."

Before railways were invented, and when the whole

world depended on roads and rivers, it must have been

hard to say where settlement ended and the wilderness

began. But to-day civilisation marks its domain by

steel lines, and a territory that lacks railways is unable

to compete, whether in agriculture, mining, or manu-

factures, with territories that possess railways. Mr.

Low's experiences— which are the experiences of

Canada's hundred and one other explorers—reintroduce

us to the world as it existed before Watt and Stephenson

interfered. No road having been made to the Chibouga-

mau district, he had to fall back on the rivers. And

with rivers, be it noted. Nature has liberally endowed

Quebec province.

Having laid in a good stock of provisions, Mr.

Low secured some stout cedar canoes, and set off on

his journey from Lake St. John—he and the Indians.

They did not advance with the tpeed which readers of

Fenimore Cooper's novels would expect. Their rate

of progress averaged fifteen miles a day, the responsi-

bility for this dilatoriness lying wholly with the Ash-

wapmuchuan River. Only every now and then is it a

level, composed, and Thames-like avenue of water.

In between whiles, after the wont of Canadian rivers,

it plays leap-frog down the gradients. On approaching

foaming rapids and roaring cascades, Mr. Low and the

Indians got out and walked. Carrying canoes, stores,

and baggage over portages that are sometimes a mile
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nn'^t!!*^^^K'' u'
^°'''^* * laborious and slow business.

^rlil'.h l"
"*' V' ^""'" '° S° ^^^°"«h ^ith that

ordeal than to be whirled over a waterfall that has asheer drop of sixty feet_to mention one picturesque
feature occurring along Mr. Low's route.

I will not dilate upon the glorious mountains andthe verdant valleys that came under the explorer's
notice. The lovely lake^some of them twenty 7LIand more in length-rather tried his patience. "Many

l^u^'l
^'\'° .'"''^"*^^ ^"^ ^°"«^ ^'th islands," hedeplored, "that it is difficult for even the Indian guidesto follow correctly the channels."

^

in th^fT'^^f'^^ u"''"'^"'
°^ ^°''"^"* do"a« existing

ot a I), the fir, the banksian pine, the aspen and balsam

sorts. White spruce up to twenty-four inches indiameter are," he reported, "in many places numerois

exited for transport to the southern markets." Butdiscerning science did not confine itself to indicatingthe fortunes in forests that awaited human immigrants^
It shed a passing tear over the timber wealth that hadbeen already consumed by immigrants of another genusLarch formerly grew in abundance," Mr. Low re

size, as was obvious from old trees still standing askeletons. But about twelve years ago. it seems thoSorests were destroyed by a visitation of the Eu opea^

nn arsT^-;'"'
"^'^ "'^^°"* ^ -^-^ -hose ^er"Pilla s have a large appetite, twenty legs, and an in-teresting way of standing with the hind part of "hdrbodies gracefully curled over their heads. So ouEuropean saw-fly was the guilty party, was he? One
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wonders how in the name of Christopher Columbus he

got across.

Mr. Low found some white fellow-creatures in the

virgin territory he was exploring. To begin with, he

saw (as the opening of this narrative will have prepared

my readers to learn) a small party of miners working

at the asbestos outcrops on Asbestos Island in McKenzie

Bay, which is situated in th^ north-west corner of

Chibougamau Lake. He also found in the district other

white, or whitish, people, who were residents of long

standing. Indeed, the strange fact has to be noted that

groups of these white or whitish people are to be found

in even the most northerly and remote districts of un-

explored and unexploited Canada. The history of the

Hudson's Bay Company—one of the greatest dramas

that the world and the centuries have witnessed—was

sufficiently outlined in the preceding chapter. In this

place it is merely necessary to relate that, on

approaching Lake Mistassini, Mr. Low found "a

number of old men, women and children " cc regated

on the shore, awaiting the arrival of som< .;our and

groceries they were expecting by canoe frc.n Hudson
Bay. Much earlier in his travels, at a point only some
sixty miles from Lake St. John, he had come upon

another settlement of the ancient fur-collecting corpora-

tion.

In a manner who.ly unforeseen, the Hudson's Bay
Company is proving of great value to modern Canada.

Each of its utposts of civilisation is a treasury of clues

to the agricultural possibilities of an unknown country.

The trappers, in their remote isolation, have naturally

gone in for a little gardening. It has helped to pass

the time, not to mention the advantage of having fresh

vegetables and ripe gooseberries on the dinner-table.
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When the rare visitor now arrives, as an emissary from
populated regions away in the south, the Hudson Bay
folk must be intensely gratified by the interest he takesm their cultivated back-yards.

Mr. Low is not the man to neglect opportunities,me surrounding country appears to be fertile," he
noted, "as, in the clearing about the old Hudson's BayCompany post, timothy grass grows abundantly and
small fruits r.pen early." On the other hand, no great
success had apparently attended horticultural efforts at
the second trappers' settlement he visited. "Great
difficulty is experienced," we are told, "in growing a
small crop of potatoes, although the soil is the best in
the region. Again, "attempts have been made at this

Success -' ^ThT
°''!' ^•'''^' /"'^ ^'^^"*' ^"^ "'*^°"*

success. The explanation of this unsatisfactory state
of things IS detected by the scientific mind, and a
valuable hint to the agricultural world is the result.
This particular Hudson's Bay post happens to be twelve
hundred feet above sea-level-indeed, it occurs very
near the line of greatest elevation running through
Quebec province. "When lands are situated above the
thousand-foot level," Mr. Low points out, "there isconstant danger of summer frosts, though these would
probably be lessened by clearing the lands and breaking
he surface with the plough." He emphasises his con!
tention by instancing experiences at the Hudson's Bay
post bes.de Waswanipi Lake, which is situated aboutone htindred and fifty miles away to the south-west.
ihe climatic conditions are more favourable there
because the elevation is only seven hundred feet above
sea-level. At the Waswanipi station, we learn, "excel-

2VT 'T'
""'' ^'°^" annually, while experiments

with the cultivation of cereals show that oats, barley,

it I
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and the hardier varieties of wheat easily ripen." The
Canadian settler, when choosing a northern homestead,
will be well advised to keep this matter of elevation
in mind.

Mr. Low, it will be observed, by no means limits
his investigations, when trav^'jing through a new
country, to matters germane tc ais own science. "The
fisheries of the larger lakes," reported this broad-minded
geologist, will undoubtedly be a source of considerable
wealth to the province as soon as a railway provides
quick transport." Speaking from personal experience,
he goes on to say that "the chief food fishes are lake-
trout, brook-trout, pike, pickerel, sturgeon, whitefish,
nnd two species of sucker." The sucker is, I believe,
also known on the North American continent as the
stone-roller" and the "red-horse." No doubt it is

more appetising than it sounds.
Coming now to matters belonging to Mr. Low's

special province, I must first mention his discovery of
an "Jteresting freak of Nature. "Near the western end
of McKenz.e Bay," it seems, "is a low cone of dark,
rotten serpentine, peculiar on account of its magnetic
attraction, the compass pointing to it from all directions
within a radius of half a mile."
A geological report is, of course, a solemn, technical,

and unsensational document. The business of a geolo-
gist IS to identify the rocks, seen and unseen, the word
rocks, in Its scientific application, including pretty

well every constituent of the globe save water and air.
The geologist does not mine for gold, silver, and
precious stones; he merely decides whether and where
It would be worth while to mine for them. His task
is to go in advance and prepare the way for the
prospector.
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at Jineral'l';ahrV''^''
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possibilities of the whole, so I will mention a few

instructive facts.

Last year some fifty million bushels of oats were

grown in the province of Quebec; and since to most

persons 50,000,000 is an indefinite total, and only

vaguely impressive, like 5,000,000 or 500,000,000, I may
mention, for the purpose of affording the reader a

standard of comparison, that in 1909 the quantity of

that grain grown in Scotland—the national head-

quart'^rs of oat-cakes and porridge—was only thirty-

eight million bushels. Let me quote another item from

the long list of products yielded by the fraction of

Quebec province that is at present under cultivation.

The French-Canadians and their neighbours annually

grow about seventeen million bushels of potatoes, or

enough to supply the entire population of Ireland from

one year's end to another, allowing for a consumption

oi 2% lbs. per week for every man, woman and child.

They also grow enough tobacco (principally black and
strong kinds, but including a good deal of Havana) to

meet the annual requirements of over a million moderate

smokers ; while Quebec's immense quantities of apples,

cheese, cherries, butter, pears, pumpkins and melons

also provide the statistician with much food for thought.

And, while I am about it, let me give a hint or two
with reference to the present mineral output of the

province. Note, then, that in 1909 some three thousand
' miners received ;^27o,ooo as wages for wresting

;^459,ooo worth of asbestos from the serpentine rocks

of Quebec—a region which in the same year enriched

the world with over a million barrels of Portland cement
(representing a value of ;^263,ooo), besides noteworthy

quantities of copper, graphite, marble, granite, phos-

phate, mica, chromite, and ochres.
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aZal^ L . ^r^' ^"'^ P"'P ^"d"st"es draw

wfL J I'k

"^ '^.°"' ^4,000,000; nor should weforget the six thousand tons of luscious syrup taoDed

?or?to Our "^

'"'^T'
"'^' -^^--power; and there-

a bri h£ S" ' "^^""'^^^"""g activity, which has hada brilhant beginning, no man can foresee the end.

will h^"^ K ™^ ''^^^" ^^° ^""^ ^^"-'•e^d sportsmen

1 «^rf
""" "°"^'""^ "^y' ^" *h'^ time, I h^veomitted to mention a supreme attraction of the reg^nunder notice. With its vast virgin forests full of game

the Ancrlr.
title, in Canada and the United St^es, of

ItitK^A -^"^ Sportsman's Paradise. Man; a

"?the ^r'"" "'"" ^"^^ '^"^^^^"^ --ths hunt!ng the caribou, moose and red deer, the beaver, mink

n that beau Iful country of the St. Lawrence River and

yuebec s famous salmon pools, and hundreds of NewYork s busy citizens spend their holidays capturing thlmonster trout, bass. pike, and whitefish for'^which Lpio 7ince IS famous.

hnnHr^H ^"^^""^^r
""^^ ^"^"'''^ ^^^ ^^^^old of onehundred acres of that favoured country on paying16s. 6d.. with four following annual payments of thfsame amount, the price of Crown land b'eing oS ^eacre, rising to 2s. 6d. in certain areas. For the reststeamers ply on some of the lakes, the Governmenttrapidly extending its network of colonisation ro"and in one district free railway transport is cona ed

ITXS" ^"' ''-' ^^™^"- -'' 300 lbs. ^f

V If!
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Noi do these facilities exhaust the measures taken

by the provincial authorities to secure population. They

recognise a necessity to make further special effort in

view of a notable disadvantage in the matter of immigra-

tion that is peculiar to Quebec. The majority of new

arrivals from the United Kingdom—little dreaming

what charming and helpful neighbours the French-

Canadians make—elect to locate themselves in the

provinces where their mother-tongue prevails, and, the

number of immigrants from France being insufficient

to adjust the balance, Quebec has its grievance. Per-

haps I ought rather to say that Quebec had its griev-

ance, for the genius of French-Canadian politicians has

proved a match for the situation.

A law was passed granting boons and honour to

the mothers and fathers who rear twelve children or

more. I first heard of this stroke of enlightened states-

manship when discussing Canada's future with M.

E. E. Tach6, the Deputy Minister of Lands and Forests

in Quebec's noble Parliament House.

"We do not get our due proportion of the inrush of

settlers," explained M. Tach^. "Very well, then, for

peopling our vast province we look rather to the

natural increase of the population already here;" and

he presented me with a copy of Volume II. of an inter-

esting Government publication.

This publication shows the law of the twelve child-

ren in working. It seems that during the first fourteen

years of the existence of the statute 3,395 heads of

families were registered as qualified to receive the free

grant of 100 acres (or, in the alternative, fifty dollars)

by which a progressive Government recognised the

service they had rendered to Canada by rearing large

families. Those 3,395 names had been printed in

:iF
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Volume I., and the significant fact has to be added that,
in the comparatively short ensuing period of fifteen
months, as many as 2.018 heads of families were added
to the roll of honour.

Those prize-winners are recorded in page after page
of a table pnnted in six columns. The first column
gives the name of the head of the family-usually. of
course, the father, but occasionally his widow or his
eldest son. Then occurs the name of the wife. or. in

InH?^ ?l
^

uf^""*
marriage, of the wives. The thirdand fourth subdivisions indicate the parish and county

of residence. From the fifth column we learn how many
children there are in the family, and the sixth column
reveals whether the hundred acres or the fifty dollars
were preferred. Since the grant of land is associated

2 nl" ^^^'f^V cJ^^'- and cultivate it. and since
he i^ple of Quebec are already provided with ample
farms, it is natural that choice alighted, in a majority
of cases, on the money payment. Here and there
indeed, the table reveals a large family so wealthy and
contented that they have waived their claim alike to
the land and the cash. The proud father accepts as a
sufficient reward the honourable publicity conferred byhaving his name conspicuously printed in State
archives.

•-'«»i.c

The column devoted to " Nombre d'enfants " repays
examination. The repetition of the number 12 is con!stantly interrupted by ,3. and. less frequently, by i"but you do not have to turn many pages before voJ

16 s. and with even a 17 here and there. When onpage sixty. I found evidence that a French-Canaiian

h rf aTLTlT H''
'^'"'"" ' ^'^ -^ doubt ta"here, at last, I had reached high-water mark. Yet no-
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on turning to page 127 I learnt that M. Cajetan

Vezina, of Hebertville, in the county of Lac St.

Jean, had 19 children. Among the 2,018 entries that

proved to be the top score. Vive Quebec I Vive la

jamille!



CHAPTER IV

NIAGARA AND WHITE COAL

At night I stood upon a steel suspension bridge that
hung high above the mighty river it spanned. Electric
lamps shed light even down to the water, visible as
streaks of foam moving in the eddies. A deep bass
drummed unceasing in the ear, and I knew this muffled
thunder came out of the great ghostly cloud lying in
the darkness away up stream. The deep bass was a
background of sound for the treble of crickets piping
on the precipitous banks, black with dense vegetation.

Crossing the bridge, you enter the light and bustle
of an American city, with its stores and saloons and
hotels. Its girls without hats and its men without waist-
coats.

That night, in cosy quarters on the Canadian side,
I was lulled to sleep by the subdued, dull roar, which
next niornmg greeted my awakening. From the hotel
window I had my first glimpse of Niagara Falls—of
a section, rather, for an outhouse obstructed the view.
I saw a wall of water glistening in the sunlight—green
transparency the upper part, opaque whiteness the
lower, with a cloud of rolling vapour ai the base. From
a balcony I saw all-the straight American falls on
the left, the recessed Canadian falls on the right, and
the intervening island. At that distance Niagara Falls
are peaceful and beautiful. Leisurely the water curves

47
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from the top in flashing emerald; slowly and softly it

descends in thick, broken, snowy coils; indolently it

evaporates at the bottom into pale fog.

The American portion seems small beside the far

sweep of the Canadian. Look curiously and you will

see one thin thread of water detached from the main
body of the American falls. During the afternoon I

was one of a party of friends on the island, close to

the top of that thread.

Entering a house divided into dressing-rooms, we,

under instruction, exchanged the whole of our own attire

for strange, picturesque costumes—enormous boots of

felt tied to the feet with string, blue woollen knicker-

bockers, a blue woollen jacket, and an oilskin hat that

covered the ears. Others of the party accepted outer

suits of oilskins, so that they looked like fishermen in

northern latitudes equipped for a hurricane. It was a

hot afternoon, and I declined to be burdened with

those waterproof additions. "Oh, very well," said the

attendant with composure; and he went on munching
his chewing-gum.

Out in the roadway we stood in a group to be photo-

graphed. Two carriages came to a standstill in our

proximity, and the ladies within them laughed, and

laughed yet again, as they gazed upon us. Beginning

to descend a flight of wooden steps, we met an old

man coming up, an old man who, arrayed like my
companions in oilskins, looked to have had a recent

narrow escape from drowning. Wet and glistening,

he walked with ber* back and heavy footsteps, a

saturated moustache assisting his melancholy aspect.

He was, it seemed, to be our guide, and soon we were

following him down the staircase, which was spiral, and

contained within a wooden tower.
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At the bottom, thunder stunned our ears, and only

!L"'^"!k
*'"l5"'"«ces could we communicate onewith another. The thunder never ceased as we followeda downward path cut in the rugged cliff. Presently,

at a bend m tb- path, we saw a frightening sight.
^

un v^r.? TK^'T
'"'*'* "«*^^'"^ '"^^ disruption^f theuniverse. The bottom of that thread of Niagara Fallswas ,mmed.ately before us, edge on. Oh, the weighand speed of the endless world of waters smashfngdown upon the huge boulders I I strove to look ur^wards to the full height of that grey cataclysm; bmthe spray was blinding.

J
,
oui

unon°"°'''"5
o"^/"ide to the right, we .oon wereupon a rustic bndge spanning rocks washed by arunnmg r.ot of waves. The fine rain became a delugeof grea spots of heavy water, which hurt my shoulders

Now we were in front of the waterfall, gaspintr.

rails dt^d ^fV^'"^^''"^
'^ ^^^^ hands 'at^Lfn

^nn^\Ti
7'th shmy weed, and shuffling shamelesslya^ong the deluged planks. So we made our way over

several br.dges-shuddering, blinded, deafened^ and

benrhefn^
"^

T^"""
''^"^ P'^'^"' procession of

berit, helpless suflFenng men_I found myself doubting
the wisdom of making this excursion when so high awind was blowing. ^

anH^T''77' f'"'^ ^ ^°°*'"^ °" ^"other bridge,and when I forced open my eyes it was to fin ourselves between a cliflF of rock and a cliff of water slill

2'^U^^
bombarded by violent rain; still did thunder

cold Zr u"T'
''•" ""' ""' P^""- ^^^-^ P'--d -'th

In tL. /
.'^^.'^^'"^ °"'' '^""^' ^^'^t^d by the wind.In that awful cloister the atmosphere seemed thin and

iiiiiiiiM
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insuflRcient, and to be moving so quickly as to leave

us no time to breathe it.

My right arm was clutched by the man ahead.

Instinctively I gripped the man behind. And so we

dragged one another through several moments of amaze-

ment, blindness, and repressed fear—suddenly to

emerge, with a chorus of laughter, into dry, still, sunny

air. For there was no rain that day, and no wind

—

brilliant sunshine pouring from the blue American sky.

The only thunder was caused by water falling 167 feet

on rugged rock in unending millions of tons. We had

passed round the base of the thin, detached thread of

the American falls. We had visited the Cave of the

Winds. I should not like to take that heroic shower-

bath every morning.

As we reascended the pathway to the tower—drip-

ping, aglow, delighted—we turned our heads, and

beheld an unbroken rainbow shining in the clouds of

vapour that rolled across the river.

All of that is but one experience of Niagara. After-

wards we went on board the Maid of the Mist, where

special clothing was once more proferred us; and this

time I dressed in accordance with suggestion. On the

little steamer's deck we soon were seated, cowled and

habited like a company of friars, with only our faces

showing. The stout little craft crept cautiously towards

the cataract. Soon we were cruising through the clouds

and into the white confusion of eddies, our craft riding

perceptibly deeper in water of a buoyancy reduced by

myriad intermingled bubbles of air. From the Maid

of the Mist we saw the might and majesty of the Niagara

Falls from a fresh, if somewhat hazy, point of view.

Niagara is certainly a most unsuitable place for a

river. First, there is that appalling, unavoidable tumble
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wrre'hTril"'
"""• "'"" «l""n>riun, and com-

™!rJ^ ^" "^"^' «n<l dignified progress is

OutT ,h.T?f 8«f»P^«' "«ch.ry is met with,

wilr L, .'""'' * '"'' ""^^ b«" scooped, andwater entering there is doomed to rush round »„HS a^Ttr r' '"'"''^' -Cg bratht

.He z^^\^rgn'nrrr °'

^r^hi rein. rbrourTh^^^^r-' ""^^^

rescuing arms ^ ™ "'""" ''»* "'

a-»t':;p^-ra;,^^r iXtrto^^s°"Vr

blanched «hh TeL T"' ^". .?T "" P«"''^-riv«,

haste, whhe wive cLhi
*^' ""' '''™'"' '" '''^I'rious

the ^int of lZJ^"'^'y. r" "*"'' ^'^ """. »'

ofst^Tggn^g^rr -'™'-. one sees high piles

in the fierce current O,^ ."""« "'"' "" < rods

locusts droned n The ..^s on",h \^r."^'°"
"^^'"^

grapes were awJnt ^, t
•»"lefield, and wild

view of fair sS^r;^ " '"^^ ""' "-""nded a far

grea'.esrcL.rreilhr^Se^'r" "' '^'""^
Change has come over h^K '^"^ ^ remarkable
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of the world, amd dl fto more practical account than the

Sphinx. Now it is a thing of infinite utility, and has

as definite a coR»flaercial value as the bullion in the

Bank of England.

In the history of mankind no fact is more quaint,

I think, than that the greatest achievements of civilisa-

tion should be depetKU'nt, almost entirely, upon the

carboniferous strata ifs C.»«> crust of the earth. Coal, as

a means <if producing: str-am, has long been the vital,

indispensable factor in hmtian affairs. What would

become of the world, people have anxiously asked, when

our stock of the grimy mineral should be exhausted?

Nay, against that evil day we have long been eagerly

awaiting the discovery of an alternative source of heat,

the automobile almos! suggesting that man has at last

put his finger on the substitute. Coal's great rival has

been found; but it is not oil. It happens to be (and

this is another quaint fact in the history of mankind)

the waterfall.

Who would have thought it? Who could have

dreamed that water would prove the substitute—the

superior substitute -for fire? It was so natural to

suppose that coal could only be deposed by something

that was, at any rate, inflammable. We failed to re-

member that steam and the piston-rod are but means

to an end; that end being—power. In the waterfall

we find power ready-made.

To convert mechanical energy into the electric

current and utilise that current for practical purposes

of illumination, was a great achievement, now more than

thirty years old. To convert mechanical energy into

the electric current, dispatch that current to a distant

point, and there re-convert it, without serious leakage,

into mechanical energy, was a far greater achievement,
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now about fifteen years old. Just exactly how it all
happens I will not attempt to explain, there being many
things concerning electricity that are not known to
science as well as many things that are known to
science but not to me.

K J"^ ''/k'*'"^
'^^ power-houses at Niagara I went

behind the scenes, so to speak, and saw everything.
Also I saw nothing-energy being invisible. A power-
house IS a shining palace of repose and polished
nuichinery. Each gallery of dynamos is a cloTster Jpeace, where a poet might compose verses to his lady's
eyes. Huge turbines hum softly in the trim wheel-pit

7TJh7L "^T"''
'^^" ^'""^ S:enerator slumbers ina death-like stillness only to be attained by machinery

revolving at the pace of twenty-six miles a'lecond. A^Niagara one stands in the clean presence of a volumeof^power measurable by the united strength of a million

White coal gives forth no smoke, dirt, or smell-which reminds me of an instructive personal experience
I was at Hamilton, a city of between seventy andeighty thousand inhabitants, and situated amid delight

ul fcenery at the western end of Lake Ontario. With

sill PH u
'"\P"'fi^«"^ ^iews. Hamilton suggests asmall Edinburgh, and (because of its tree-plantedavenues and public gardens) an Edinburgh buiU onGarden-City hnes. The train had lately taken methrough the orchards and vineyards of [he Niagara

1 foZ ;ir'
'"''

'; '" --^^^-P^- of Haml !

pelches (tr^^ ""'""^r
'^""^ '^'' region -tons opeaches (selling for a few cents the large basketful)-nd great consignments of apples, pears plums ando her fruits, massed with pyramids of veg^tabTe^ andglorious clusters of flowers, so that, in pSg along
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the bustling avenues, I walked amid the most seductive
perfumes.

"This, then, is the Fruit City?" I suggested to the
resident of Hamilton who accompanied me.

"That is a new name," he replied, "for the Birming-
ham of Canada."

At this I could not help laughing as I looked around
at Hamilton, a city bathed in unpolluted sunshine and
almost innocent of factory chimneys.

"Birmingham," I pointed out, "is a manufacturing
centre."

"Exactly," said my companion; and he went on to
tell me of Hamilton's four hundred large factories,

which annually produce I don't know how many
million dollars' worth of cotton goods, farm implements,
boots, furniture, and goodness knows what.

Still was I mystified when dinner-bells rang in the
part of the city whither we had wandered, and from
out great buildings there poured swarms of high-
spirited toilers, who mounted their thousands of bicycles
and swept hungrily over the hill.

I began to understand. The machinery in those
factories was worked by the water plunging down the
Niagara escarpment, over forty miles away This was a
sunny, white-coal Birmingham. I prefer it to the
smoky, black-coal Birmingham.

When I first crossed the Atlantic, some nine years
ago, the Americans were deriving light and power from
Niagara, but the Canadians had merely begun prepara-
tions to that end, preparations which, by the way, pro-
vided a touch of romance. For a temporary breakwater
had been constructed some distance above the Falls,

thus laying bare a strip of the river bed, and on that

area of polished rock, which during countless ages had

ti-
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been swept by a terrific force, little toddling children
were engaged in innocent frolics.

Driving last year amid smiling homesteads, I saw
the great steel cable which, suspended from a succession
ot lofty metal towers, transmits the power of the falls to
municipalities of Western Ontario, a share even going
to Toronto, which is more than eighty miles from thefamous cataract.

The palatial power-houses, the illuminated cities,
he smokeless factories, the superb systems of electric
tramways-all combine to make a strong appeal to the
imagination. Yet Niagara, with its yield of 400,000
horse-power, is but a sample of the Dominion's un-numbered sources of force. Note this portentous fact-Canada s supply of white-coal, which is fifty per centcheaper than black coal, greatly exceeds thai of an;
other country. In Ontario, prospectors have surveyed
readily-ava.lable sources to the extent of 3,500,000

of^wlTn" ^°"' '"•^^ "' ^"^'^^ Columbia's wealth
of waterfalls is conveyed to everyone who travels

vlilat h
' ^'°"-\-^'-- Quebec measures

available horse-power by tens of millions.
When all the coal on the earth shall have been

eminr. P ^ k"'
'"^^^•"^«'" --d M. Fabr^ques. an

he world ''"a^T""''
"^^"^'" "•" ^^ -''^-^ ofthe world. At the time those words were writtenwater-power and fire-power stood, or were supposed to

Thl: ^ k"
^'''"°'"''' ^^"^''^y- The superiority ofHhite-coal has since been demonstrated.

^

tures, who so rash as to prophesy u limit ?
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CHAPTER V
THE LUMBER KING

Newly arrived in Ottawa one afternoon last summer,
I was standing amid its noble buildings, chatting with
a fat policeman; and the fat policeman, having identi-

fied me as a visitor from England, said I must certainly

call on his friend J. R. Booth. My comment was
directed to the necessity for an introduction and an
appointment, whereupon a puzzled face revealed the

friendly constable as wondering what I wa§ talking

about. Thus this incident epitomised the great differ-

ence between two peoples, otherwise identical, who are

divided by three thousand miles of ocean.

I am British, and, consequently, a snob; the fat

policeman was Canadian, and, therefore, unhampered
<> any sense of social distinctions. It would never
o<^ ur to a fat policeman in the Old Country that he
was everybody's equal. If he happened to know a
millionaire, he would talk of that person with awe,
instead of with affectionate respect, as was the note
sounded in my corpulent companion's references to

J. R. Booth. The untravelled English reader may find

a difficulty in realising that it is not a natural law,

by Providence ordained, which divides humanity into

ladies and gentlemen on the one hand, and common
people on the other. In this dear old country many
excellent folk would be shocked at the idea of dining

36
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at the same table, or praying in the same pew, with
a man who does useful manual work; but the people
of Canada, while very much alive to the power of the
dollar, are blind and deaf to the idea that personal
wealth has anything to do with personal worth. The
fact is that kid gloves and the silk hat are emblematical
of a country that has reached a ripe, not to say rotten,
stage of development. In a new and progressive
country like Canada muscle commands, not emolument
alone, but honour.

From the terrace of the Ottawa Parliament House
-—that majestic Gothic pile which crowns the architec-
tural beauty of the capital— I looked out upi>n a tar
sweep of beautiful Canadian scenery. Down below,
in the foreground of that living panorama, the eye
noted, on the farther shore ol the broad strett n of
glistening river, a little town of workshops and factories
clustering behind the white smudge that mariiea a
waterfall. I was looking at the head-quarten- ^ the
industry out of which the city of Ottawa has ^own.
I was looking at the largest lumber-mill in the'^orld.
I was looking at a part of the property created, owned,
and controlled by J. R. Booth, the friend of the fat
policeman.

During my tour of the Dominion's great cities—
so full of light, racing tramcars, human enthusiasm,
and other forms oi electricity—Canada became typified
in my mind as The Man Without a Waistcoat; for the
energetic citizen permits himself that toilet modificatioc
during the brilliant summer months. But an abstraa
personification was destined to be superseded in my
thoughts by a definite human example. In J. R. Bomh
I felt that I had met the spirit and genius of Canada
in the flesh.
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I went to him under the conditions which had the

sanction of national usage—that is to say, I went
without introduction or appointment.

An old man, thick-set and of medium height, with
white beard and clean-shaven upper lip; an old man
in a suit of dark grey homespun, with peaked cap to
match; an old man standing by himself, thinking, in
the lec of a wooden shed-that was the multi-millionaire
as I happened to find him. It is not many persons who
have f. ) nd him thus.

A while ago Sir Robert Perks dropped in from the
Old Country to discuss high finance with the Lumber
King of Canada. Sir Robert was shown into an office
where he presently was much astonished by the entrance
of an elderly individual in overalls, sprinkled with red
dust and mortar. The old man on that occasion had
been laying bricks. Visitors sometimes find him at
the bottom of an excavation showing his men how to
lay concrete.

There was someone with me who, when we saw
him standing beside the wooden building, said that
was J. R. Booth. I should not have known. At a
casual glance he might, even in Canada, have been
anybody; in England he could easily have been mis-
taken for nobody. But when I stepped forward and
spoke to that upright, impassive old man, when I con-
fronted his calm, strong countenance, with its wise,
blue, penetrating eyes, I realised the presence of J. RBooth. I cannot find the right word to reflect the
impression he produces. The strength of simplicity;
the oak pillar or marble column unadorned; a man
content to lean on mind instead of manner—those are
but imperfect suggestions.

I asked if I might go over his works, and he said

^ll
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w^r?.* A
'1

'
'^"^'^ ^*^« • <=^«» ^ith him after-wards, and again he said "Yes." For he is a straight-forward Aye-and-Nay talker-there is no polite pre-

^r"uck^:r° ''l^'' ""l^'^^'^^^y-
w'th J. R. Booth. He

wUhoutTan'y'^'""
^'^ "'^ '"™^" '"^^-'-^ «-'-

Genius is not an exaggerated definition.
J. R.Booth gave the hrst cU.es to lus future career at anearly age by doing something that his relatives con-

insane. I should mention he came of a stock of seven

fro^r. ;''' r> °^- «<^e"tury ago, emigrated

°T H 'f n"^ u
^^*"'°°-« district within that vast

stretch of Quebec territory known as the Eastern Town-
ships There they toiled, prospered, and multiplied;

Tll\''^""l '^ P^'^ '^^' J- ^- ^^'>'^' °f »he rising
generation, had to plough, chop wood, and tend stock
But homestead duties did not monopolise the youngman s attention. It was in his mind that the utmost
power of a man's body can accomplish but a minute
traction of the work waiting to be done in the world:
and. undeterred by the titters of his intimates, he put
in a lot of private time constructing amateur water-
mills on a rivulet that coursed through fi t paternal

17""^:
.J^°''

^^'"'^ ^^'^ ^"""'"^ •" his mind
when, at the age of twenty-one, he broke away from
the traditions of his youth, and, with no more than
nine dollars in his pocket, set forth to conquer the
world in his own wa>, the good people of Waterloo
shaking their heads over the departure of one whom
they feared must be crazy.

We may jump a few years spent bridge-building in
the States, and so come to the time, fifty-eight years
ago. when J. R. Booth, a carpenter without capital,
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stood on the banks of the River Ottawa, bending an
appreciative eye on the Chaudiire Falls. There they

were, rushing and roaring—a mighty volume of sus-

tained force running to waste. J. R. Booth decided

that they were what he was looking for.

Lower rungs of the ladder were quickly mounted

—

from factory hand to foreman, from foreman to tenant

of a mill, from tenant to owner. A bank was willing

to back such a man; and at a public auction J. R.
Booth bought, for ;{^9,ooo, a large territory endowed
with timber wealth which—as he had taken the pre-

caution to ascertain—was almost incalculable. Local

lumbermen regarded the transaction as hopelessly vast

and audacious. But with J. R. Booth it was just a
beginning.

From having water-wheels on the brain, he now had
them on the Ottawa, where they propelled powerful

machinery that hauled and sliced his logs. The reader

will not, of course, confound this time-honoured water-

power, as used at the place of its occurrence, with

modern "white coal," which is water-power in a fluid,

invisible form that lends itself to distribution. J. R.
Booth had not introduced a new method. He merely

introduced an old method into a new place. By the

one plan you must bring your factory to the water-

fall; by the other plan you send the waterfall, along

a metal cable, to the factory.

If the Chaudi^re cataract illustrates the latent re-

sources of Canada, J. R. Booth illustrates the qualities

that go to make good Canadians—those men with

daring' Imaginations, industrious brains and educated

hands. But he is not the type—he is a supreme

example. It is as though Nature had prepared a

store of business capacity sufficient for a townful of
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merchants, and then, on second thoughts, had bestowed
it all on one man.

So fully did J. R. Booth post himself on the
practical details of logging and lumbering, so 8« curely
did he lay the foundations of every fresh extension of
his enterprise, that, of all the forest properties in the
world, his became the largest. Mr. Paul E. Bilkey
put the case comprehensively when he wrote :

" Rivers,
streams big and little, snow-covered forest tracks, roads
that are good and roads that are bad and roads that
are no roads at all, lead ultimately to the coffers of

J. R. Booth; veins and arteries stretching over two
great provinces and an American State, parts of or
tributaries to a great industrial system whose heart
pulsates day and night at the Chaudi^re, to the utter-

most agency devised and dominated by the genius of
one man—Booth." And again: "The river is bitted
and broken to do the work that Booth requires it to
do : turns the wheels of his mills, takes the logs and
timbtirs down through his slides, floats his noisy tugs
and carries his booms; and Booth, to keep it all going,
draws upon a timber empire in the north which, if

strung out in a line a mile wide, would stretch from
Quebec to Victoria."

Thus to measure the scope of this colossal enter-

prise your imagination must first roam over largf

areas of Ontario and Quebec, and then (J. R. Booth
having felt cramped in a little place like Canada) take

cognisance of great slices of the United States. But
it is easier to find the limits of the business than of

the brain that controls it. Of that brain, the more
obvious feature is its organising power. For J. R.
Booth is the sole and actual head of the vast concern.

It is not run by a syndicate or a company. He easily

i
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62 CANADA: TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW
and successfully carries a burden of mental responsi-
bility, and exercises a volume of mental control, that
would suffice to keep half a dozen boards of directors
out of mischief.

But the most remarkable feature of this brain, I
think, IS Its capacity for detail. It is not only a mental
telescope that sees things too large for ordinary vision;
It IS a mental microscope that detects minutia invisible
to most men. I will give two illustrations.
A certain amount of carting having to be done

there are some five hundred horses at the Booth lumber
yards, and, one of them recently dying suddenly over-
night, it was replaced within an hour or so by the
responsible foreman. "Where did the new horse come
from? asked the eagle-eyed old man next morning,
soon after arriving on the scene at seven o'clock, as is
his daily custom. The other incident occurred one
afternoon, when many hundreds of the hands were
streaming homeward on the conclusion of their day's
work. The old man, standing by, called to one of
the men by name. Said the venerable employer:
Are you satisfied with your wages?" "Yes" was

the reply. "Then why do you steal my property?"
came the further inquiry. At first tho man made
faltering protestations of innocence, but when requested
to raise the lid of his dinner-can-which, indeed,
proved full of copper nails—he confessed his fault in
an extremity of penitence and dismay. The old man—
who, by the way, associated a reprimand and a warn-
ing with forgiveness—had not been blind to the fact
that a dinner-can swings in one way if empty (which
is Its normal state at four o'clock in the afternoon),
and in another way if it be full of metal.

And all this time I have been speaking of J. R.
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64 CANADA: TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW
genious, deafening, ruthless machinery. You hnd
some inkling of the force of the Chaudi^re Falls when
you saw what that *orce was doin^. Metal platforms

went racing airily a iut with huge logs as though they

were featherweights. Sometimes a great blundering

log would roll off the platform, whereat a devilish iron

arm arose out of the floor and pushed all that timber

tonnage back into position. Always the heavily

burdened platform was running forward; and, look-

ing ahead, you saw an obstruction along the route

—

an obstruction of whirling, shrieking machinery. Still

looking, you saw the logs, without any jarring or delay,

melt miraculously through the obstruction as if they

were no more substantial than cloud. And on the

other side they were logs no longer, but merely clusters

of planks—circular saws having sliced them like so

much cheese.

In those vast chambers of clean, quick mechanism
—fed at one end with tree-trunks, and elsewhere belch-

ing forth streams of boards, beams, laths, and shingles,

with avalanches of chips and cascades of sawdust—in

those vast chambers, I say, one's ears are put out of

service by the shrieking din, and the visitor has the

more occasion for his eyes. He must walk circum-

spectly, lest peradventure he be hurled hence by an

iron arm, and cut with swift precision into thin, wet

slices.

From the lumber mills I passed into regions where

J. R. Booth makes wood pulp. My guide began by
introducing me to a grinder—a huge affair that

swallows six tons of logs a day and files them to fibre.

Twenty-two of these grinders were growling away at

their mammoch meals, r^nd there were others, I learnt,

in process of construction. It was certainly a case of

1' >

'
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ing test, those of excessive size being dealt with in an
auxiliary apparatus called a "re-chipper." The little

nuggets of wood are now sent upstairs in a carrier,

and shot into big bins, each of which holds nearly

two hundred tons. Thence they pass through funnels

into great steel digesters, in which they are packed
down close with long iron rods. The digesters have
an acid-proof lining of bricks and cement; and, to be
informed of the reason for this, I was taken dox^^nstairs

again. We visited a part of the premises which, by
reason of certain fumes, suggested "Paradise Lost."

I am not a chemist, and I cannot describe what the

agents of J. R. Booth were doing with their immense
supplies of lime and sulphur. It must suffice to say

that they produced sulphurous acid and a horrid

smell.

The former is conveyed to the upper story, and
pumped into the digesters, previously packed with

chips. "Digester" is the technical and literal descrip-

tion, for the acid-saturated wood is now cooked with

steam for ten or twelve hours, at the end of which
time it is reduced to white fluff. After being washed
in cold water it is called sulphite, and is ready to be
mixed with mechanical ground pulp to form paper,

small quantities of china clay, size, soda-ash, resin,

and blue and red earth being added as a kind of

seasoning.

Such, at least, is J. R. Booth's recipe; for I found
that, by a recent addition to his manifold activities,

he now makes paper, "^hey took me through the mill,

a long building containing several machines stretched

out in a perspective of great cylinders, sug 'esting the

segments of a huge iron caterpillar.

It seemed that the mixture of pulp, sulphite, and

|i /
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and from chance clues, do you "get to know him."

J. R. Booth is natural and genuine even at a first

acquaintance; in this respect, as in others, being a
conspicuous example of a national virtue. For, whereas
the island-bred Briton loves to present a surface of

polished veneer, the Canadian is satisfied to be solid

oak.

To have briskly opened the door, to have entered

th" office graciously smiling, to have uttered a few
fo nal words of welcome—that ii how it would have
been with most people. That is not how it was w^th

J. R. Booth. Sitting sideways at the corner of the

table, I did not ':now he had arrived until, on turning,

I found him, with head thoughtfully bent, quietly

seateu at right angles to me. A bearing so c'evoid

of pretence wins instant confidence and respect, if at

first it be a little disconcerting.

It was left to me to s;art the conversation, and I

plunged into some unpremeditated talk about trees.

What was the Lest sort for papc -making ? Hemlock,
he explained, was good, but any kind of hard timber

would do if it hadn't gum in it. Gum prevented the

acid penetrating the fibre. Couldn't they extract the

gum? Yes; they were learning how to do that, and
paper had been made from pitch pine after the turpen-

tine and gum were exii acted. Did his own processes

yield any by-products? Well, a good deal of gummy
substance came out of spruce during the cooking pro-

cess, but it was mixed with tha acid, and a market for

it had not been fo\ind. "Except for the acid," said

J. R. Booth thoughtfully, "it would make good chew-

ing-gum."

In an interrogatory spirit, I mentioned the great

trees of British Columbia. But the old man shook

I
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70 CANADA: TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW
simple? J. R. B(juth hadn't enough to occupy him,

so he "took up paper."

Before going further with our conversation, I ought
to explain what lay behind that other simple sentence :

"I had a railroad."

From an admirable biographical sketch in

Collier's I take the following interesting facts

:

"Booth had no idea of becoming a railway owner till

Governor Smith, of Vermont, came along one day and
told a hard-luck story. vSmith and his associates had
started the Canada Atlantic as a feeder to the Central

Vermont, and the enterprise was costing money. They
asked for the co-operation of Booth. They got it; and
one day J. R. Booth woke up to the realisation that

he must take the work over and carry it on himself

if it was to be done at all. It mij^fht be throwing good
money after bad, and it might not. Booth plunged
again. He built the Canada Atlantic from Couteau

Junction to Dep6t Harbour, and he built the Ottawa,

Arnprior and Parry Sound Railway, four hundred
miles of main line and a hundred miles of sidings.

He bought <;ngines and cars and he bui'/ shops. There
being no terminus on the Georgan -.ay, he created

a terminus. When the line was nearly completed to

the bay, he invited the Premier of Canada, Sir Wilfrid

Laurier—then in his first year of office—to go over it

with him. They went to the end of the steel, and
from there walked half a mile to the shores of the bay,

described by Sir Wilfrid as ' a bleak shore, without

a building upon it.' 'This,' said J. R. Booth, 'is

the terminus of my railway.' The Prime Minister

ask'jd :
* Where is your trade to come from ? ' Booth

answered :
' I shall have to create it. I shall have to

collect it from Port Arthur, from Duluth, from Chicago,

I !
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and from both sides of the I .kes. I sh;.II have tobu.W elevators. I shall, perhaps, have to buy wl.lt
?.'??,' ^° '"''' '^ ''^^^ for my railway.' ^

Prim. M -^^ ""! ''"''^''"*' ^"^&«
' '^P^"'^'r ^''Id the

n rbour /r K r"'f ^" '^ ''•'• "^ -«^^- DepotHarbour. He buili elevators. He put a line ofsteamers upon the lakes, and W forced so much othe VVestern trade into a new channel down throughOntario hat the Canada Atlantic was carrying, yearlytwo hundred thousand tons of flour and pacL.ge frS

C)< her people saw that it was a ^ood one. TheCanad.ar. Northern hankered after it."^ Seward Webb

afoT.. VT' '" ''' '' '° ^'' '^ «P^-n on i-an option which is said to have left the New Yorkfinancier poorer and J. R. Booth richer bv a quarterof a m.lhon. The Conservative Opposition in theCanadian Parliament wanted the country to buy heCanada AtlarMc. and join it to the Inter-Col. •

^al asan alternative to the Grand Trunk Pacific projec TheGovernment refused to do it, because they sa.d thaithey could not do what J. R. Booth had done. Then

Adnnt .'^r
?'""^ '^^""'^ ^"d t°ok the CanadaAtlantic and John R. Booth put fourteen milliondollars down into his clothes."

I think he must, at first, have been glad to be ridof his railroad responsibilities. At any rate, that w"sone of the occasions when, an though I fes ive lodhe played the part of Santa Claus in the family drclepresenting each of his two sons and each o his twodaughters with one million dollars-a little attendon

hrchlrd^^^:-'^^^^
to fortify a parent in l!^^^
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But, as we have learnt, any temporary feeling of
relief was followed by a sense of not having enough
to do; and so he set in to assist feeding the newspaper
Press and the cardboard users of Europe and North
America.

And now to resume the report of our conversation.
"But," I said, when he confessed to having felt

lost without his railway, "you still had your enormous
timber business to occupy you?"

"Oh," he replied, "I've been in lumber so long
that the exciting part of it has got worn off."

The "excitinpf part!" Here was a clue, and I

eagerly probed further.

"Then the interest lies in the doing, not in the
results?" I asked, speaking from the depths of my
ignorance of what it feels like to be a millionaire.

"Yes," said J. R. Booth, "to build up and after-
wards to improve—that occupies the mind, and is a
great pleasure; but he is a miserable man who gets
to the end of it."

His words carried a note of pathos to the ear.
There was no mistaking the implication—a great
organising capitalist, a millionaire many times over,
was suggested as a case for compassion.

I did not speak. The earnest expression of those
blue eyes told me there was more to come.

"The advantage,"
J. R. Booth went on, "is cer-

tainly with the manual worker, as distinguished from
the man who does the mental part. If he is healthy,
and sleeps well, and eats well, no man enjoys life more
than the working man. Only," he added ruefully,
"you can't make him believe it. I have been in both
places, and I prefer the heavy end of it."

Those words were ringing in my memory when,
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^ter in the afternoon, I was talking with one of I. R.
Booth s heutenants. He was telling me something that
I scarcely needed to be told, namely, that the entire
stall felt, not merely respect, but personal affection
for the old man-the wonderful old man whose know-
ledge, patience and industry seemed without limit-
the old man who was never known to be beaten by a
difficulty. ^

And even while we were talking I chanced to look
through the glass panel of a door that gave entrance

n ?u '"o^'
°'^''^- '" *^^* °«^^« ' a&ain saw J. R.

Booth. But it was J. R. Booth in a new aspect-an
aspect that held my eyes enthralled. The Lumber
King was leaning over a desk studying some document,
ftis face alight with interest, yet immovable as marble

Only once before in my life had I seen that absorbed
expression on a human countenance. I was being con-
ducted over the library of the late William Ewart
Gladstone, while the venerable statesman sat there
writing at his table near the window. A member of
the family accompanied me, and began to explain, in
a loud voice, the space-saving arrangement of the
books. "Hush!" I whispered, "we must not disturbMr Gladstone." "He will not hear," came the hearty
reply. I had no idea," was my comment, "that his
deafness was so serious." "Neither is it," I was in-
formed; "but when Mr. Gladstone is absorbed in
mental work a pistol-shot would not disturb him "

The unmoving face I saw last year in the Ottawa
office, like that other unmoving face I saw years agom the Hawarden library, seemed mesmerised, and to
nave the power of mesmerising me.

I was paying but scant attention to my companion's
explanations about some knotty business problem that

v«
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had arisen to engage the attention of J. R. Booth. It

was a matter, he mentioned, that must be settled

before the mail went out.

At this I pricked up my ears, realising, with a

curious sense of regret, that the old man's present

ecstasy would be short-lived. This thought brought in

its train a further reflection : obviously the paper enter-

prise was now running on a smooth and perfected

basis. Therefore it must have lost its efficacy as a

substitute for the railroad.

"When does Mr, Booth start his new venture?"

I asked.

"But," exclaimed my astonished companion, "you

surely have not heard "

I hastened to explain that I spoke from the merest

abstract conjecture.

"Strange!" he rejoined. "As a matter of fact, a

new departure is in contemplation. Come back here

in two years' time, and—well, I think you will be

interested in what you see."
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CHAPTER VI

TORONTO AND ITS EXHIBITION

Montreal, like Quebec, is rich in historic associations,
fine old buildings, and French-Canadians. To stand on
Mount Royal—a precipitous park rising to a height of
seven hundred and forty feet—and look down over the
magnificent, ruddy city of domes and spires, with the
St. Lawrence sweeping away into a lilac haze of
Canadian geography, is a thrilling experience one never
forgets. When I if st saw that scene, little birds were
singing in overhanging trees, and I heard the peaceful
music of bells ringing in the old convents far below.

In point of population, and because it is the head-
quarters of commerce, shipping and railways, Montreal
holds the title of the metropolis of Canada. Its shops
and theatres are superb, and greatly have I enjoyed my
sojourns in that city. It makes a wide appeal to one's
sympathies. It belongs not only to the present, but
to the past. It represents old Canada and new Canada.
It contains both Protestants and Catholics. And
because of its manifold merits and ineffable charms,
Montreal misses the quality that makes Toronto so
fascinating.

Not that the two cities admit of comparison. As
well mijrht one weigh the attractions of Bruges against
those of New York, or set the useful qualities of chalk
agamst the nutritive value of cheese. Montreal is a city
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76 CANADA: TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW
of to-day and yesterday. Toronto is a city of to-day
and to-morrow. The history of Montreal would make
an interesting fat volume; Toronto's two-pennyworth
of history would go into a paragraph.

I admire Montreal. But I simply fell head over
heels in love with Toronto. It has a population of

350,000 progressive optimists. The whole city is full

of bustle, but of bustle without hustle. It is a hive of
healthy and vivacious industry. Toronto lives at the
brisk pace that keeps the blood in a healthy glow. The
people have discovered the happy mean between the
hurry that wrecks nerves and the sloth that impairs
digestion. Everybody in Toronto seems to be busy for

the sheer joy of the thing. Tread on a man's foot in

that city and, instead of swearing, he smiles—then
goes Lustling off on whatever matter of business may
happen to engage his enthusiasm. Nobody in Toronto
gave mt the impression of working under a sense of
mere necessity. Everybody seemed to find his or her
daily occupation an absorbing hobby.

In a word, the spirit of Toronto is the newest spirit

of the New World, undiluted. The life of Toronto is

the life of modern Canada as developed amid the
amenities of a city; and the life of modern Canada is

the life of modern England—with the care and worry
left out. The mechanic commands his ;^5 a week; a
living wage, with some margin for luxuries, is acces-
sible to everyone. The loss of a berth in London is

apt to be a catastrophe. The loss of a berth in Toronto
doesn't matter—you can easily get another. Hence
the prevailing optimism. And optimism is a condition
of progress. When a man is not living in daily dread
of what the morrow may bring forth he dares to do
things.
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w.ll^r°"'° if
^- '^^'*''"^' godhead, clean, handsome.

rroundT"Hf T^' J' '' "°^ ^"" '" ^he interests o

tants when ^H
' '"^ P'r'^ monopolies. The inhabi-tants, when they pay their five cents for a ride bye ectnc tramcar (and you go as far as you like for that(are putting money into their own pockets. Indeed, the

has totalled about ^1.000,000. the annual instalmentshavrng appreciably assisted to keep down the rates!The tramway system is not a haphazard growth-it is

parts'lUsr^- ^r?"'
•'^'^'^^' ^ ^^"^•« «^ --'^'ed

tran^ir
'

^^f
^nt.fic unity supplying means of quicktransit oyer the twenty^ight square miles on >.hich

- he city s ands No one dreams of walking an> disUnce.n Toronto. Its electric cars annually carry a numberofj^assengers equal to the population of ^he ulllted

Toronto I say, breathes the spirit of progress andof the opening era-of the good new times fon ofledby a concern for the many, instead of for the fewbt 11 in IS early youth, Toronto is already one of thenotable cities of the world. It is growing^igorouslyMeasure its future greatness if you can.
^°'°""'>'-

There is no need to preach Garden City principlesjn Toronto. Its administrators will neyer be unithe necessity of seizing upon half-rood burial groundsand clearing off the gravestones, in order to p^rov^de agasping population with a little live air. In additionto broad, tree-planted thoroughfares, Toronto has fif^yparks and gardens, covering an area of over fifteenhundred acres. Not that the city is in any danger ofrunning short of unpolluted atmosphere, since U isUuated bes.de a lake that is wider than many par othe English Channel and nearly two hundred miles
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longer. Moreover, electric power from Niagara ob-

viates the nuisance of smoky chimneys.

Another souice of substantial civic revenue is the

water supply—that advantage being accompanied by

the boon of low charges to the consumer. For a four-

roomed house the annual water rate is 8s. 4d., subject

to an increase of 2S. id. for every additional room, and

to a like charge for a bath ; while by meter the tariff is

a trifle over 3d. per 1,000 gallons for ordinary manu-

facturers and nearly 8>^d. for b ewers. The local

exchequer also derives considerable assistance from a

system of licensing the vocations that derive profit from

the organisation of a populous city. Thus the bill-

poster, the milkman, the fish pedlar, the plumber, and

the ra^ collector are among those who pay toll to the

tune of 4s. 2d. per annum ; the cab-driver being let off

lightly with a fee of is. oj^d. The proprietor of an

ice-cream parlour or of a wax-work show has Lo dis-

burse £1 OS. lod.; the auctioneer's yearly tax is

;^io 8s. 4d. : while the cvner of each of Toronto's one

hundred and ten taverns Las to pay ;^340 for his annual

licence. With regard to the last item, I may mention

that, Canada being a free country, there are places in

Toronto where a man may consume alcoholic refresh-

ment, either in moderation or to excess, according to

his individual bent; but neither in Toronto nor else-

where in Canada do you find liquor shops at almost

every corner, and dotted along the principal streets, as

in England.

But, as I have already hinted, what particularly took

my fancy in the Ontario capital was its population.

When the people of Toronto do a thing, they do it

heartily, and therefore well. Let me give an instance

of their thoroughness.
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th«^n?J- '^''J-^ff<^<^
ye^'-s ago the authorities ofthe province decided to institute an annual ProvincialExh.b t.on, and the people of Toronto assisted theproject on he understanding that their city was to bethe scene of the event for tw. succeeding years Thi^concession, if it were ever made, was withdrawn ; wher"

aZJ°Tk- '•' ?""'^ *" '"^*'^"^« « -"^^e importantannual exhibition (on national, instead of pro^nciallines) that should perpetually recur within fts bouTcJ:

*h/^'
\his purpose it set apart an area of 260 acres in^e heart of the city and having a frontage to LaieOntario extending for a mile and a half. On that a-.!

of w'c^d' *^f'?''°"
^""^-^-not tempo?a"ry edifi; :of wood and plaster, but huge, handsomV structares ofb ck, stone, concrete and steel. Then iv beautified thesu.ound.ngs with terraces, promenades and flo^e^

.nrf
°"^?^ u™ ""^^^^^ '" * ^""^'^ Of twenty-five directors, eight being elected by the City Council, dghbvthe manufacturing interests of Canada, and ei|ht bvagricuUural associations, the remaining Lt^beineallotted to the Minister of Agriculture. The first exh.bmon held in ,879, was a success, the numir of"

orrifoi-Vhil;^^;:^
''' receipts'reachrnTa'^/ot:!

Veaf ^n^^^ ^^ofThe^SS L^^n

pSr>
the recei^ 'Z.^'^^l: InHe^^^^pmes ^10.260. And note these two remarkable actsthe Exhibition is open for only a fortnight every yeaVand It always shows a handsome mafgin of "^profi

'

The amount in ,909 was £^3.ooo. This surpC^
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handed over to the City Council, to be u ,ed in extend-
ing the buildings and improving the grounds. When
not in use for the Exhibition the place is available as a
public park.

Thus the To.onto Exhibition is popular, prosperous,
and permanent. Special excursions are run to it from
all settled regions of Canada, the railway and steam-
boat companies granting reduced rates for the occa-
sion. Also the event always attracts a host of Ameri-
cans.

It is said—and I believe with justice—that so suc-
cessful an institution of this character is to be found in
no other country. What is the explanation, the reader
will ask, of this remarkable achievement of a Canadian
city ? The only answer I can suggest is—enthusiastic
thoroughness.

Let us glance at the scope of the Exhibition. From
each section of the Dominion the Provincial Govern-
ment sends a representative collection of local products.
Distinct buildings are allotted to agriculture, manufac-
tures, industries, art, transf>ortation, dairying and
machinery. In addition, there are an "Applied Art
E jildrng," a "Women's Building," an "Administration
Bu.ldmg," a "Press Building," a "Dog Building,"
and a "Poultry Building." Stabling is provided for
1,500 horses, 1,200 head of cattle, and 600 swine. A
livestock arena was recently constructed at a cost of
^22,000. There is a grand stand (having a length of
725 feet and seating accommodation for 16,800 persons),
which cost ;(;46,ooo, and is built of brick, steel and
concrete. Including police and fire stations, telegraph
and telephone offices, a bank, restaurants, rest rooms,
etc., the Exhibition buildings represent a value of nearly
half a million pounds sterling. Apart from visitors,
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there is a permanent population of ten thousand persons
on the grounds during the annup! fortnight.

To each day belongs a special interest. Thus, last
year's diary was as follows : Saturday (August ayth),
Preparation Day; Monday, Opening Day; Tuesday,
Inauguration Day; Wednesday, School Children's
Day; Thursday, Manufacturers' Day; Friday, Press
Day; Saturday, Commercial Travellers' Day; Monday
Labour Day; Tuesday, Stock Breeders' and Frui'
Growers' Day; Wednesday, Farmers' Day; Thyrsday,
Americans' Day; Friday, Fraternal Society and Review
Day; Saturday, Citizens' Day ; and Monday (September
lath). Break-up Day.

Everything that Canada makes and that other
countries sell to Canada is found at the Exhibition.
In 1909 that represented a mammoth collection of goods
which filled the four large buildings devoted to manu-
factures, transportation, industries and machinery, be-
sides overflowing into a Manufacturers' Annexe, and
into a vast area beneath the grand stand. Even so,
the collection was cramped, so last year, to relieve the
pressure, a special building was provided for British
exhibits. Goods in process of manufacture are a feature
of the Manufacturers' department, and dense owds
gather daily to witness the making of silks, cotton,
shoer, and a hundred and one other articles.

The Exhibition attracts the finest collection of horses
and cattle to be see., in Canada, the number of animals
totalling about ten thousand, and including many herds
specially imported to compeie against those bred in the
Dominion.

The Art Loan Exhibit, selected by a resident agent
in England, affords Canadians an opportunity to see
examples of the great European Masters. Prominence
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is given to work done in the public schools of Canada,
the co-operation of manual training colleges of the
United States giving an international interest to this
department. New inventions are another strong feature
of the Exhibition. The first electric railway to be seen
on the Continent was operated there, and that may
also be said of the important developments in tele-
graphy, telephony, and other branches of applied science
that recent years have witnessed. Nor does the ener-
geMc Board fail to provide high quality in music,
mihtary tournaments, and such frivolities as fireworks
and variety-concert performances.

I cannot forbear in conclusion to quote the words
used by the public-spirited directors to describe their
achievement. "The Canadian National Exhibition,"
they say, "is the one place to see Canada at a glance.
It shows all that Canada makes, mines, and grows.
It gathers the products of her homes, her farms, her
forests, her waters, her mines and her industries, within
the limits of the finest Exhibition Park on the North
American Continent. It is recognised from coast to
coast, and from the frozen north to the Gulf of Mexico
as the greatest of all annual Exhibitions, distinctly Can-
adian in its characteristics, and educational in its
tendencies, and yet including so many high-class
amusements and attractions as to make it the annual
holiday centre for three-quarters of a million people
drawn from all parts of North America. And the
number is increasing every year."

Bravo, Toronto I



CHAPTER VII

MANITOBA
: CLUES TO PRAIRIE FARMING
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though it advertises the flaming glories of the autumn
foliage—should have been chosen for the national

emblem. Canada will always be to me the Land of the
Prairie Rose.

The queen reigns not in lonely majesty. Prominent
in her court is a royal relative (the three-flowered

geum), an orange-red lily {Philadclphicum), a scarlet

columbine that dances in the breeze, and the evening
primrose, with fringed gentian and a campanula among
the purples, not to forget the wild bergamot and flax

and a mauve convolvulus. In autumn, Manitoba and
her sister provinces are aglow with nodding sunflowers,

gaillardias, golden rod, ?lichaelmas daisies, and three

kinds of rudbeckia. Thus the wild nosegay of Canada
has much in common with the garden bouquet of old

England.

Manitoba is the smallest and (because it contains

Winnipeg) the greatest of the prairie provinces. "It

looks like a postage stamp on the map," I happened
to remark to its Prime Minister. "Well, sir," replied

the Hon. R. P. Roblin, with twinkling eyes, "there

are half a million people on your postage stamp, and
that is but a fraction of the population it is able and
destined to maintain. You might report to the English
and Scotch farmers that we have over twenty million

acres of good agricultural land waiting for them here."

It is, of course, the curious fact that, even in the

smallest and most settled of the prairie provinces,

oceans of ,uperb land are still going a-begging. The
area each year surveyed, and thereby rendered available

for occupation, is as large as the area annually appro-
priated by the arriving stream of settlers. That stream
is steadily increasing in volume, and to-day thousands
of English and Scotch tenant-farmers, and tens of

?
1^1
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thousands of their agricultural labourers, are cogitatingthe question

: "Shall we go to Canada ? " Some personf

bT^L^h'^^T- •

""^'"^ ^"^"^P^ ^° dissuade themBut what those hesitating farmers and labourers areconscious of needing is, not advice, but informa on-and mformation in the form of definite facts ratherthan of general statements.
It was with this thought in my mind that I hadapproached Mr. Roblin. who is not merely Prem farof Manuoba and its Minister of Agriculture, but onTothe foremost hv,ng authorities on Canadian farming

h.s knowledge be.ng based on practical experience fnculfM-atrng a large holding in the province

account of
^'' ''"^"" ^^^^ ' ^^^'^^d an authoritativeaccount of the process known as "breaking the prairie

"

^^::7 ''''''' ^"^^"^^ - -^^^ '^^ ^'"owi^g

"Where the original prairie is thick and touch itIS customary to break and back-set. The former s

has a ro hng coulter, but, if the land be very smoothand level, fairly good work can be done with al^kyplough. In the case of such smooth land, the break-ing should be shallow, and it is desirable tc . aveThework completed by the end of June. The sod will be

T U l^^J^^^ks after breaking, and the land ^ouWhen be back-set. This is done by ploughing in the

of about two inches, so that fresh soil is brought upto form a seed bed. Afterwards the land must be madeas fine as poss.b e with a disk-harrow, or similar imple-
ment. Then only a light harrowing will be necessary

;j\«^/o»owing spring, when the seed is put in.
Where the land is rough instead of level, thin

1

1

''T-^SL.mM' ,: .}-*iL.
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breaking, of course, will not be practicable. Here the

plough must go to an additional depth of from four to

five inches, and the work should be done as early as

possible in the year. Back-setting is unnecessary, but

there should be a good harrowing to produce a level

surface, as well as a further harrowing before seeding.

"So much for the two sorts of open grass land

—

the smooth and the rough. Now we come to the land

that is covered with light trees and scrub. It will be

found so very fertile as amply to repay the work in-

volved in clearing it—work which, of course, bears no
analogy to the task of dealing with the heavily timbered

land to be found in other parts of the continent. The
larger poplars and willows are chopped out, this being

usually done in the winter. Then a fire is run over

the land to burn off the remaining trees and the scrub.

Afterwards the ground may easily be broken with a

strong brush plough, and, when levelling has been

done with a harrow, the seed can go in. Large returns

are yielded by that class of land, of which immense
areas are still obtainable, principally in Northern

Manitoba, either as free homesteads or at a nominal

price."

To practical farmers, as well as to other persons

having a grasp of farming principles (and this chapter

is designed to serve the interests only of those two

classes), the foregoing clear and exact statement by
Mr. Roblin will convey a definite knowledge of the

easy agricultural preliminaries that have to be faced,

not only in Manitoba, but also in Saskatchewan and

Alberta.

From the expert and obliging Premier I sought and
obtained other useful facts about prairie farming.

As to the wheat most suitable for Manitoba, I
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learnt that many kinds have been grown on the home-
steads, while the search for new knowledge is never
slackened at the Government experimental farms; but
accumulated experience may be summed up in seven
words—there is nothing to beat Red Fyfe. The plant
IS healthy and vigorous and very productive, the hard
and white berry having unequalled milling qualities,
with thin bran and high gluten contents.

Concerning oats, I derived the following informa-
tion from the Premier

:

With proper care, this grain does very well in
Manitoba, and there is a yearly increase in the demand
(both for feeding purposes and oatmeal), and conse-
quently an increase in the price obtainable. In some
districts the soil is more favourable for oats than for
wheat. Careful selection of seed and thorough culti-
vation result in immense yields, many farmers report-
ing an average of eighty bushels per acre or. large
holdings. For a number of years the Banner oai has
been most favoured by growers, this being a thin,
hulled sort, very productive, and of excellent quality.
The white varieties, known as Abundance, Ligowa,
and Newmarket, also receive attention and sell at good
prices for milling purposes. What can be done by
good cultivation on the rich soils of xManitoba is illus-
trated by this fact

: At the Brandon experimental farm,
over a period of five years, the average yield of Banner
oats, on summer fallowed land, and without the use of
a fertiliser, was one hundred and sixtee i bushels and
four pounds per acre. In the rotation of crops the
place occupied by oats is usually after wheat and before
either a barley crop or summer fallow.

I learnt that the Chevalier varieties of two-rowed
barley have not given satisfaction. Two-rowed Duck-

!
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bills, such as Canadian Thorpe, are stiFfer in the straw,

and, as a rule, the heads fill well. The six-rowed

varieties—notably Mensury and Odessa—have been

found best adapted for general cultivation. They can

be sown later than any other grain, and mature so

early as to escape danger from autumn frosts. It

nearly always happens that the straw is stiff and bright

and that the ears fill well.

With regard to fodder crops, I learnt that farmers

in newly-settled districts have no need for them,

abundance of excellent hay being obtainable from the

natural prairie grass on the lower lands and water

meadows. When, with the growth of a district, those

areas are drained and utilised as grain fields, the

farmers have no difficulty in raising fine crops of

timothy, western rye, millet, broom, and other grasses.

Lucerne and the clovers also thrive well under proper

treatment, while Indian corn grows to a height of from

eight to ten feet, and, yielding about twenty tons to

the ac e, is excellent as green fodder or as ensilage.

Having thus gleaned the salient facts as to pre-

liminary operations and the crops that do well in

Manitoba, I obtained the following particulars as to

methods of farming practised in the province :

"Most of the wheat crop is grown on land that has

produced a grain crop of some kind during the previous

year. After the stubble land has been ploughed as

early in the autumn as possible, it is furrowed and left

ready for sowing in the following spring. In the case

of new land, this inexpensive method of cultivation

usually results in large profits. Sooner or later, of

course, a regular system of rotation has to be adopted.

The common practice is to include a summer fallow in

the rotation, the grain stubble being usually ploughed
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in June when the weed seeds have begun to germinate.
Ihen the soil is compacted with a sub-surface packer,
or similar .mplement, this operation being followed,
during the summer, by thorough surface tillage, to kill
weeds and prevent evaporation.

"Some of the largest and best crops of wheat are
associated with summer fallowing, which greatly im-
proves the condition of the soil. The more advanced
farmers include grass in their rotation, timothy or
western rye being usually sown with a nurse crop of
grain, and the land being used for pasture after two
season s hay crops have been cut. Where clover is
grown, a nurse crop is not recommended, although in
favourable seasons there may be a light seeding ofhay to be cut early as a green feed. Excellent results
have been obtained by ploughing grain stubble in
spring, harrowing once, then sowing about twelve

roT WK
''°''"'" '° '^' ^""' harrowing again, and

rolling. When weeds of the ' volunteer ' grain crop
are about a foot high, a mower should be run over^e land, the cuttings being left to form a mulch.The clover plants become large and well rooted before
he autumn, and there is no danger that they will be

killed by the winter. In the following year two cuttings
of clover can be taken."

My attention was drawn to the fact that, the areas
under cultivation being large, farm operations have to
be carried through as expeditiously as possible. Hence
the most improved machinery is in use on the home-
steads. Immediately upon the ripening of the grain
large binders are set to work, and are kept in opera-
tion from dawn to sunset. At times a score of these
machines, each drawn by four horses, are to be seen
moving in close succession around an immense field,

I.
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with the result that, in a few days, the crop from

hundreds of acres is safely stooked. In a few more

days the standing grain is cured; then the farm is

visited by one of the threshing outfits, which consist

of powerful steam traction engines and separators.

The threshing is done direct from the stook, and is

carried out so quickly that only a few days intervene

between the ripening of the grain and its delivery on

the market.

I went into the question of live stock, beginning

with the animal of chief importance in agriculture—

the horse. The application of mechanical power in

farming has gone much farther on the North American

continent than in this country. In England or Scot-

land a man has to be content with tilling a farm; in

Canada and the United States the ambitious grain-

grower will often till a landscape, waxing exceedingly

rich in the process. For the man who measures his

land by square miles the seasons are no longer than

for the man who measures his land by acres. He is,

of course, in a position to multiply teams of horses

to any extent, but—human labour being as scanty and

high-priced on one side of the Atlantic as it is cheap

and superabundant on the other—he can never be sure

of securing enough men to drive the teams. So he

turns eagerly to the machines, driven by petrol or

steam, which are being placed on the market in forms

of increasing efficiency.

But the average Canadian farmer, with his one

hundred and sixty or three hundred and twenty acres,

is dependent upon animal power for ploughing, harrow-

ing, and reaping ; and, therefore, possible emigrants

among our Scotch and English agriculturists will

desire to learn something as to the quantity and, more
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important still, the quality of the animal power avail-

able on the prairie.

The history of the horse in Manitoba, I learnt, is

divisible into three chapters. In the early days of
settlement, stock-raising was the mainstayof agriculture,
and the pioneer farmers introduced into the province
some fine horses and cattle, the imported stock thriving
wonderfully on nutritious prairie grasses which had
long sustained vast herds of buffalo. To this day,
indeed, one hears of the magnificent steers that fed on
the sweet upland pastures and revelled belly-deep in

vetches and wild per-vines. So much for the first

chapter—concerned with the laying of a good founda-
tion, whereof the influence is felt in some of the best
studs and herds of to-day. Afterwards, Manitoba dis-

covered how splendidly its soil and climate were adapted
for grain-growing; and everybody turned his back on
stock-raising and went in for wheat. Thus the second
chapter represents a period in which the raising of
horses was neglected. And so we come to the third
chapter; and here I cannot do better than quote Mr.
Roblin :

"Many a traveller has marvelled at the myriad
beacon fires illuminating the autumn sky from the far-

reaching stubble fields, where the straw piles are burned
as soon as the threshers have completed their task.

This improvident waste, coupled with careless methods
encouraging the introduction and spread of weeds, is

causing the pendulum to swing slowly back again. In
order to improve the mechanical condition of the soil,

to restore exhausted fertility and to control noxious
weeds, the wiser farmers are now cultivating grasses
and clovers, fencing their holdings, and giving serious

attention to the raising of live stock."
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There are about a quarter of a million horses* in

Manitoba to-day, and the supply does not keep pace
with the demand. Until a few years ago the farmers
were dependent upon supplies from east and west and
from the United States; nowadays numerous animals
bred in the province appear in the Winnipeg market,

and command good prices.

In my part of the Old Country there is a saying that

when it comes to buying a hor'e a m" cannot trust

his own brother; and I learnt from Mr .voblin that,

even in honest Canada, equine dealings ha.e not always
been above reproach. "Importers from the United
States," I was advised, "not only brought with them
American-bred stallions, but also introduced American
methods of disposing of them. One of these methods
was commonly known as ' syndicating.' Ten or a

do:- I farmers were induced to take shares in a stallion,

and .o sign notes of joint ownership. In many of these

cases the stallion so disposed of was stated to be worth
from ;^40o to ;^8oo, which was generally three or four

times its actual value. The notes were discounted

before maturity, and the salesmen decamped. Such
practices have done much injury to the horse-breeding

industry, but, happily, they are now almost a thing of

the past."

Legislation, I learnt, has been introduced in the

western provinces to foster horse-breeding. The objects

of that legislation are to encourage the use of sound,

pure-bred stallions and to eliminate others. Owners are

compelled, under risk of a penalty^, to register stallions

with the departments of agriculture of the several

provincial governments, certificates being issued that

state, in the case of each animal, whether it be pure-

bred or graded, and whether it be sound or unsound.
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A copy of this certificate must be printed on advertise-
ments and route-bills and be conspicuously displayed
on the door of every stable occupied by the hoise during
the breeding season.

f.S'^^^ ^t^f^. f^
^^^ """^^ P«P"'«^ ^"h prairie

farmers. Clydesdales predominating. There are alsomany Percherons and Shires. As numerous registered
Clydesdale mares are stationed throughout the country,
and as a good Clydesdale stallion is to be found on
nearly every section, this breed is likely to maintain its
position. Of horses bred on the axerage farm, few
would scale up to the draft class, the majority having
to be registered as agricultural hoists because they
weigh less than -.600 lbs., while there are many horses
Dred from small nondescript mares that could only be
styled "farm chunks." Although lacking in weight,
these are useful horses on a farm, being hardy, and
having good wearing qualities.

Concerning the lighter breeds, I learnt that there
are niany American trotting stallions in the country,
and that excellent road horses are produced. Thorough-
breds, hackneys, and some of the coach breeds have
been introduced into Manitoba, and among the result-
ing crosses are a good many saddle and heavy leather
horses. These are useful animals for light farm work
and for certain kinds of road work, but they do notcommand high prices.

Mr. Roblin certified that on the whole the country
IS good for horse-breeding, though, against the healthy
climate and the abundance of good feed, one has to
set a rather high mortality among foals from the disease
known as "joint ill."

I now come to the matter of cattle. And here letme say that the English or Scotch farmer will gain an
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excellent idea of Canadian conditions if, taking his

balance sheet for a year, he will remodel it on the

supposition that he has no rent, interest, or tithe to

pay, and only a merely nominal taxation, in respect

to a holding of one hundred and sixty acres or more,

and on the further supposition that he has the free use

of excellent and unlimited grazing outside that holding.

To do this is to translate farming profits secured in one

part of the British Empire into farming profits obtain-

able in another part of the British Empire. Indeed,

the difference between the United Kingdom and

Canada, from the agriculturist's point of view, is this

:

in the former country he is allowed to use the air,

sunshine, and rain for his private profit free of charge

;

while in the latter country he finds another natural

element also given away, and he no more has to reckon

with a landlord than with an airlord or a rainlord.

Having owned and tended a cow or two in my time,

and having a fondness for those beasts, I foun 1 myself

regarding the prairie herds with a keen interest, and

an interest not wholly free from jealousy. Grain-

growing with up-to-date machinery on ample new acres

that harbour few weeds and need no manure, was a

sufficiently tantalising contrast to the elaborate methods

necessary in an old country where land is precious and

in need of costly fertilisers. But it was hard for an

Essex small-holder to keep his. temper on noting the

simple, not to say automatic, lines on which kine may
be kept in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. At

least one cow will generally be retained on the home-

stead, and be duly milked, so that the farmer's wife

may make puddings, and her children grow sturdy on an

unstinted supply of cream and butter ; but often enough

the herd is permitted to look after itself and roam at
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large on any unappropriated and unfenced land, drink-
ing from rivers and growing fat on the nutritious
prairie grass. I spoke to some farmers who confessed
hat, during the greater part of the year, they never see
their cattle and have no definite knowledge of their
whereabouts. Every farmer has his distinctive regis-
tered brand, and, before permitting his animals to departon their wanderings, he sees to it that each bears themark that will establish and safeguard his ownership.Where calving takes place in a herd out on free range,
the unbranded youngsters will run with their mothers,
and so remain within the pale of proprietorship.

What a waste of milk I
" was my comment. " Oh "

the prairie farmer has replied, "I can't be everlasting
rounding up the bunch to milk 'em. Then look a1
the daily bother of sending the stuff into town. No
sir, wheat is my line, and it pays me best to look after
he land. Of course, the beef end of it is different.

I don t mind driving a score or so of fat beasts to
market now and again, and it's a lew hundred dollars
easily earned."

But I will no further pursue the thread pf my
personal experiences, since I have designed that this
chapter shall contain comprehensive data, bearing the
stamp of high authority, concerning farming on the
praine.

With regard to cattle, then, Mr. Roblin furnished
me with these particulars :

"The little Red River cow of early days—rugged.
short-Iegged, crumple-horned, and brindled - has
almost entirely disappeared. The foundations of
several herds of shorthorns were laid in the early
eighties, and the progeny of these, and of many
similar herds subsequently established, have been

I
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widely distributed throughout the country. Indeed,

the blood of this cosmopolitan breed now flows in the

veins of most of our cattle.

"Of the special beef breeds, the Hereford and the

Aberdeen Angus are fairly well represented. Where
the calves run with their dams, and beef production

only is desired, both these breeds, as well as Galloways,

are found to answer well. They are good grazers, and

mature heavy, compact carcases of the best quality.

The cows, however, are not such good milkers nor so

docile as shorthorns.

"Of special dairy breeds, the Holsteins are steadily

gaining in favour. They are robust and large-framed,

have great capacity for assimilating * roughage,' and

produce immense quantities of fairly good milk. Ayr-

shires and Jerseys have been introduced, but while the

former are numerously represented in the dairying

districts, the latter make no headway.

"In localities that have been longest settled, wheat

has tended to displace cattle from the sweet grazing

of the uplands and drive them to the lower-lying and

flatter lands, where the grass is coarser and less

nutritious. Consequently there has been some de-

terioration in the quality of the herds. But, with the

adoption of more ' intensive ' methods, including the

growing of corn, clover, and lucerne, and with greater

care bestowed on stabling, better results are accruing.

Already there are indications that cattle-feeding is

receiving due attention in Manitoba, and that cattle-

raising promises to become in this province one of the

most important branches of agriculture. The straw

and screenings of the wheat-field, instead of being

burnt, are destined to be 'marketed on the hoof,' the

manure serving to fertilise and mechanically improve
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the soil, thereby ca slnsr the grain crops to give a
greater yield anr' 'o iriaiure -lore quickly."

From Mr. R bliu's staten.ent it will be seen that
already, following, the natura evolution of a country's
agricultural development, vhe more settled parts of
Manitoba have entered upon the stage of mixed farm-
ing. The factors that make grain-growing so re-
munerative have the same influence on dairying.
Manitoba, like Ontario and Quebec, is alive to the
importance of co-operation in this industry, and the
machinery of cream-col lection and of butter- and cheese-
making in factories is working on a large and increas-mg scale.

With regard to sheep, Mr. Roblin supplied dis-
couraging information. So far as climate and soil are
concerned, the prairie provinces are admirably suited
for sheep-raising. Moreover, prices for lamb and
mutton rule high. But the coyote, or prairie-wolf,
while harmless to other stock, preys on sheep. It is
the farmer's one enemy in the animal kingdom of
Canada. Governments and municipalities offer bonuses
for coyote scalps, and ultimately, no doubt, canis
latrano will be exterminated. Meanwhile those prairie
farmers who have flocks of Shropshires, Oxfords, and
Leicesters are put to the expense of close fences.

"But," said Mr. Roblin, "although I speak in this
disconsolate tone about sheep-raising, it has, I believe,
a great future; in this way. The prolific yield of the
earth has caused farmers to become careless and to
allow noxious weeds to grow rampant. Now sheep thrive
and produce excellent mutton on these very weeds,
which means that the sheep-owner is achieving a double
purpose

: he is cleaning his land very thoroughly—the
sheep absolutely exterminate the weeds—and he isn
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securing a handsome return from his fine fat sheep in

doing so." As for the outlet, Mr. Roblin declared that

Winnipeg, "with half the population of Montreal, has

double the demand for mutton." Indeed, he considers

that the sheep-raiser finds a better local market in

Manitoba than anywhere else in Canada.
With the advance of dairying, hog-raising is

assuming importance. But, as Mr. Roblin pointed out,

every farmer can, if he chooses, cheaply rear without

milk a few swine on by-products that would otherwise

be wasted. Not enough pork is produced in Central

Canada to supply the local demand, but market con-

ditions do not greatly encourage the industry. As the

people of Manitoba want light, mild-cured bacon and
hams, Yorkshires and Berkshires stand in chief favour.

Finally, I gathered these further facts of interest

to anyone who contemplates tilling the prairie soil

:

Currants, gooseberries, raspberries, and straw-

berries have long been cultivated profitably in

Manitoba; and of late years some hardy apples have
proved successful on the Siberian crab. AH garden

vegetables, save a few that require a long season, are

grown to a high state of perfection in the prairie pro-

vinces. Eggs and poultry command a good market and
receive increasing attention. Following upon the wide-

spread cultivation of clover, bee-keeping has become
easy and profitable.
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CHAPTER VIII

AMONG THE DUKHOBORS

To watch the development of North America is to see
Nature performing an endless conjuring trick with thehuman race. At New York, Quebec, and the other
ocean ports there is that interminable procession of
arriving Imers, crowded in the steerage with persons
who, in face, speech, clothes, ideas, and demeanour, are
foreigners-foreigners obviously, and, as would seem,
unalterably-yet when you travel about the country
you make the bewildering discovery that they are not
there. A far

) ,-f newly landed foreigners, it is true,
you may cha fall in with, but the accumulated
mass, the avak.cne of emigrants who have been arriv-
ing in daily thousands for tens of years past-they have
mysteriously vanished. And in their place you see
millions of Yankees and Canadians who have droDoed
apparently, from the skies.

'

The process of absorption, of adaptation, of trans-
mogrification, is rapid, as two personal incidents may
serve to show. Crossing the Atlantic recently, I hap-
pened to be standing in the between-decks promenade
of the steerage, with my attention engaged by a group
of inert Scandinavians, who-because of their~strange
attire and talk, their clumsy movements, and their
wondering eyes looking out helplessly from flabby
countenances-seemed creatures from another planet.
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By way of contrast, there stood at my side a dapper

little elderly man in a cowboy hat, and having alert and

penetrating eyes and a neatly trimmed tuft of hair on

his otherwise clean-shaven face—in a word, the typical

smart Yankee as one sees him on the stage.

"I suppose," said I, a trifle dubiously, "those people

will somehow settle into shape out in the West ?
"

"I guess they will," murmured the calm little

Yankee.

"They certainly look a most unpromising lot," I

blundered on.

"Perhaps they might improve," drawled n.y com-

panion in the same even tone, and still looking straight

ahead of him.

"They appear to be so uncouth," my evil genius

prompted me to add, "so dull, so lacking in brains

and breeding. In fact, they almost seem like
"

"Look here," said the little Yankee, as he turned

to confront me, not indeed with any show of resent-

ment, yet with a suggestion of mild protest in his keen

gaze. "Some o' your ideas on this subject might not

be just exactly what I should think. I'm Scandinavian

born myself, having come over—a boy of fourteen—in

a party as like as two peas to that one."

There remained for me, of course, nothing but a

hurried confession that I should not have thought it,

since, to my eyes, he looked the walking incarnation of

everything that was bright, quick and admirable in

the American character : which did something to patch

up our relationship ; but I am not likely to forget the

lesson that, in talking to a Yankee or a Canadian, one

is very likely confronting a dual nationality, with half

of it hidden from view.

My other experience concerns a little girl named
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Dolly. As I knew her before she and her people went
to Canada, Dolly was a timid, clinging, winsome mite
who, as the saying goes, could not say boo to a
goose. Before the family had been a year in the new
country I had the pleasure of visiting them in their
home on the prairie. All were the same as I had known
them before, and yet all, in some subtle way, were
different. They had become infected by a spirit I can
only describe as Canadian-by something that shewed
Itself ,n a sort of hearty self-reliance-by something
that Dol y Illustrated for me in a very definite and
memorable manner. Entering the parlour one after-
noon I found her a-perch the music stool, indus-
triously playing the piano. "That doesn't sound much
like a piece, Dolly," I happened to remark; "it's an
exercise, isn't it?" "You bet your life it is," replied
the complacent child, without turning her head or
desisting from her performance.
A rapid assimilation of peoples is, in fact, a law

of social development in North America. But the
working of that law has, in the case of the Dukhobors
been suspended; and I have been laying emphasis on
the rule only that my readers may be able more clearly
to appreciate the exception.

I went to Verigin, the headquarters of the Ouaker-
like Russian vegetarians-the strange sect wh^ were
assisted to Canada by Count Tolstoy and a committee
of European well-wshers, and who have since given
some trouble to tlie Dominion authorities by declining
to take the oath of citizenship and by perambulating
the country naked in search of a Messiah.

I found a few Dukhobors living in ordinary Cana-
dian houses at Verigin proper, where the community
has a range of offices, a warehouse, a brick-yard, a
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wheat elevator, and a flour-mill fitted with up-to-date

machinery. Also there I found a handful of other

nationalities (notably a Scotch family and a Roumanian
family, who have both become Canadian), and they

testified with two voices concerning the peculiar people

in the midst of whom they dwell. But before referring

to lines of cleavage in local opinion, I will briefly

give my own superficial impressions of a community
whose main principles have always engaged my sym-
pathy.

They decline, on grounds of conscience, to serve

as soldiers, and I happen to regard warfare between

civilised nations as a hateful folly, admitting the peace-

ful and rational alternative of arbitration. They also

object to slay animals for food, or for any other pur-

pose, and, being myself inclined to a non-flesh diet,

I was not likely to quarrel with that item of their

humanitarian creed, even though I personally am unable

to rise to the ethical height of sparing tne lives of

vermin. Thus such things as I shall say about these

non-Canadians will at least issue from a mind un-

polluted by prejudice.

The local section of the community (for other

sections exist elsewhere in Canada) is distributed among
several villages established within a short radius of

Verigin. To one of those villages—Varnoe—I went

on foot—or, rather, I went part of the way on foot;

for a wagon overtook me on the road, and, addressing

its two occupants (men who, by reason of their un-

animated expressions and a Russian suggestion in the

cut of their clothes, were easy to recognise as Duk-
hobors), I asked if they would kindly give me a lift.

That my English was, however, thrown away upon

them their expressionless faces clearly showed, so by
?J{?
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pantomime I indicated the way by which I desired to
profit by their indulgence. They vouchsafed no smile
of acquiescence and no frown of refusal ; so, without
more ado, I scrambled into the vehicle, which promptly
resumed its journey.

Now, had those two Dukhobors been possessed of
even a moderate sense of humour, not to mention the
gift of human sympathy, they must, I think, have
betrayed some passing appreciation of the predicament
in which I had all unwittingly involved myself. For
the wagon had no springs, and I was having the time
of my life in the matter of jolting and jarring, with
stirring sensations as of the dislocation of one's bones
and the loosening of one's teeth, as that awful con-
veyance went blundering along the rough road. Nor
did occasion arise for any compassionate concern on
behalf of my companions, since the seat they occupied
was fixed to pliable steel supports that must have ensured
for them a reasonable measure of physical comfort.
And when—having had about enough of it— I called a
halt and dismounted from that unsympathetic vehicle,
there was still no sign of fraternity from either of
those two self-centred and apparently depressed Duk-
hobors.

The village—when I presently arrived at it—proved
a surprising place, with strange, foreign-looking and
picturesque houses having walls plastered with mud,
but with a note of distinction in the disposition of the
timbering, in the shaping of the windows, and in the
gable ends of the heavy vegetating roofs. Moreover,
the eye was grateful for variations of detail in the
several structures, no two being exactly alike, though
all were affected by common principles of structure and
design—all, at least, save a central meeting-place in
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prim brickwork, which was a civilised eyesore in that

setting of primitive architecture.

But if the aspect of those Dukhobor dwellings

could not fail to please an artist, their contiguity was

calculated to horrify a social reformer. Here on the

Canadian prairie, where one human habitation to i6o

acres is the rule, there seemed something grotesquely

gratuitous in a street of crowded houses, each with a

little backyard that scarce afforded latitude for a pig,

a wash-tub, and three gooseberry-bushes.

The men were either afield or indoors. But I saw
a number of women. Some were applying mud to

the walls, using their hands as trowels, and being

copiously bemired from head to foot; others appeared

and disappeared in their little gardens as they went

sluggishly about their household aflfairs. Indeed, a

sense of the sluggishnesc of those fat-faced, broad-

bodied, heavily-clothed and big-booted women is the

main impression they left on my mind. There were

some children about, and they also seemed over-

burdened with clothes and deficient in vitality.

The stranger excited no curiosity, and prompted no
spontaneous greetings. My friendly overtures to the

adults were rewarded with dull nods and a muttered

syllable or two. Those people were all quite happy, I

suppose, but they were living their lives in a minor
key. If one of the boys (not readily to be distinguished,

by the by, from the girls) had only called out or

whistled, or even set up a hullabaloo of blubbering, it

would, I felt, have relieved the tension.

After walking twice from end to end of the village,

I determined to see if it were not possible, by hook
or by crook, to make a Dukhobor smile. Squatting

on a seat in front of one of the houses, I laid myself
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out to secure the companionship of a little child who
stood a few feet away, eyeing me with solemn mis-
giving. Not until I had produced my watch, fountain
pen, bunch of keys and penknife, and spread them out
before her, could the dubious youngster be coaxed for-
^^

^^ nJ"^'
'"*^'^^^ '" ^^^""^ glittering valuables

proved still-born; all my laborious attempts to show off

li!h J'"^"^
a.d snappy parts being looked upon

with a coldness bordering on boredom. However, thatstumpy httle Dukhobor toddler did at last manifest a
spark of personality by earnestly pointing towards the
grass at my feet; whereupon I plucked a bunch and
held It out to her. The offering was accepted with
alacrity and ,n a spirit of appreciation; hers being
apparently the well-balanced type of mind which, con-
tent with things familiar and of established worth, isproof against the glamour of mere novelty. I gathered
another handful of herbage and made a show^f also

stTetrh^r;^! ',^"*
'^''' '™^ '^' ^^"bby ''«J^ fist

stretched forth only to find the gift denied. Ten
minutes later we were still doing that-attempts at
surreptitious seizure sometimes prevailing against trea-
cherous withdrawal, and the proceedings being frankly
accepted by my Mny opponent as a legitimate and sport-ing way of passing the time. But all this time shedid not smile. Nay, I had already begun to regard my
aspiration as hopeless when, chancin| to look^ound!
I perceived that a Dukhobor woman-presumably the
child s mother-was overlooking our contest with much

Ihlt^n ^l I
'"' ^"^ ^^^" ' ^^"gJ^t the eye ofthat Dukhobor woman she gave me a most graciousand unmistakable smile.

^

.nH^°''",r ^^""^^'J''
^ '^^'^'^^ "^y «*«PS along the road,

and, calling at headquarters, sought an audience of

I
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the Dukhobor leader. But Peter M. Verigin, "Repre-

sentative of the Dukhobor Society in Canada " (to give

him the modest title which, on his visiting card, he

gives himself), happened to be away on a journey.

However, I was received by Mr. M. W. Cazakoff, the

manager, who, in answer to my inquiries, made the

following statement :

—

"This is the Dukhobor Society's trading store,

where we have wholesale and retail departments for the

sale of dry goods, hardware, leather, boots and shoes,

groceries, crockery, farm implements, etc. We have

seven grist mills, including one of 400 horse-power;

three brickyards, where over seven million bricks have

been made; about 800 horses; 800 head of cattle;

twenty-five threshing machines; a number of barns and

stables, anH a fine assortment ^f ploughs, harrows, and

other agric;. t ral machinery. We have 13,000 acres in

Saskatchewan, it being worth at least thirty dollars

an acre, and the Society has now bought 15,000 acres

in British Columbia—at Castlegar, about thirty miles

south of Nelson—where a beginning has been made

with fruit-farming. So you will see that our com-

munity, which numbers between seven and eight

thousand persons, has become rich. The people who
have made trouble for us are not many—not quite a

hundred—and they do not belong to us, and we do

not like what they do. Their Russian name would

be called in English : The Men Without Any Clothes.

We hope they will not make any more bother."

Said the jovial Scotch miller, when I afterwards

sat chatting with him in his cosy parlour: "I have a

lot to do with the Dukhobors, and you may take it from

me they are very nice people. As for the wild, fanatical

set that sometimes go about with no clothes on, well.

It'r
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they arc just the ccccniric ones, and they don't belone

nH VT '
^"^'""'y- ^"^ ^*y ' ^"""d « long-haired

'"dividual ,n the n-.ill among those that work forme. a-wh.spenng and talking away at 'em fit to beat

lf'tt,"J' VT '''^'! ^''' ^^""^ ^^-^Petting up one
of those naked-crusade outfits to make a lot more
Doiner. ho I took and ran him out of the mill. They
are normally as quiet, harmless, and industrious a
people as you could meet anywhere. And such simple
tastes they ve got, too I Did you see that little patch
of sunflowers along the road? Well, they grow them
for their own food, and they munch away at the ripe
seed as contentedly as possible. I tried those seeds once-but never again. A cut from the joint with some
nice gravy ,s more in my line. All the same, you
can t help respecting them for their principles, espe-
cially when they are always so nicely behaved. And
as for Mr. Verigin and the other heads of the Society,
you couldn't want to do business with nicer and more
straightforward gentlemen."

Said the highly intelligent and much travelled
Roumanian storekeeper :

" Nobody finds any fault with
the Dukhobors themselves; but the system under which
they hve doesn't give them a fair chance. They
oughtn t to be kept in their present uneducated state,and allowed to live in a superstitious belief that Peter
Verigin ,s their heavenly ruler. The Society make a
boast of the property they have amassed ; but what an
inhnitely greater amount so many thousand families
would have produced by this time if each man hadbeen allowed to take up his quarter-section and been a
free and independent citizen, bringing up his children
to be properly educated and to speak the language of
the country, instead of carrying on traditions of ignor-
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ance and superstition. As for their objection to blood-

shed, and their preference for a non-meat diet—well,

obviously those ideals can be preserved just as well by

people who are mentally emancipated as by people

living in a state of mediaeval darkness. I am happy to

say that, in spite of the measures taken to preserve the

status quo, a little light is beginning to enter the com-

munity from without, and already many of the men

have struck for independence, and withdrawn from the

community. Some are living hereabouts on their own

homesteads, and very fine and prosperous settlers they

are proving."

And with what my Roumanian friend said I found

myself in hearty agreement. Having escaped from

the yoke of autocracy to the political freedom of

Canada, the least the Dukhobors can do, it seems to

me, is to shed the mental fetters of an ignorant Russian

peasantry and become enlightened Canadian citizens.

It I :;



CHAPTER IX

THE HISTORY OK THE C.P.R.

loci itv anm " T^"' '" '""^^ ^he name of a

genaranons of schoolboys wUh an oppor.u„i" .o to?^

Knowing that Canada has existed for more thanthree centuries, people are apt ^as I hJ. T .

pointed out) to scrat'ch and s^Li h ir ds'r;"^^fact that, while the United States in the son?h k
acquired a population of 9^.000,:^ "clnLrnumt::only 8.000^ inhabitants. It takes a lot of explnT
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^r^6.rstand that historic Canada was"

Kiver and that modern Canada-the huge countrvtretchmg from the Atlantic to the Pac.fi^c-ir on vthirty^.ght years old.
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you have to hammer away at the fact that the wordun on .s the key to the extraordinary contrast affordedby the population of Yankee North America Tndfl
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tnat the reasonWhy there was expansion in the south was because
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the States were united, and that the reason why, until

recent years, there was no expansion in the north was

because, until recent years, the provinces were ununited.

They were ununited politically (a common allegi-

ance not involving concerted action) and they were

ununited physically.

Political union came by stages. The four principal

eastern provinces (Canada West, Canada East, New

Brunswick and Nova Scotia), as we have seen, joined

forces forty-four years ago; distant Manitoba threw in

its lot with them three years later; remote British

Columbia entered the combination during the following

twelve months, on condition that its isolation should be

remedied by a railroad; and in 1873—or just thirty-eight

years ago—with the adhesion of the remaining eastern

province (Prince Edward Island) there came into exist-

ence the vast Dominion of Canada, embracing not

merely the regions named above, but the enormous

intervening and adjoining areas known as the North-

West Territories.

Political union was accomplished, but its perman-

ence was contingent upon physical union also being

accomplished, for British Columbia had stipulated for

a railroad. Thus the newly-created Federal Govern-

ment found themselves confronted by a task which for

magnitude and difficulty would have been worthy the

statesmanship of a Julius Caesar. They had to furnish

their geographical colossus with a steel backbone. They

had to lay parallel rails round a wide arc of the earth's

circumference—traversing the untracked wilderness,

skirting mountains and chasms, hewing a way through

forests, blasting a way through rock, filling up bogs,

lowering lakes and bridging rivers innumerable; they

had to make a level roadway three thousand miles
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before the railway was made, there were only 171,000;

and—with the tide of immigration gaining in

momentum every year—the national affairs of this

earth provide no anticipation more assured than that

the present inhabitants of Central and Western Canada

are but the vanguard of a population which, within the

experience of persons now living, will be counted by

tens of millions.

Most railways have come into existence merely to

serve a nation's needs. It was, as we have seen, the

higher fate of the C.P.R. first to create the nation whose

needs it was to serve. Out of that fact sprang traditions

that have moulded the destiny and that conserve the

character of one of the most gigantic, most powerful,

most prosperous, and most public-spirited corporations

in the world. It is sometimes said that a joint stock

company has no soul to be saved and no hindquarters

to be kicked. Irreverent remarks of that sort do not

apply to the C.P.R. Those who have lived or travelled

in Canada will not need to be told about that remarkable

and unique institution. But the rest of the world are

not in a position to know, and certainly could never

guess, the r61e filled by that railway in a stirrmg

national drama. To the Bourses of Europe the C.P.R.

is only a triumphant corporation that makes a clear

annual profit of over ;^5,ooo,ooo, that is constantly and

successfully extending its enterprises, and that issues

to its proprietors at par new stock that commands a high

premium. But those facts merely reveal the C.P.R.

in its public character. Its domestic character is the

interesting study.

The C.P.R. is the servant, friend, partner (and, 1

had almost written, pal) of the settler in Central and

Western Canada. No soul, indeed I Why, of the
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C.P.R.'s several titles to the world's esteem, the first

rXrwtrth!
^^^^"

"
^-^^

' -" -'^ -" ^- p^yc^"

One of the growing community of prosperous traingrowers .n Alberta was telling me^he story of h s eX
the'land'VH^" u'

^"'^^' "'^'^ ^'^ ^^^^ ^-"y -he land, and how he and his sons set to work and builttheir house. "Yes," I said, "but where did you andyour family live before the house was ready?" "Oh »

eKotZ^I^ ?"k'''
^^'° '""'"^'"^ ^'^ ^"'*'-> efforts,

to^Zf I
""^ ^ '""^ ^' ^'^ "^^ ^°^k, he failedto make tunely arrangements for harvesting his firstcrop which consequently was ruined. "Having countedon the gram to see me through." he added, "I was fairlybroke. But the good old C.P.R. came to my rescueThey gave me work near my place and paid me well

s" e " tlh- Tr' *'7 ^^'P^^ ^ '^""^ ^-S over thestUe. A third Canadian farmer had bought irrigatedland from the C.P.R. on the usual basis of easrannual
payments. "But," he explained, "the minor canals hadnot been completed in our neighbourhood, and waterdid not reach my ditches until two months after I go

^et!c and . H i " ^^°"' '*• ^^'y ^^'•^ "^o^t apolo.

K' t
'^^y ^^'^ ^^'y "^"^h to blame, as theand ought not to have been sold as irrigated la^d unti!

ccorTth""'
'''"'"^ ''"^' ^' ^"'^^ °^ '^-^ ownaccord, they gave me an extra year's grace before mynrst payment became due."

^

There is a conscientiousness about the C P R »
.houghtfulness. a something .ha, is downright humln!
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not to say kind-hearted. In travelling across the ocean

and the land you see the big things of the C.P.R.—its

magnificent liners, its palatial hotels, its superb feats

of engineering—but somehow the real greatness of the

company seems to lie in the little personal acts of

which I have given three examples. It is difficult to

find a definition that fits the C.P.R. To liken it to a

philanthropic society is out of the question ; one cannot

associate the idea of philanthropy with an organisation

which, with its stock ranging well above 200 "on

Change," distributes over ;^3,ooo,ooo per annum in the

form of a lo-per-cent. dividend. The C.P.R. leaves

upon the mind an intangible impression of a paradoxi-

cal character. It suggests a sort of Socialist Govern-

ment run by shareholders for profit.

Chatting with a puzzled C.P.R. officer, I tried to

make him realise how deeply a visitor from England

was impressed by the C.P.R. in its ethical—quite apart

from its engineering and financial—aspect.

"But, don't you see," he argued, "that the C.P.R.

is di-"Ctly interested in the success of every settler, and

that the greater his success the more grain and other

freight will he send over our line ? Besides, the more

a man prospers out here, the more powerful is he as

a human magnet to attract friends and relatives from

the old country. Looked at from those points of view,

every new arrival is an important asset, and we have

to see to it that the asset matures. In other words, if

through inexperience or want of cash the settler meets

with difficulties at the outset of his career, we have a

definite interest in helping him through those diffi-

culties. As a matter of fact, in advancing money for

seed, etc., we run no appreciable financial risk, since

certain success awaits the Canadian farmer who sticks
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to his work, provided he possesses the necessary modi-
cum of common sense. If he is any good at all, we
know he will get on all right, even if he does not know
that himself. Therefore I assure you the action of the
C.P.R. has a strictly business, not to say selfish, basis."

Yes, yes, I could see all that; but, still, the virtues
of the C.P.R. had not been explained away to my
satisfaction. Many transportation and other companies
have an interest in serving the public, but they act
within the limited sanction of prearranged routine, and
their servants are held in leash by red tape. I had never
before come across a capitalistic corporation which
offered a helping hand to anyone in need of it, dealing
with each case on its merits. I had never before en-
countered a capitalistic corporation which, through its
thousand and one agents, acted in all matters with un-
grudging and anxious zeal. All along the broad tract
of country that it serves, the C.P.R. is a watchful,
ministering, unseen, personal force. It is actuated by
an almost paternal but wholly unobtrusive sense of
responsibility towards the country it has created and the
people that country contains. I might fill this chapter
with different examples of how interest is shown and
assistance rendered. I can even give an example that
IS of purely personal application to myself. Last
autumn it became known to the C.P.R. that I, a visitor
from England, was laid up with a temporary indis-
position in a hotel at Gleichen, Alberta. The C.P.R.
wrote to say it was sorry! You may smile, gentle
reader, but such was the pleasant fact; nor am I pre-
pared to deny that the process of convalescence was
assisted by the knowledge that, in my short lapse from
health, I had the brotherly sympathy of an institution
that represented ;{;8o,ooo,ooo of capital.
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Common sense scouts the idea that the C.P.R., in

the pains it takes to assist the farmers of the prairies

and the fruit-growers of British Columbia, is actuated

by a conscious desire for more freight (it already carries

113,000,000 bushels of grain per annum), or for more

passengers (of whom its yearly total has grown to

11,000,000—a figure, by the by, which, since it is larger

than the population of the Dominion, shows that many
Canadians travel frequently). Nay, the country having

now entered upon an era of rapid and automatic growth,

the prosperity of the C.P.R. is bound to increase, irre-

spective of what may be called the fraternal side of its

activities. What is more, it has been shown to the satis-

faction of financial experts that even were the C.P.R.

divorced from its railroad, and the revenue derived there-

from, it could continue to pay its 10 per cent, dividend.

No; I am convinced that to explain the personal

services that the C.P.R. renders to the community, to

understand why the C.P.R. is a kind of joint stock

Government, we must hark back to the conditions that

fixed its traditions.

In its early days the C.P.R. had to face powerful

enemies, great difficulties, and the burden of anxiety

that is inevitable where heavy capital outlay has to

precede opportunity of remunerative revenue. Its

critics said the line could never pay. Its promoters

were supported only by their faith —their faith in a popu-

lation that had not yet arrived. Nowadays it is difficult

to realise that in 1885 men had still to be convinced

of the fertility of the western prairie. For centuries it

had yielded the world nothing but the furry coats of

the animals roaming its unpopulated wilds. Even amid

the strenuous work of constructing the line at high

pressure—with gangs of engineers, navvies and station-
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elevation of one hundred and ten feet above the water

level. At Jackfish Bay three miles of winding track

were necessary to accomplish half a mile of progress,

the bridges, tunnels and galleries on that section cost-

hig ;(;300,ooo. In i88a four thousand men, havmg

3,400 horses and 1,700 four-wheeled wagons, were at

work on the road, fixing rails, sleepers, spikes, fish-

plates and bolts. In fifteen months 677 miles of main

track and 48 miles of sidings were constructed, ten

million cubic yards of earth being moved in the process.

Between Calgary and the Bow River Pass from two

to three miles of bridges had to be made. Between

Port Moody and Kamloops—213 miles—the engmeers

had to cut twenty tunnels, representing a total length

of one mile and three-quarters, t,hrough granite and

crystalline limestone. In the mountain district of the

west the line had to reach a height of 5,321 feet above

sea level. Kicking Horse Pass presented engineering

problems which could only be successfully surmounted

by protracted toil ; but British Columbia was impatient

for the railway, and so at that point a temporary section

was constructed which sacrificed the easy grac" -nt else-

where secured, and for years afterwards severr ,owerful

locomotives were required to pull each ti . 1 up the

consequent "Big Hill." That formidable incline has

since been superseded by an alternative section, costing

;{:300,ooo, and being seven miles of winding track,

which embraces two spiral tunnels through the moun-

tain, and two steel '.ridges (separated by only a few

hundred yards) over the Kicking Horse Rjver, which,

by the wa is crossed nine times by the C.P.R., six

of the bridges being within a distance of twelve miles.

Another zig-zagging piece of work occurs in the Illecil-

lewaet Valley, where the line turns south, crosses &
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poim, but at a lower level, then forms another creat

ZZh u
^'^""^^ '"""'"g ^'niost parallel to <.ne

he l,„e, where precipitous .-nouueain, are sWrtTd LJ

The Red Indians, not yet fully subdued caus^.l

^a?n?w L ' ""P°""^ "^^^'^^ ^«"t in dread of thepainted braves, who were a little disposed to pre urne

S^^unterPnl
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^curred"' I ^l
\'^\ ^-^'""' ^^ ^°'^ - ^^^^
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;

^ " ''' '°"°""^ ^^'^^-^ «^ - typical

"It was in the early days of the C.P.R. s oroeressacross the prairies that thp Pi« a d » • .
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TJ^^A r w fie-a-Pot incident occurredReaders of Mrs. Steel's stories mw rrmer.mer onewhich tells how a Hindu fanatic squLed inr pTr!manent way of a new railway line in India anc .^isted
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to 2t t
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• " The Riders of the Plains.- (Andrew Melrose.)
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left their reserve and were wandering about the country

at large. This proceeding was contrary to the law,

and particularly so as their followers were all armed,

and had the reputation of being a turbulent crowd.

"What happened to bring Pie-a-Pot into sudden

collision with the police was this. Fetching up with

his band at last at a point some little distance ahead

of the railway line, he encamped. His tepees were put

up, the carts unloaded, the horses sent out on the

prairie to feed, and there was every indication that the

wanderers had found a choice spot from which they

did not intend to move. By and by the railway track

advanced closer towards them, and the contractors

looked askance at the Indian settlement.

" Pie-a-Pot paid no attention to the oncoming army

of white men. He was there first; it was his chosen

location; let them shift him if they dared. The rail-

way authorities sent emissaries demanding his evacua-

tion of the spot; but Pie-a-Pot laughed at them, while

his ' bucks ' rode excitedly about on their ponies and

fired off rifles at random, and shouted of what they

would do to the whites if it came to a fight. Matters

were at a deadlock. The railway men could not go

on so long as the Indian camp blocked the way.

"Then the Lieutenant-Governor of the Territories was

appealed to, and ere long there came a despatch from

the North-West Mounted Police headquarters at Regina

to the little post at Maple Creek, much to this effect

:

•Please settle trouble; move on Indians.' On receipt

of the message two men were at once detailed for the

task. One was a sergeant, the other was a constable.

With a written order to Chief Pie-a-Pot, an official notice

to quit, they rode out quietly to the camp and made

known their instructions.
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"Their arrival was a signal for a fresh outburst
on the part of the Indians. In their nomadic life the
members of this band had not yet, to put it literally,
run up against the law as personified by the North-
West Mounted Police. They knew them by reputation
to be hrm, hard-dealing men whose hand was heavy
upon the wrong-doer, but they had no practical ex-
perience from which to learn caution. So they sur-
rounded the two guardians of law and order, jeering
at them, backing their ponies into the police horses,
and otherwise trying to discompose them. The sergeant
and the constable, in their scarlet tunics, with the smart-
looking pill-box forage caps set at an angle on their
heads, meanwhile sat still, the former reading his order
which wcs that Pie-a-Pot must break camp and take
the north vard trail.

"To this comma -d the chief insolently refused to
listen. The sergeant pulled out his watch. '

I will
give you fifteen minutes,' he said calmly. 'If by the
end of that time you haven't begun to comply with the
order, we shall make you.' The quarter of an hour
passed without any sign of a move being made. Pie-a-
Pot sat in front of his tent and smoked. Round him
and the policemen had gathered all the rest of the
tribe, ' bucks,' squaws and children, most of them yell-
ing abuse and urging on the bolder spirits among
them to still further exhibitions of defiance. The firing
of rifles almost in the faces of the red-coats was one
^<>''ni of sport indulged in, but it was of no avail.

Time's up I ' said the sergeant, replacing his
watch in his pocket. Then that amazing man dis-
mounted, threw the reins of his horse to his companion,
and walked over to Pie-a-Pot's tepee. One kick of his
foot at the key-pole and the painted buffalo-skin cover-
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ing collapsed. Ignoring the shrieks of the discomfited

squaws thereunder, and the threats of the men, the

sergeant proceeded through the camp, kicking out key-

pole after key-pole until all the tents had been over-

thrown. ' Now git !
' was what he said—or might have

said, in the absence of any exact record of his utterances.

And it is some tribute to his sagacity that Pie-a-Pot

did so."

There was not, it will be noted, any real fight left in

the Indians; but this could not be said of the allied

race, the Half-Breeds. They were at that time on the

eve of their rebellion; and it is interesting to note that

the C.P.R. was completed in time to be of service in

that affair. On May 18, 1885, the last rail was laid in

the line skirting Lake Superior, knd the very next day
the Montreal artillery militia passed over that line on
their way to assist in suppressing the Kiel rising.

And soon the procession of immigrants was moving
across the country, to quicken Manitoba and British

Columbia into vigorous growth and found the inter-

mediate provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta. Then
the C.P.R. saw that its faith would be justified. A
beginning had been made in tapping the agricultural

and mineral riches of Western Canada. The railway

was the steel key that had unlocked a treasury of in-

calculable wealth—wealth that poured forth, and con-

tinues to pour forth, in a stream ever expanding with

the growth of population. Solicitude for the well-being

of new settlers became the bed-rock of C.P.R. policy.

On that basis, the company won its way to a prosperity

that was assisted by developments which, in their

magnitude and the foresight that inspired them, were

fitting sequels to the original enterprise. Early the

C.P.R. provided three steel steamships to traverse the
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riv? l:^^^^-^'^
«'"ce supplemented by magnificent

Clyde-budt vessels. Later it made a new water con-necnon, with car ferries plying between Windsor, inOntano, and Detroit, in Michigan. Afterwards the

k'riti^'rT J'^
^"'"''°" ^° '^^ '^^^s ^"d rivers of

British Columbia; and to-day on those waters it controlssome twenty vessels, several of them of considerable^ze and appointed with superb quarters for travellers.
Another fleet of twenty steamships carry passengersand merchandise between ports on the coast of British
Columbia. But the C.P.R. has not been contentmerely to navigate Canadian waters. Early it estab-

w!th rhin"'"^'f'
''"''' connecting the Dominion

with China and Japan, the pioneer vessels being re-placed in ,891 by the famous Empress of India and her
sister ships, which established a new standard of com
fort in ocean travel. A later development was the
trans-Atlantic service, also furnished with superb liners,and providing new means of communication between

Thus fhe'^r P p"r^' ^°"''°"' ^"^*°^ ^"^ A"t-rp.Thus the C.P.R. has already extended its sphere of
operations two-thirds round the world ; all that is needed
to complete the circle being a service of C.P.R. aertplanes across Europe and Asia. The company's com-bined fleets include sixty-seven steamship^aVumb"
a ou equal to all the battleships of the Lited StTte

^ :
France and Russia. The C.P.R. vesselsplaced end to end. would form a line three and a htj

rl ton?' f ^T'^.^'^" '""'y ^°"«"-^ -ery day

aii^L f
'°''' ^^'''' '''''' ^"'^ '^^'^ staffs form

equaIt' fif

"'^"^ "^"- "^^^y ^""-"y -ver a mileag"equal to fifty-seven journeys round the earth.

its ^rl;?h
'^' '^."'^'

m"'
'^^ ^•^'^' ^^'^ ^°"tent with

Its three thousand miles of track stretching across he
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rontinent. To-day it controls over eleven thousand

miles of railway, on which there are running 1,534 loco-

motive., 1,870 passenger cars and 48,850 freight and
cattle cars.

Besides owning and working so many means of

communication, this amazing railway company has

endowed Canada with a chain of sixteen fine hotels, in-

cluding the famous Chateau Frontenac at Quebec—

a

stately structure that cost ;^6oo,ooo and has accommoda-
tion for a thousand guests; the Royal Alexandra, at

Winnipeg, which, like the hotel at Vancouver, yields

a yearly profit of ;^i2,ooo; the Empress, at Victoria,

which annually puts ;{^ 14,000 into the coffers of the

company ; and the luxurious hotels, fitted with exquisite

taste, at Lake Louise, Banff, and other health resorts

in the mountains.

There is one thing that the C.P.R. does not do—it

does not go in for farming. It might do so. It has

enough land to carry on farming operations upon a

scale commensurate with its other affairs, and to the

tune of an annual profit that could not fall far short

of ;^ 10,000,000. Providing and organising the neces-

sary labour would constitute a difficulty (because, in

a country where everybody can secure his own freehold,

and grow prosperous in cultivating it, no one is con-

tent long to till the soil for an employer, let the wages

be never so high). Still, the history of the C.P.R.

affords abundant proof that it is not to be baulked by
a difficulty; and therefore we must look in another

direction for the reason why the C.P.R. does not farm,

and probably has never so much as thought of doing so.

Such action would be contrary to the purpose, policy

and principles on which the fortunes of the C.P.R.

have been founded. It is there to assist, not to com-
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P«te with, the population. It sells its land Th

age price of £j ,3s. 3d. per acre-an average orice

laL 'f*^^',."""
"^'"' ""' "' ''""'•" the irrigaSland,^of wh,ch .45,4- acres were sold, a. ^5 .os.',^^

Mention of the irrigated land prompts some ref«

:j:et,t:rwfs.r^Lr^^^^^^^™ of the territory that came into the possessionof the company was a stretch of land-between S^v
nilXT' '''"'' '""^^ ^'^^* °^ Mediate H^ZWhich while Its capacity to produce bumper crops had

suZtTar^l' "" "^"'^ '" ''^^^- --ns o

sional I0.T f

'"^^"^"^^^ ^^'"f^"- And since an occa-s^onal loss of crop .s apt to have a demoralising effe^more particularly on new settlers who have no had tSo .ccumulate a financial reserve, the . pJ^. decLtha be ore putting those 3,000,0. ^.
-s on themarket, u would counteract the nktui '

K.rtcomin^and ensure the agriculturist against los., by earning

wal divideTinto':r'°"--
^" '""'^ ^^^P^' ^^e 'areawas divided into three section ^-a Western Section aCentral Section and an Eastern Section. The WesternSection was put in hand first, and, at an expenditure of

wit" fca°^r'
'""^ ^•^•^- ^^PP^^ the Bow rL

Thi. T ^^^"*^" "^iles long, and of a widthhat varied from 60 feet at the bottom to 120 feTt at

long half a mile wide and 40 feet deep; and it ex-

Urform;fL""" "^P""^^^ ^"^ --"^-y -na^(the former being ,20 feet wide oy 10 feet deep) and
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distributing ditches. These extensive works, involv-

ing the removal of more than 8,000,000 tons of

earth, necessarily occupied some years; and thus, long

before the canals and ditches had reached their limits,

the artificial water supply had been tested for a season

or so on parts of the area that were dealt with first.

That early experience was conclusive ; and the land was

eagerly taken up. Now the C.P.R. have commenced

to irrigate the Eastern Section—an area of 1,100,000

acres—and the work, which will occupy about three

years, is estimated to cost ;{^i, 700,000. In this case

heavier expenditure is necessitated by a greater difficulty

in reaching the source of supply, and 3,500 miles of

canals and ditches have to be constructed. Afterwards

the Central Section will be put in hand.

On visiting a number of irrigated farms in the

Western Section, I found their prosperous proprietors

enthusiastic in praise of artificial watering, of which,

indeed, the fruits were visible. Not that an abundant

harvest is the only advantage yielded by the system.

In the glorious Canadian sunshine, herbage is liable to

become so dry that a chance spark will set it on lire ; and

farmers bore grateful testimony that, when this has

befallen, the opening of an irrigation ditch proved an

easy means of arresting the trouble. Again, food fishes

are swept down the excavated waterways; and many
an agriculturist, on discovering trout and pike flopping

about in his furrows, has found himself with a

strengthened faith in the wisdom of the C.P.R.

Nor must I omit to mention a new style of colonisa-

tion that has been devised and introduced by this

inventive and indefatigable company. Hitherto, in the

history of Canada and other new countries, the rule

has been for a settler to arrive on empty land, and find
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Farms to be occupied, I can testify that the hundred

new neighbours, whether chosen by chance or dis-

crimination, looked to be the sort of energetic and

enthusiastic men who could be trusted to profit by the

favours of fate. Those farmers (who, for the most

part, followed other callings in the old country) had

found their first crops in vigorous growth; and when

I arrived they were largely occupied—with powerful

machinery bought by the communal purse—in enlarg-

ing their areas of cultivation.

And in this connection I cannot forbear to mention

a visit I paid, in that district, to one of the C.P.R.

experimental farms. There I found an enthusiastic

professor of agriculture, whose duty it was not only

to test various grains and roots under local conditions

of soil and climate, but to place his knowledge at the

disposal of C.P.R. settlers who were in doubt or diffi-

culty. During my brief stey several inquirers were

attended to, their problems ranging from how potatoes

should be stored to where a couple of good horses

could promptly be purchased. Meanwhile, the pro-

fessor's buggy was waiting at the gate, and it seemed

he was due to depart on a round of visits to farmers

who, as I gathered, wanted to be shown how they

could use their land to greatest advantage.

Thus this great corporation, originally and nomin-

ally a railway company, has brought nation-building

to an art and a science.

Finally, I cannot refrain trom mentioning two in-

cidents that gave me personal peeps at the internal

working of the C.P.R. Standing one Sunday ter-

noon on the crowded platform of Moose Jaw r vay

station, I witnessed the arrival of a train which, since

no passengers were allowed to enter it, was easy to
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attention to yet a third door. "They're mighty busy.

Who d'you want to sec?"
Having satisfied his curiosity on that point, I ven-

tured to remarlc that they were working late.

"Late!" he protested. "It ain't late. Why,
they'll be here till eight or nine to-night—Sir Thomas
and the rest of 'em. And me, too! There's always

a lot to do on Saturdays."

In a few words I told him of the week-end institu-

tion that had taken deep root in business circles on

British soil.

"That wouldn't suit us," declared the C.P.R. office

boy emphatically. " What ! Go off pleasuring when
there's work to be done ? Not likely !

"
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Keewatin) much larger Jlinn the I'rovinre of Manitoba.

It will, moreover, Ik; the first stajje in tin- deveK>pmcnt

of Northern Canada- those wonderful realms of long

days which I am convinced are destined, by reason of

their high agricultural potentialities, to strike the

imagination of the world with the force of a great

geographical revelation.

Here, then, and in certain subsequent chapters of

this book, I definitely pass from one phase of my
subject to the other. Yet, since forecasts are vain

unless supported by facts, I shall make Canada of

"To-day" throw light on Canada of "To-morrow."

Things heard and things seen—just a stray fact or

two—awakened my curiosity, and I went from end

to end of the Dominion in a spirit of inquiry. Calling

on all the provincial governments in the West, I

pointed my finger to blank spaces on the map and

asked :
" What do you know about them ? " This led

to some significant experiences.

In British Columbia came the astonished reply

:

"Well, of course, there are people up in the Yukon

—

just here and there—mining. And gold, coal and

copper mines are .scattered about this province. More

than that we know nothing, except that explorers have

testified, concerning nearly every region they have

visited, that the country is rich in fine timber and

minerals. As for possessing any definite knowledge

of central and northern British Columbia—why, sir,

we still have only the most imperfect and superficial

knowledge of this southern part. The other day I was

over in Vancouver, and I went on the inaugural trip

along a new railway running a few miles out of the

city. Many of the leading citizens of Vancouver were

in the cars, and there they were exclaiming in astonish-
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this search for obscure knowledee. A special com-
mittee, it seemed, had assembled, interviewed and cross-

examined the handful of men who could speak from
personal knowledge about the empty spaces on the

map of Canada. Their evidence was placed at my
disposal; and to that source I am largely indebted for

the information in this chapter, and in those dealing

with " New Saskatchewan " and " Northern Alberta."

"Yes," said Mr. J. Burr Tyrrell, the well-known

mining engineer, who was in the Government Geo-
logical Service from 1883 to 1898, "I spent nine or

ten years in the country to the west and south-west of

Hudson Bay."

"And you think well of agricultural possibilities

there?" I asked.

"Undoubtedly," said Mr. Tyrrell. "You may take

Canada as a whole, and say that north of the present

settled region there is a broad belt of several hundred
miles that will be good for farming. It carries immense
quantities of valuable timber, i 'ond that belt is a

great region which will yield valuable minerals."

And now let me reproduce Mr. Tyrrell's specific

testimony concerning the region that will be opened up
by the Hudson Bay Railway. He indicated a line run-

ning north-west from Churchill, and pointed out that

the country north of that line is outside the farmer's

scope. South of the line there is a belt of from one

to two hundred miles in width, which is sparsely

wooded, having trees along the banks of streams and

in sheltered positions. In this belt there are areas that

would support a northern vegetation, but it is not, in

his opinion, eminently suited for agriculture, there

being but little decomposed soil there except in the

valleys. South of that belt is a forest region, about
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two hundred miles wide, lying west of the Nelson
Kiver and extending along the Churchill River rightaway to the Mackenzie and Athabasca rivers. It is for
the most part excellent agricultural land-as fine as can
be found in the North-West.

"Everywhere," said Mr. Tyrrell, "I found abundant
evidence of rich vegetation, and wherever agriculture
or horticulture had been attempted within the forest
Deit It had been eminently successful. I have seen
growing in that country potatoes-and most excellent
ones they were-<arrots, turnips, cabbages, cauliflowers
and all the ordinary garden produce that grows in
Ontario. Indeed, the land there is similar to the
Ontario land, and on it can be raised practically every-
thing that can be raised in that province, if we leave
the Niagara peninsula out of account. The summer
IS warm, and there is a good rainfall. The winter does
not count, because things do not grow in the winter.

tnZf tT u\
'^^ **''*""' '' P^^'^ ^°""*^y' half

?^! c T ^ ^^^' '^ ^ continuation northward of the
settled Saskatchewan country."

In the specified area (through which the greater
part of the new railway will pass) it appears that the
Indians, when hunting in the spring, plani little patches
of potatoes here and there, and return In the autumn
to dig them for use in the winter. "On severe' occa-
sions said Mr Tyrrell. "I have gone out and dug
a pail of beautiful potatoes from those little Indian
gardens buried in the woods. They have received no
hoeing, or any other sort of cultivation, from the time
of planting to the lime of digging."

Mr. Tyrrell has no doubt that the country in
question will support quite a thick population; and he
mentioned that, south of the forest belt, and M^rth

i
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of Lake Winnipeg (in other words, the region to be

traversed by »9utberfl sections of the Hudson Bay
Railway), "there is aiwther magnificent area, from five

to ten thousand square mil«s in extent, and as fine a

country as is to be fc^snd in Manitoba or anywhere else.

That area extends westward along the Churchill.

These lands to the north of Lake Winnipeg are an

extension of ihe same basin as the Manitoba clays."

Let mc now call another witness—Mr. A. P. Low,

Deputy-Minister of Mines in the Federal Government,

and, as an earlier chapter has borne witness, formerly

a prominent member of the Get)Iogiral Survey. In that

capacity Mr. Low pursued some explorations in

Keewatin, with the result that he is able to make the

following contributions to our knowledge of this un-

developed region :

Between Norway House (which is north of Lake
Winnipeg) and Hudson Bay tiie country is not very

elevated, the highest points being probably about i,cxx5

feet above sea level. For about half the distance to

the bay the traveller passes over a rolling plain, the

rocks being ancient formations of the Laurentian and
Huronian age, while farther on there is a deposit of

limestone and sandstone. On the first half of the

journey from Norway House to Churchill the country

slopes very gently towards the bay, the grade being

not more than eight or ten feet to the mile, if it be

that. The north-eastern part of the country is prac-

tically a plain.

Mr. Low pointed out that considerable areas of

swampy land exist. The rivers have thrown up banks,

and there is only an occasional break in those banks to

serve for drainage. In many places the river banks are

from five to ten feet higher than the adjoining land,

mm^nssiM^smm^'
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tancc often extending back as far as one can walk in

east^frorM'"^'"' '^f
"'"^^'^ ^^'^ 'he country due
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f"w stm
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Lake TheVe'h f"'r ""'^"" ^^>' P^''' «' '>-tLake. There he found peas, potatoes and other gardencrops growrng and looking well. That no apprfcial lerouble occurred from summer frosts was Thown b'he cond.t.on of the green peas. Apparently indeed

onae^nt'fo?"'^
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vegetation on it which it had not at that time. All it

needs is drainage. The soil and climate are good."

On this crucial matter of farming prospects in the

country to be opened up, the personal experience of

two other members of the Geological Survey is avail-

able. I refer to Mr. Owen O'SuUivan and Mr. William

Mclnnes. Mr. O'SuUivan, in 1904, was engaged in

studying the west coast of James Bay, and in the

summer of 1006 he started from Split Lake, on

the Nelson, and went down the Little Churchill to the

Big Churchill. The land about Big Lake, he said,

is a go; d loamy soil, but from Big Lake to the Big

Churchill the country is rocky and swampy, though

with a good deal of rich clay loam in places. Mr.

O'SuUivan was able to testify that very tasty potatoes

are grown at Split Lake. In the month of June he ate

some that had been grown during the previous year.

He saw turnips, cabbage and lettuce growing, and they

appeared to be very good. The potatoes were taken up

on August 23rd and 25th. Some left in the ground

had the tops touched pretty severely by frost in

September. On being asked about the land near the

head of Lake Winnipeg, Mr. O'SuUivan said he never

tasted better potatoes than some that were grown at

Cross Lake. Concerning a point far to the north of the

terminus of the new line, this explorer had an in-

teresting piece of information to impart. He saw

lettuce and turnips growing at Churchill, and he is

of opinion that potatoes, with proper attention, would

mature there.

Special interest attaches to the experience of Mr.

Mclnnes, because he zig-zagged across the actual

ground to be crossed by the first half of the Hudson

Bay Railway. The whole region from Split Lake to
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the Saskatchewan is, he said, a clay^overed country.
In traversing that country he went by way of the
Burntwood River and returned by way of the Grassy
Kiver, making a number of excursions between those
two boundaries. After leaving Split Lake, he found
the clay^overed country absolutely free from boulders
and gravel Even on the shores of the lakes, unless
a height of about 800 feet were reached, no gravel
bars were met with. "There is absolutely nothing to
interfere with the cultivation of the soil," testified Mr.
Mclnnes. "The country has been repeatedly burnt
over, and it is covered by a very open forest. Grasses
grow fairly luxuriantly there, the blue joint grass and
a wild rye being the prevailing species. I understand
that these are a good meadow growth and make ex-
cellent fodder. While there in June, July and August
saw grass growing to a height of from eighteen inches

to two feet." Asked to indicate the extent of the
country he was describing, Mr. Mclnnes computed it
at about 10,000 square miles, adding that he did notmean to say the whole of that area was good agri-
cultural land.

^ **

This explorer's testimony will enable the reader,
without consultin^^ a map, to have a definite idea of
the nature of the land along the new route. The Pason the Saskatchewan River, to the north-west of Lake
W.nnipegosis, may be taken as the starting-point of
the line, since a railway to that place has for some
time been constructed as part of the Canadian Northern
system. Setting out from the Pas, and proceeding
towards Nelson, Mr. Mclnnes passed through aboul
140 miles of country underlain by the flat limestone
of northern Manitoba. He walked for miles over bare
hills that carried hardly any soil. Then he entered

I:
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the clay belt previously mentioned. The railway, he

explained, would traverse about 170 miles of those

clay lands before it reached Split Lake.

Mr. Mclnnes pointed out that on the Nelson River

wheat has been grown successfully at Norway House

and at Cross Lake. The Hudson Bay people do not

raise wheat at their posts nowadays, but formerly they

grew it and ground it in hand-mills. He saw potatoes

that had been produced fifty miles north of the Pas,

and they were great showy specimens such as one sees at

exhibitions. On July nth, when Mr. Mclnnes arrived

at Nelson, potatoes planted by the Indians had tops

eleven inches hiijh and almost ready to flower. When
he returned to the Pas, on September 6th, he found

the Indian corn there was very well headed out, with

largo, fine ears quite ready for table use. He stayed

at the Pas until September 29th, by which time the

locality had not been visited by frost. "With eighteen

hours of daylight, and no frost in the summer," Mr.

Mclnnes said, "vegetation is rapid; and in a country

where you can grow Indian corn, you can grow prac-

tically anything."

Vs the reader will probably have gathered, within

ciit* arge territory to be traversed by the line there

sue four old p>osts at which missionaries and Hudson
Bay people would be likely to have had instructive

agricultural experience. I refer lo Norway House,

which, as already mentioned, lies to the north of Lake

Winnipeg; Cross Lake post, which is north of Norway
House; Cumberland House, which is north-west of

the Pas; and Nelson House, which is east of the new
line, at a point raiher less than midway between the

Pas and Port Nelson. Sir John Richardson bore

witness in 1820 that wheat was successfully raised at

mm^^m^isss.
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Cumberland House. Speaking of Nelson House, theKev J. Semmens has said: "In my experience wheat

LT^T f"" '^''^- ^" ^«I^"^« "P"'^ the season.

S rh Z ^^'[^y^^^ do ^e» any time." The evidence

r!iH ^7: ^'j-^°^'' McDougall is also available. He

hIL n^ T'T *" '"^''*' ^""^^ ^•^""t^d NorwayHouse Cross Lake, Oxford House, Island Lake.Nelson House and Split Lake covers a wide area, and
at each of these places garden vegetables and grain f,.r
personal requirements have been suae.ssfully ijrown
for a number of years. Summer frosts are pract.callyunknown and the germination of vegetat.on. owing tothe long hours of sunshine, is exceedingly rapid."

Ihat must conclude my summary of evidence t.md-ing to show that farming will flourish in the new region
to be opened up. On other v.tal points I shallputsome of the foregoing authorities again into the v^im,^

There is general agreement th.at the country ^s-
sesses considerable timber wealth. Speaking m the
region between Norway House and Hudson Bay, MrLow said the forests, as in so many parts of Canada."
have been largely destroyed by fire, but around som^
of the large lakes, on their islands, and in other placesa fine growth of timber ,s found, with white and blackspruce pine, aspen poplar, and white birch running
to eighteen inches in diameter. This is what MrDowhng said :" There is a strip all along the front of

s timli'' .•;
^'' "° '"'''- ^^^'^ '" *he interior there

«s mber. Along the river valleys the trees are alwayswell grown." Mr. O'Sullivan"^ explained that the

ZhT ^"'iP^P^^'"^ •" the valleys are sometimes twenty•nch.s in diameter, and that the Cottonwood grows toabout fourteen inches in diameter. Speaking of the
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country generally, Mr. Mclnnes said there is a great

deal of timber that would be fit for wood-pulp.

As to the country's wealth of fish and game, the

testimony is less qualified. Mr. Low mentioned that

the inland waters of Keewatin would yield a tolerable

abundance of whiiefish, lake trout and other species,

and he said that in Hudson Bay the Indians net a

number of whitefish and ordinary river trout which

have de\ Hoped sea-going habits. From the same

source we learn that along the east and north-west

shores of Hudson Bay the excellent and beautifully

coloured Arctic salmon is found. Mr. Low mentioned

that black, silver and grey foxes are taken in the

northern part of Keewatin, and they, with the beaver,

the otter and the marten represent the principal furs

of the country.

From Mr. Dowling we hear that the rivers of

Keewatin abound with perch, dory and jackfish, while

some of the larger streams contain sturgeon. He saw

five bears, and testified that it is a great country for

foxes, "which seem to be able to live on the sea-birds

and mice." Mr. O'Sullivan, after mentioning that

sturgeon occur all through the Little Churchill River,

and that some of them weigh forty pounds, added:

"At Churchill you get the porpoise, which is quite

an item when you have to keep dogs for the winter."

Mr, Mclnnes found two companies turning to com-

mercial account the fish of the lakes occurring within

a convenient distance from the Saskatchewan. "Going

out," he said, "our party was short of pork and stopped

to get supplies. In one night's fishing thr- Indians

caught so many sturgeon that we had enough to carry

us for 150 miles, to the Hudson Bay post. One of the

sturgeon was three feet long." Ducks, he said, were

ILS^.
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fairly plentiful, and so were wild getse, "which live

LVd T °'J'"'^
^''^"«^''' -terfbeetl'es Tnd crabs!

rte I ^h r'',r' r"^ ^^^^^ P'^^'^^ ^^'^^ ^^an wild

to^v "anH .r
"^^ •" *^^* '^°""^^y'" ^' ^«"t on

abo^f'th. ;
"'"P" """^ ^"" °f '•"'« bivalve shellsabout the size of my nail." This was Mr. Tyrrell's

mpressive testimony: "Some of the small, shallower

paddlir!.T"
"''^"^'^ •" ^^^'^^-^ "-»-"• Whi e

^nl "h t
"^ '" ^ '^"^^ ^ '^^^^ ^•''«" »he fins of thou-sands stickmg up out of the water. . . . There are allthe fish the lakes will hold-they are as fu Tthwar. can supply food for them." Mr. Tyrrell cameacross great herds of cariboo in the far norlh

ther. l"°'';/^'°"^^
'^^ ^y^^ °^ '^""^ ^ho have been

new^'eounr/v' ^ M " T *'' "'"^"^ P^^^'^'"^- «' ^^e

ru . c^I^'
^'- ^""^ PO'"*ed o"t that between

Chesterfield and Fullerton there are several fairfy g^deposits of iron pyrites, and that some of these cont^

oTndtTDr' W^°'h''
"'"^'' ^^ -ntioned,l^^found by Dr. Wnght somewhere in Whitcher Inlet.

acter of the southern part of Keewatin as regardsm nera, resources is good." Mr. Dowling. howeverinchned to the opinion that the country i/ ot rich inmmerals. But incidentally he observed : '^ThTre is.ron ore, and the possibility of gold and silver oreand also copper ores in the Grass River district. There

lound af"'°"k "^'^ "^^^^"^^ *° -•-. ^ can iLfound all over the country, but in small pieces." m7Mclnnes explained that, north of the Saskatchewan hecrossed forty miles of limestone that would 4 'ex!cellent for building purposes. On the Upper Win!sk

^^aUs Ihe'^k
"'

V'vf\"^^
°^ so^alled norit~mat is the rock in which the nickel of Sudbury occurs.

I'
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He examined samples under the microscope, and said

the Keewatin formation is not to be distinguished from

the Ontario formation. Mr. Mclnnes also found—this

time at Cross I^ke—an "area of Keewatin rocks, cut

by intrusive granite, of the same character as the

photogene of Western Ontario, which is almost always

gold-bearing." Mr. Tyrrell recognises great possi-

bilities in the rocks of Keewatin, and he looks for "a

large development at some time " in the copper industry

between Chesterfield Inlet and the Copper Mine River.

He said that "the Eskimos pick up native copper and

make their implements from it."

That, one would think, is a very valuable clue. Mr.

Tyrrell showed me a large specimen of native copper

that he had obtained from an Eskimo hunter. This

eminent geologist saw gold and copper in rocks near

Chesterfield Inlet, and he has "every confidence" that

those rocks will produce workable ores.

And now I will finally recall the foregoing witnesses,

in order that they may say what opinions they formed

with reference to the climate of Keewatin. Mr. Low
considered "the summer as equal to that of Saskatche-

wan." "At Churchill," said Mr. Dowling, "we had

winds from the south-west practically all through the

summer, and that made it very warm; but there were

two days when the wind came from the north, and

people wanted their overcoats at once." From Mr.

Mclnnes came the statement that "the country averages

from four to five degrees in the summer months higher

temperatuie than is found at the same latitude farther

west."

Spt-ciking of the arable belt that is two hundred

miles Wide, Mr. Tyrrell said there is little or no summer

frost there. At Nelson, gardening commences, he

J._.
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un^l'"T^' ? '^' *"** °' ^'^y* «"^ f^°«t does not appearun .1 about September aoth. He went on to make theollowmg useful statement: "People must not suppos^that vegetation is affected by the isothermal line, which

tTmplr:"AsT^ ''T
'^^^ ''' -- -"-' -fntemperature. As things do not grow in the winter fh«

s^ilit,„. The summer temperature is the only temDera-ture that counts for growth in the northern^ co^mrTAs between two places in different latitudes, you hive

hours' sun a plant wll' gr^^r ufaTw^rT^have only fourteen hours' sun." And arain -^
large body of water in Hudson Bay andTm'es Lvhas an equalising e.Tect on the winter .em«ra!ureo^

^.rrt-irermiid-ef
"*=

'° -- -^
—

"

.rairru^ifJ^VrntTa^rutr^Bar'-"

ni»^
ODscurity and misapprehension, will take ito
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CHAPTER XI

EXPERIENCES OF IMMIGRANTS

Readers of this book will, I hop>e, include many persons

who think of emigrating to Canada; and fain would I

answer the question uppermost in their minds. "What
experiences await us there?" they will be anxious to

learn.

I have interviewed many settlers in the various

provinces, and their testimony admits of being focused

into three statements of well-nigh universal application

—of application, indeed, to all save persons who are

exceptionally lucky or exceptionally stupid. These
three statements are : (i) Life in Canada involves work,

and hard work. (2) The first year, and perhaps the first

two years, will be a time of stress and of struggling

with difficulties. (3) Then there comes the "turning of

the corner," with assured prosperity to follow as the

result of continued effort. Nothing, indeed, is more
sure than that, in Canada, work commands an ample
reward.

But my three generalities, after all, leave all the

details unstated; and I cannot fill in those details more
convincingly than by reproducing the actual personal

experiences, as chronicled almost from day to day, of

a typical English family who settled in Canada. But

the story of what befell Mr. and Mrs. Rendall must be
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preceded by a word of explanation. They were mem

early experiences Vv,. * "'' '"'"''g""^ts, their

I rented n Devonshire, ho^ u
'^ **" "^^ '"«. The place

fathers foreve" ^drfd ytrs T^'
"' '"' '""

at the rate of over /•, 7n / .
"" ^"'''"8 "<="'

tithe, taxes, and wLfs A T''
'" ^''''"'™ '" ""''

would not reduce the „„1 T^ """'• '^"^ '«"<'">"'

dwemng-house orZZZj° :,7J^t\'''
'"'

falling nto ruin • so I ri^f • ^ "^ ^^^^'^h were
of slaving for olhers and'T'r^*'

^'^'^^ "P '^^ J'^^

Canada.
^""^ "'"'^'^ ^^'^ independence in

"Having obtained from head-quarters all n..information resoerfino- f-^
Huiruers all necessary

West. I appheTfor'^fT*"'"' '?"" '" '"^ "orth-

another h/^neolZvjT'T"'^ '"' "'>'^'f' ""d

o:a country, ;rr„;rj.:ratx:;:t-i
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a strong determination to face all difficulties, and to

succeed in the end.

"We left Liverpool on April 8th, and arrived at

St. John's on April 13th," records the husband suc-

cinctly. In the lady's diary the voyage received more

attention. "A gentleman slipped over the stairs lead-

ing to the cabin," she notes, "and broke his leg. There

was a birth on board; and a foreigner in the steerage

cut his throat, and is not expected to live. In addition

to all this, they have discovered no less than twenty

stowaways."

This Devonshire family lost no time in proceeding

by rail to Saskatoon, where they found the other Barr

colonists in a large temporary encampment. "I made

my own independent arrangements," Mr. Rendall

wrote, "and took a room for my wife and children.

We reached Saskatoon on April 15th, and stayed there

till April 29th. My first business was to purchase a

wagon and pair of horses with harness. This meant

spending $508, a stiff outlay, but a necessary one. I

also bought a camp stove, a plough, harrows, and a

good supply of nails and tools. Having packed up our

traps, we set off to drive to Battleford. We had duly

provisioned ourselves for the journey, which was for-

tunate, as, contrary to what we had been told, it proved

impossible to get anything on the road—a condition of

affairs that caused much misery and privation to many

of the poor colonists.

"My experience of horse-driving in the Old Country

stood me in good stead, and in spite of all difficulties,

including inclement weather and rough country, we

reached Battleford safe and sound, without one mishap,

in four and a half days. This was considered very

good, and I had a heavy load.
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"We remained at Battleford from May 2nd to
May 4th, wlien we resumed our progress to the
promised land. This part of the journey was the most
trying, with the road terribly rough and the weather
bitter. Had it not been for the Government tents,
which were set up at appointed stopping-places along
the route, many must have died from cold and hungerMy wife and little girl felt the effects of exposure, and
by the time we reached the settlement both were
thoroughly ill. In fact, we were all worn out from
our long journey and the want of rest.

"My first inquiry was for a doctor, who quickly
came to our assistance, and of whose kindness I cannot
speak too highly. With care, my wife and little one
soon recovered. Then my man went down with
threatened pneumonia, though the prompt attentions
ot Dr. Amos saved him from a serious illness."

thP^.T'''
""'" ^' »"t^^esting to recapitulate, from

narrS'
^°'"' "'^'' '^' -^P---"«s just briefly

Under date Friday, April 24th, I read in her diary :

evenl^'"' T"" ^ '" ^"''^"^°°" ^'"*^^ Wednesdayevening and are busy getting all in readiness to trekup to the settlement. We have overtaken Mr. Barrand his party. They are in a huge camp, but thechildren and I and my husband are in a room! Yester-day I was greatl eased to see my husband and our
ellow-traveller and friend, Mr. Young, come in w^thsmdmg faces to say they had secured^! splendid pit

Is not n. ^l
' ""^°"- ^^^'^ ^'^ °"^«' -^ Mr. Young

IS not purchasing yet. The children and I went in th!

reX"T Vn °" "^"P—ions. The hors s Irereally beautiful animals, strong, powerful roodlookmg, ,n fine condition, and vvelfeducated. Thfre

t

in
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a large covered hood to the wagon, so it will serve as

a house for a while. The next bit of good news is

that we have had our land allotted to us. . . .

"Sunday, May 2nd. Four i a half days' trekking

through most perilous country . Some of the dykes

we had to pass over were simply awful. Very few got

through the journey without serious loss of baggage

and horses. I have a fair amount of courage, but it

has been taxed to the uttermost during the past few

days. The children have been most plucky. The

natives here think my husband and Barnes have done

splendidly to bring us through so well and free of all

mishaps. It has been bitterly cold camping out some

nights—two degrees below freezing. Still, we are alive,

and contemplate continuing our journey to the settle-

ment to-morrow—another seventy miles. We have our

camp stove, and we start and end our day with a good

foundation of porridge, which we find a splendid thing

to keep us warm and satisfied. This morning I rushed

first thing to the post office, but experienced a bitter

disappointment. Not one letter for us! Others with

smiling faces were eagerly devouring their home news.

I must say I came away feeling very sad and lonely.

It is just a month since we left home.

"On the journey my husband fired his first shot on

Canadian soil. He killed a fine duck, and aft- rwards,

three prairie chickens. We are greatly looking forward

to a nice savoury dinner to-day—the first hot meal for

a long time. We cannot feel too thankful that we are

all safe so far. To others there have been many mis-

haps, and no wonder—the bogs, ravines, and gullies

we passed were really fearful. Our good horses have

done splendidly. We are quite enjoying the rest to-day.

The yastness of this country is wonderful. Although
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.

"On leaving Battleford we had a ninety-milejourney through most awful country. It shook us aM

cXTnl''
'"''^ ^''""^ ''^^^"^h thick scrub andcharging across great streams and ravines. Simply

perished wuh cold and hunger, we reached the GoveWi!;ment tents at our journey's end. We all felt wearvworn, and sad. My little Doris was taken iU the daJ

retc^nrMrT''
'"' "^ '"^^^"^'^ ^'^^ -^ -reaching Mr. Barr s camp, was to seek out the doctor

anJ^I' rP^^^^"- -^ '°4; but. thanks to po.U ^^es

was Taken illTndf
"^" ^^^^^ ^°""^- ^'-" «--

nr!f T.u ' ^ ^ ^"PP°^^ ^" ^his worry and anxietyproved the last straw as far as I was concerned fo I

toge heVXan°"H^^"'
^'' ' ''' ^''' ^^ '^^^^

bined to make me feel very low and out of sorts
"

M?^ Ind M^f R T,r ""'' '"^'"Seren, fur-Taders,

Ail
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Two hundred miles from a raijway I Truly it was a

formidable handi^p.

But 1 will resume the personal story :
" We arrived

at our destination," the husband recorded, "on May
10th, and remained in camp until May 15th. Prairie

fires raged around on all sides, giving rise to serious

anxiety. At one lime, for the safety of the whole camp,

it was necessary to summon out all the men, horses,

and ploughs that were available."

"When we reached Mr. Barr's camp," the lady

stated, "my husband went to survey the section of land

allotted to him; but he was not at all satisfied, and

would have nothing to do with it. So Mr. Barr went

with him to look at a different section, which resulted

most happily foi my husband. He is perfectly satisfied

with his new location, and considers he is the proud

possessor of as fine a tract of land as is possible to be

procured. As I now sit writing, I can look out at my
tent door and see him quite happy doing his first bit of

ploughing on his own soil. There is no doubt it is

most beautiful land. We have plenty of wood and

water, which is a great boon and much to be thankful

for. Our friend and travelling companion, Mr. Young,

has the adjoining land, which is just as good as ours.

We are only half an hour's drive from the stores in

Mr. Barr's camp, half a mile from the prospective rail-

way station, and only a few minutes' walk from the

school site."

From Mr. Kendall's account of the initial efforts

we learn one or two additional facts : "On May 15th,"

he wrote, "we pitched our tents at last on our own

domain, with a feeling of thankfulness that journeying

was over and the goal reached l'' last. I started the

very next day to plough, and in less than a week had

\ i'h \ i

f \
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ploughed and tilled three acres of oats, and, by the
following week, an acre and a half of bariey and half
an acre of potatoes. At the time of writing (July 22nd)
everything is looking splendid considering late sowing
I am much pleased with my land, which is good scM
and easy to plough." He criticised the conditions under
which the colonists were existing, and added : "I cannot
speak too highly in praise of the valuable and kindly
assistance of the Government officials, who have spared
no trouble in smoothing away our difficulties so far as
they are able."

Going back to May, we read in the lady's diary:
I think the country all round here will be very pretty

jn a short while. We are now hunting out a nice spot
for our little house, which we are anxious to get up as
soon as possible. There is a gentleman in Mr. Barr'scamp who thinks of returning home. He has the plan
of a four-room bungalow, and the timber all complete
for building ,t. If he does go back, he will sell it out-nght to my husband; but the timber will have to be
fetched from Fort Pitt, twenty-five miles away. Barnes
goes to Battleford on Wednesday to fetch the rest ofour luggage, ploughs and harrows, and the cooking-
stove. There are plenty of prairie chickens and wild
duck al over the estate, and my husband's gun keeps
us supplied. Yesterday and to-day we have thoroughly
enjoyed a delicious dinner of prairie chicken, beans, and
potatoes. The beans are like little white peas, and arevery good. We are getting some vegetable seed fromBa tieford to start our kitchen garden as soon as pos-
sible. I shall be so thankful when the warmer weather
sets in. I can quite understand the attraction of camp-
ing then, but under present circumstances it has very
few charmc

;
and, what with the bitter cold and the hard

r
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ground, we do not get much refreshing rest. Still,

despite all the hardships, it is certainly a glorious feel-

ing to be able to look around on our very own property

and feel that each day's work is for future benefit. No

landlord, and no rent to pay! ." nd no taxes! That

does indeed compensate for a great deal."

Oh June 4th Mrs. Kendall had very sad tidings to

record: "Our poor friend and neighbour, Mr. Young,

took a chill a fortnight ago. He seemed so unwell when

my husband v^nt up to see him in his own tent that I

suggested he s..ould be driven down to us, and put in

Barnes's vacant tent, where we could look after him.

This was done, and we sent for thr camp doctor, who

said it was a serious case. On Friday and Saturday

Mr. Young became worse and was very delirious.

There happened to be an experienced male nurse in

camp, and he came out to remain at nif. ht. On Satur-

day 1 was alone with the poor fellow while my husband

was driving the doctor back to camp. He told me he

knew he was going to die, and he asked me to note

down his wishes and write and cable to his "ife. He

wished my husband to take charge of everything he

had till such time as we should receive instructions

from his family.

••He passed away at 3.30 a.m. on Saturday, May

24th, after only four days' illness. It was an awful

blow to us. We had been such gw.)d friends, and he

and my husband were so much together. He was

buried the same evening, at seven, on his own ground,

the doctor and Mr. Lloyd making all arrangements.

We cabled the poor wife in Manchester, and I wrote

her a long letter giving all details, and we are now

awaiting instructions from her. They were coming out

this month. There are two sons—eighteen and twenty
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• -and two daughters—sixteen and thirteen. We have
the satisfaction of knowing we did everything we could
to save him. It all setms like a dream."

On a !a(er date the lady wrote: "We are having
glorious weather, and as one looks around on the i vely
green grass, and the bushes in bright foliage, it is

difficult to realise that the ground was so recently
covered with snow. My husband's oats arc eady well
up and are looking splendid. About a week ago we
managed to buy a cow and a calf, and I feel (juite

proud that we not only have plmty of milk for our-
selves, but are able to supply a r .^hbour with a quart
a day. Yesterday we all thoroughly enjoyed a lovely
cup of cream for tea

"Next Monday Barnes goes off to Onion Laiie, Fort
Pitt, to fetch the lumber for our bungalow. We have
chosen the site. . . . As to the colony, Mr. Barr is

pretty wall out of it now, and in his place we have the
Rev. Mr. Lloyd, a splendid man."

On August 6th the la ly with deep thankfulness re-

corded that their bungalow, christened "Doris Court,"
was near completion.

"To-night," she wrote, "we contemplate sleeping,
for the first time for four months, within the shelter
of four walls. July is the wet month here, and it is

easy to imagine the delights of being aroused from
your sleep by the rain trickling on you as you lie

in your tent. . . .

"Since I wrote the above we have removed into our
very own domicile, and right proud we feel to look
around, even thorgh at present the boards are bare.
From one window I can see our lovely oats and barley
looking splendid. From another window I see the
master of Doris Court ploughing away for dear life

i
ii.'
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•I

i

with his fine pair of horses. Each acre ploughed means
a better prospect for the coming year.

"Doris Court measures 30 feet by 30, and contains

five rooms, besides an attic which runs the full length

of the house and can be used as a bedroom, as we have
had it nicely floored and boarded. There are also two
very large cellars in which we can store all necessary

provisions for the winter. Everyone who sees our
house is of the same opinion, "iz., that it is quite the

best home in the colony. There will be a veranda four

or five feet wide round three sides of the house, and
that will be lovely in the summer. We are going to

have a fine garden, not being stinted for ground, and
we hope in the spring to get some fruit and other trees

from the experimental farm. There is a great charm
and fascination in planning it all out, knowing it is

our own property. That fact compensates us for all the

hardships we have passed through.

"We have gone to more expense over our house
than 've intended in the first instance; but so many
persons will want putting up for the winter that we feel

it will repay us to have extra room. Already we have

had a lot of applications, which we have under considera-

tion. Our bungalow will be warmed throughout by
means of pipes from the kitchen stove, and from a

heating stove which is placed in the octagonal hall.

We burn nothing but wood. The fires have to be kept

going night and day during the winter, and we have

to put up double windows, viz., outside frames, which
can be removed in the summer. The wild flowers are

very lovely, and the small single sunflower is just now
in abundance all over our Ir.nd. There are also

gaillardias, besides a kind of lily of the valley and a

red tiger lily."

•ggBEra*-"
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The colony had a terrible experience which the ladvthus v.v.dly described

: "October .ist. Yesterday wasa day never to be forgotten. For neariy a week we

thelfs"" :T^'"^ r^"^ '^"^^ P-'- fires rr^ng in

^.th K ' ':^^ ^^""^ ^^^'^^ 'hat a change of vfindmight bring a heavy disaster upon us. The nTht

of fire gradually closing around us. The general

not sleep. Next morning our worst fears were realisedand we knew that a few hours would decide our ateThe only safeguard against prairie fires is a broad bluof ploughing all round your homestead. This my husband had done, with the exception of one side wl^chalas! was the very side towards which the Le wassweeping with awful rapidity. Needless to say, Theplough was soon at work, and it was literally ploughing
for dear life. Every available tub was filled withwater. Sacks were collected to be in readiness for beat.ng out the flames when the time should come

*"

wort ^ '
^^'"^'' ^"^ ^"^'J^^^ '"an who isworking for us were all on the alert, watching withintense eagerness all the different points. MeamI lewithin the house I, together with Mrs. H., who

'

boarding with us for the winter, and Mrs. B whonursed me when my little giri was born, stood gazTn°out of the window. Each of us had a babv in our^armsand each also had two other children to look after Toin all we mustered nine little ones, each under six years

reahse the deadly peril we were in, and we had to

with a ve 'vh'
" 'r

''"'' ""'"^''^^' ^"d looked arolndwith a very heavy heart, wondering what would become

,1'
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of us if in an hour or two we should be homeless. At

last we could stand still no longer ; so we three women
rushed out, and, filling our aprons with the clay and

soil dug up from the foundations, we scattered it all

over the ground around the house. The wind was

blowing a hurricane, bringing, or rather driving, the

fire straight on to us. The awful roar of the flames was

enough to make the bravest shudder, and the smoke

and smell were suffocating. My husband continued

ploughing until absolutely compelled to stop owing to

the heat and smoke. Our two men meanwhile drenched

the roof with water ; then, arming themselves with wet

sacks, they hurried to the weakest points to try and

prevent the flames jumping the fire-guard, which was

only 150 yards off the house all round. We could do

nothing more. We could only wait with bated breath.

" At last came the joyful cry ' Safe !
' from the

western side. But the danger was not yet over, for on

the north-west we were again threatened, and it was

there the horses had been placed for safety. All hands

had to fly round to meet the enemy at the fresh point

of attack, and after a hard fight the dreaded foe, thanks

to cool heads and strong arms, was kept at bay. At

the end of a short time of awful suspense and anxiety,

my husband came back to us with the welcome assur-

ance, ' All danger over ! Safe for another year !
* We

were too overjoyed for words, and after the dreadful

strain of so many hours you may pretty well guess what

the reaction was like. Mr. Rendall was literally fagged

out, but when we had had a little rest and refreshment

we all felt better.

"Our loss was only four tons of hay, but many of

our neighbours lost all their hayricks. The fire started

by the Vermilion River, and was raging for days before

V
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!s 'hTho^? ^l^
'^'P* °" ^°^^^^« Battleford. There

^
no doubt whatever that our fire-guard in a ZZmeasure saved the town site

^

wondtfursfr ^ofT" °' 'v^' ''^ -^ ^ --^

at present-quite a bie familv tr.\ / T ^'^^"

Mv littlp ,^,1 .
^^'"'v to cater and cook for

got one, and we intend erectine a ,M. ,

'"'™/'"=''

own for the disposal of o r 7aL ' 1^ W °"

very, very fast, doze:^ SlSlact ohI;,;'
^"""'1

^-™u.s,a,,^i.Hi:?----:;,^-r.-^

On December loth ATr«! r««^ n

Ken^tf„t:1„r--^«^^^
continuous sunsWne f^lrt"^ T"!'

^'""""^ *'='"'"^-

.Tor.--S:r -^'^ -7.c":r::
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secular quartets, trios, duets, and solos—all the best

music he can muster. He has now formed a musical

union. I need scarcely say I have joined, and I

tliuroughly enjoy the practices, they are so splendidly

conducted. We really have a very fine choir. Every

Thursday evening there is either a concert or a debate

on some popular and instructive topic. It has been

decided to erect a structure which for the time being

will serve as a church, a school, and a recreation-room.

Everyone is giving a log (it is, of course, to be built of

logs), and th€ name of each donor is to be engraved

thereon by his or her own hand. All the labour of

erecting the building is to be done voluntarily, different

persons having promised one or two days', or in some

cases a week's, work.

"Progress is indeed remarkable. With regard to

our choral union, the idea is for all the places round

about, such as Battleford and Onion Lake, to form

branches and practise the same music, so that from

time to time we can have a meeting of the massed

choir. Our choir has already been invited to Onion

Lake, which is thirty-six miles away. The whole party

is to go in sleighs, of which the colony now has a

supply. We use them with our wagon-boxes. It is a

delightful sensation to be gliding over the snow, which

is not soft as in England, but hard and crisp.

" Everyone is in great excitement just now, because

we have to elect an overseer (the same as our English

mayor), and canvassing is going on pretty smartly. So,

with one thing and another, we are quite busy. The

little ones are all well, happy, and growing very rapidly.

M'y wee Canadian is the happiest baby I have ever

seen. Mr. Kendall has just bought a piece of land,

consisting of 320 acres, adjoining our homestead.
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Zu1:!^w:''zi^:t- """ '-<' -" ^ "«,
with a ,„„ of ha7.h2„,n "''"'<'''' ""' '" »"-

in^t"KfrcSLirr'''' ^°?'" ^-''"
chronicler added :

" wTare1„„« ^"^^ " ^'^' ""'
•hat reach us from England Tst TT^t! "" ""^"^
are in, even to the vef«"„f !,

"7""' P''eh' «=
of fact we a,e quite h!L ''"™"°"

'
As a matter

much better off irtyt^J.r' ^°"'^""''- ""d -^y
As for food, we ceSlv r

^ ""° '" England.

There are niw^XSr 7„ tLTol" o"
^' '"

delivered at the door anH / !
^"'" '"eat is

Certainly we have SdiffiV^"^
'^' ""'^ ^''' ^"^''^y-

ships to endure bufwet"' '° '"''"°""* ^"^ ^-^d.

left England and at t^r. ?
'^P'"'"^ ^'^^"^ ^'^en we

fund of detrminat on InT T ^'^^^^^ "P ^ reserve

good stead wh^n the
"
eH ^ "'^ ^^'^*^ ^^^^^ "« '"

anyone to come o t herTwhTr'the
^"^'."^^^^ ^^^-

-they are better off at home TheM f"'^ °' "^^'^
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receiving expected friends and families and ensure their

safe conduct right up to the colony.

"So far we have passed through the winter splen-

didly, and up to the time of writing (January 19th) we

have brilliant sunshine from one week's end to another.

Our bungalow is kept beautifully warm. We have a

good supply of wood from our own land, and so the

price of coal is an item over which we have no need

to worry. We have to pay very dearly for flour—$4j4

for 100 lb. It is of course freightage that makes things

dear. It is expected that the railway will be here and

working in a year from now, and then everything will

be cheaper. The telegraph will be in working order in

a few weeks' time. We have two large general stores,

a drug store, and a resident doctor, with a hospital in

view. Our chora' union now numbers 120 members,

and a rifle corps is being formed with 160 names en-

rolled. At the time of writing there are twenty-eight

degrees of frost, and those who have been outside say

it is a bit nippy. If we do not take proper precautions

to protect our noses and ears, we are liable to get them

frest-bitten.

"The land here is of splendid quality and fit to grow

anything, being specially adapted for mixed farming.

And when I remember all these things, I cannot help

smiling to think of those in the old country who h ve

been commiserating our lot. They have far greater

need for pity than we, for while they are still plodding

and hibernating, we are on the progressive, and are

probably making greater headway in twelve months

than they in as many years. For Canada is nothing if

not a go-ahead country."

From this point, probably because of superior

claims upon her attention, Mrs. Kendall allowed a long
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instead of log shacks. Bricks, too, are being exten-

sively used for buildings. What a transformation !

When we arrived in May, 1903, about a dozen tents

were all there was to see on the bare prairie. Now
three large hotels are in course of erection, there are

stores of all kinds, and even a branch of the Canadian

Bank of Commerce is going up. There is also a print-

ing office, from which is issued weekly our n wsy little

paper. The Lloydminster Times.

"This year we have had fifty acres under cultiva-

tion. Our grain is not threshed so far, as the threshing

outfit has not been our way yet. The general yield of

oats is about 50 bushels to 60 bushels per acre—of

wheat, 25 bushelo. We have two acres of potatoes—

a

splendid crop, though early frost spoilt half before they

could be got out of the ground. From 4 'b. of seed

from the experimental farm, Mr. Kendall had a yield of

136 lb., many of the potatoes weighing over 20 oz.

Our gai ien produce was splendid. We picked several

hundredweight of peas, and disposed of them in the

town, one restaurant taking nearly all we could supply.

We have put on a large addition to our house in the

shape of a substantial log building, 14 feet by 18 feet,

which will serve as a granary in winter and an extra

kitchen in the summer. Mr. Kendall is now completing

a fine log stable, 30 feet by 15 feet. We have some

very good cows, and our milk is now disposed of right

away and fetched from the door, so that we have no

boiher."

Last autumn I visited Mr. and Mrs. Kendall and

their fifteen hundred neighbours—a healthy, happy, and

prosperous community. The town of Lloydminster,
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CHAPTER XII

WINNIPEG AND THE CENTENARY

For over a century, as I have already poin'.ed out,

Western Canada formed part of a vast theatre i.i which

the fur traders enacted their stirring, if somewhat

squalid, drama. Of the several men who figured pro-

minently in the history of 'hat period, there was one

whose memory should be re\ered by Canadians of To-

day and To-morrow.

Philanthropy knows no higher work than to rescue

capable and industrious men from a country where they

cannot support their families, and emigrate them to a

country where they ".an. In that work—which is so

largely a modern development rendered possible by

modern conditio:is—Lord Selkirk was a remarkable

pioneer. He was a seer, born far ahead of his times.

One hundred years ago he saw the possibility of set-

tling Western Canada. In an age that knew nothing

of steamships and railroads, he had a prevision of farm-

ing on the prairie. Had his aspirations remained an

unrealised dream, we should have sufficient occasion to

honour the memory of a prophet. But that kind-hearted

and resolute Scotsman realised his dream. Encounter-

ing difficulty after difficulty, he overcame them. He

found his time of day sadly out of tune with a scheme

for putting the landless man on the manless land, but

he achieved that desirable end. It is, indeed, to the

x6f
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everlasting credit of f.ord Selkirk that He successfully
tackled a twentietfi^cntury job at the dawn of the nine-
teenth century. While the warlike traders were losing
their tempers and their lives over the business of col-
lecting pelt.^, the unselfish nobleman was putting in
some quiet, steady work on behalf ol .lumanity.

After the terrible Napoleonic wars, great destitution
occurrt-d among the humbler classes in Great Britain,
and specially in the Highlands of Scotland. Lord Sel-
kirk's aim was to benefit his needy fellow-countrymen.

Jn June, 181 1, three ships left the Thames to call
at Stornoway, in the Hebrides, for the first party of
settlers bound for Central Canada. The emigrants, as
they went on board, were presented with a lying
pimphlet describing their destination as a Polar region
infested with hostile Indians. They were encouraged
to return ashore for a good-bye spree on their native
soil. A "customs officer" stepped aboard and played
exasperating tricks with their baggage. Another bogus
official came rowing alongside to ascertain whether
every emigrant was leaving Scotland of his own free
will. (Lord Selkirk's p/ot^ges dealt with this point
by dropping a nine-pound cannon-ball into the gentle-
man's boat.)

Thus early and artfully did the fur-traders of the
North-West Company seek to thwart colonising. But
the emigrants sailed, and two months later they arrived
on the shores of Hudson Bay, where they remained
in huts during a long, wearisome winter and spring.
In the first week of July they started in boats down
Hayes River to Lake Winnipeg, and so to the Forks,
on the Red River, where they arrived by the end of

August. Wondering Indians came to gaze at the

whfte strangers who had arrived on the prairie, not to
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cultect furs and not to hunt, but—by all that was

mysterious and incredible—to make things grow in the

ground.

Meanwhile another party of Lord Selkirk's colonists

had left Scotland. Again there were unseen enemies

at work. Mutiny was fomented on the voyage, but,

after one man had had an arm cut off, the r
' r Hzzled

out. Of that second party to arrive at Hu«-. jn Bay,

some ei^fht or ten men pushed on ..i the same year to

Red F er. Three of them tarried by the way to do

some I. ing, and when they set out to accomplish the

last stage f their journey, winter set in, they ran shoi

;

of provisions, and their strength gave out. Two lay

down on the windswept ice to die. "The third," Agnes

Laut tells us, "hurried desperately forward, hoping

against hope, doggedly resolved, if he must perish, to

die hard. Suddenly a tinkling of dog-bells broke the

winter stillness, and the pack-trains of North-West

hunters came galloping over the ice. In a twinkhng the

overjoyed colonist had signalled them and told his

story, and in less time than it takes to relate, the Nor'-

Westers wer > off to the rescue. The three starving

n.en were cared for till they regained strength. Then

(hey were given food enougl to supply them for the

rest of the way to the settlement."

Year'y contingents went out, and it is recorded that

the emigrants of 1813 included young girls going to

make a homt for aged parents, a patriarch and his

wife who had been evicted from their Scottish home,

Irish Catholics, staid Scotch Presbyterians, dandified

Glasgow clerks, red-cheeked Orkneymen,. youiiger

sons of noble families, and shy and demure Moravian

sisters and brethren. They had their trials. There was

an outbreak of typhus on the voyage; on t leir sub-

P
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sequent trek across country, they cut their feet on
ridge stones, and sometimes had to wade waist^eep
through .swamps; and once they ran short of fo<xl and
were reduced to euiinf; nettle leaves.

To pave the way fur his colony, |.„rd St-lkirk hadbought a controlling interest in the Hudson's Hay Com-pany. Hut that company and th.. Nor'-Westers were
st.ll at deadly feud. The peaceful settlers found them-
selves in a hornets' nest. They were terrified by the
portents of a gathering storm. Half-breeds went aboutsingmg their war songs; musketry firing was heard at
night. A section of the colonists suffered the Nor'-
VVesters to escort them to the security of Eastern
Canada. Ihe others remained to see the forts of the
rival traders dealing out death and destruction. Atone time the colony buildings were set on fire, the
Selkirk settlers fled in terror to Lake Winnipeg, and
nothing remained but their charred homes and trampled
crops. Ihen came two hundred fighting men under
the Hudson s Hay flag, and as they brought word that
Governor Semple was on his way to take command,
bringing with him 160 additional colonists, and that
Lord Selkirk himself would arrive in the following year
the agriculturists returned to Red River and started all
over again.

Governor Semple had i :»t been long at Red River
before he and his staff, with a few other persons, were
killed, whereupon the Hudson's Bay stronghold (Fort
Douglas) fell into the enemy's hands. Poor colonists I

they were tilling the soil in a very noisy neighbourhood
New excitement was provided in the following year
when Lord Selkirk (now a very warlike philanthropist)
arrived with several hundred discharged soldiers and re-
took Fort Douglas. After that, the colonists experienced
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less troubled times ; and when the two fur-trading com-

panies coalesced in 1821 an era of peace dawned for the

district. Meanwhile, harassed, weary and ill, the

founder of the colony had gone to France, where on

November 8th, 1820, a noble life drew to a pathetic

close.

Fate lavished her favours on Thomas Douglas, fifth

Earl of Selkirk and Baron Daer. He possessed youth,

health, wealth, position and power. And he applied

those blessings, not to selfish ends, but to the service

of humanity. I like the simple words in which Lord

Selkirk's character was described by his contemporary

and friend. Sir Walter Scott. The great novelist testi-

fied to his "generous and disinterested disposition," and

to his "talents and perseverance."

Lord Selkirk is to have a memorial, and a memorial

worthy of the man and his work. The Centenary of the

foundation of the Selkirk settlement (from which Mani-

toba has sprung) is likely to be celebrated in 1914 by

an exhibition at Winnipeg—an exhibition of a character

and on a scale to arouse interest in, and attract visitors

t.om, all quarters of the globe. Indeed, the Dominion

has thoughts of celebrating the occasion by holding

its first "World's Fair," after the pattern set by London

forty-nine years ago, by Philadelphia twelve years later,

by Paris in the opening year of this century, and by

Chicago in 1893.

There are several reasons why a Winnipeg Exhibi-

tion justifies high hopes. On previous occasions,

millions of people, travelling across oceans and con-

tinents, have visited a World's Fair in order to see—

a World's Fai-. People would be attracted to the

Manitoba capital in 1914 to see that and something

more. It would be an opportunity to witness a rare
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spectacle—the rising of a new nation that is destined to
be big and powerful. For thousands of people it would
be a chance to take a peep at the prairie—to see with
their own eyes the Great North-West.

These International Expositions are occasions when
one part of the world says to the rest of the world

:

"Come and see what we are doing." Visitors go with
the intention of combining business with pleasure ; and
certainly no World's Fair would ever have been held in

a country that presents such opportunities for investment
and enterprise. The Winnipeg Show would take its

international public to the very border of probably the
greatest area of rich, unoccupied land to be found in the
world. It would reveal a territory that is producing suffi-

cient wheat to supply the whole population of England
with bread, and producing it from soil which, for the
most part, was only recently brought under cultivation.

Moreover, the Winnipeg Exhibition would serve to
celebrate an event of which I have endeavoured to
measure the significance. The one hundredth anniver-
sary of the Selkirk settlement will witness the opening
of through communication, via Hudson Bay, between
Western Canada and Europe.

The Press of the Dominion took at once to the
daring and delightful idea of a World's Fair at Winni-
peg

; and the more enthusiastic editors exclaimed :
"We

must see to it that this is a record-breaking exhibition."
That is certainly the right spirit in which to tackle a
great undertaking. The Paris Exhibition of 1900 holds,
I believe, the record, with an attendance of 50,860,801
visitors. But of course Paris is situated in a more
populous hemisphere than the one in which Winnipeg
occurs; so it would be fairer to regard the Chicago
Exhibition of 1893 (which attracted 27,539,521 visitors)
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as the achievement to be eclipsed. Though, indeed,

having regard to relative population, Canada's triumph

would be sufficiently remarkable if her first World's Fair

compared favourably with the first World's Fair of the

United States. It was held at Philadelphia in 1876,

and the attendance was 9,910,996, or over 3,000,000

more than the attendance at either of London's great

exhibitions.

Last year, when at Winnipeg, I called at the execu-

tive offices of "Canada's International Exposition and

Selkirk Centennial, 1914," and there I learnt that pre-

parations for the event were well advanced. The project

was associated with ;^ 1,000,000. Half was expected

from the Federal Government, most of the balance being

provided by the following grants: ;^ 100,000 from the

City of Winnipeg; ;^ioo,ooo from the Canadian Pacific

Railway; ;^ioo,ooo from the Grand Trunk Pacific Rail-

way; ;^5o,ooo from the Canadian Northern Railway;

and ;^50,ooo from the province of Manitoba. To com-

plete the ;^ 1,000,000, the business men in Winnipeg

were asked to take up stock to the extent of ;{; 100,000;

which they promised to do. The directors undertook

to lay out that million pounds to advantage ; and it was

estimated that buildings and exhibits provided by the

various Canadian, British and Foreign Governments

would represent a value equal to another million. So

that persons who visit Winnipeg in the summer of 1914

are likely to have a ^ )od time and find plenty to see.

As a matter of fact, if they saw nothing but Winni-

peg itself their time and money would be well spent.

It is a marvellous and a magnificent city.
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CHAPTER XIII

KEY TO CANADA'S MINERAL WEALTH : A WARNING
TO BRITISH CAPITALISTS

One department of the Federal Government of Canada
presents the stirring spectacle of many scientists work-
ing at high pressure and in high spirits.

Savants in Great Britain are wont to act with a
dehberation that might almost be called leisurely, the
daily life of our learned societies being characterised
by placidity rather than precipitancy. They have been
investigating the minerals and the fauna and flora of
their little country now for some centuries, and though
there may be an insect or two still to be caught and
classified, the matter is not pressing.

An extremely opposite state of things obtains in
Canada. It was only the other day, so to speak, that
It set up in business as a unity and a nation, and at
that time next to nothing was known accurately about
.ts natural features. Soil, rocks, climate, fish, trees,
birds—none had been properly overhauled. The
farmers, the miners, and the railway constructors rilleo
urgently for information that could not be supplied
In a word, there was a bewildering lack of all the
precise knowledge on which every large community
unconsciously rests.

And so the Federal Government, as one of their
earliest concerns, set to work on a sort of scientific

»73
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stock-taking—a process that is still in full blast. They

got together all the good scientists they could lay their

hands on — geologists, mineralogists, geographers,

botanists, naturalists, chemists, meteorologists, eth-

nologists and the like—and hustled them off to find

out all they could about Canada ; and, since that sort of

person is born rather than made, the Federal Govern-

ment early found themselves confronting a shortage of

human material—a kind of famine of scientists—which

was the more regrettable since there was so much

ground to be covered, such appalling arrears to over-

take. However, recruits were imported, and educational

facilities were provided for the rising generation of

professors, and to-day there are in the Government

service of Canada as fine and mobile an army of

scientific men as, I imagine, could anywhere be found

on this planet.

It makes one almost giddy to think of all those

Government g< -logists hurrying every year across the

country—one to study the economic minerals of New
Brunswick, another to visit the goldfields of British

Columbia, a third to tabulate the copper-bearing rocks of

Sherbrooke, a fourth to visit the mica mines of Hudson

Strait, a fxfth to scrutinise the surface geology of the

Great Plains, a sixth to collect facts about tin-bearing

strata in Nova Scotia, a seventh to explore the raised

shore-lines of the Blue Mountain escarpment. Some

have been packed off at a moment's notice—for example,

to inspect a collapsing mountain (the people living at

the base having become anxious), and to report upon

a meteorite that had just fallen in somebody's home-

stead (and which, when the scientist arrived, had already

been sold for two hundred dollars). It does one's heart

good to think of the stream of scientists, booty laden
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and full of enthusiasm, returning at the end of the
season

: the triumphant mineralogist, with his diamond-
bearing chromite, his apatite crystals, and his pini< scapo-
l.te; the zealous zoologist, with eggs of the chickadee
and the belted kingfisher, some rare fres'i-water mussels
an albino skunk, and scores of marine fishes in alcohol

\the brother naturalist, with treasure unthinkable of sea-
slugs, toads, and seaworms; the ethnologist, with hishuman skulls and bones, and his stone adzes and
hammers; the perspiring paleontologist, with goodly
parcels of fossil bryozoa, supplemented, it may be, by
the tail of a scarce trilobite and the right posterior
molar tooth of a ruminant belonging to the order
Ovibos.

To give some idea of the industry and activity of
these learned servants of the State, I will briefly outline
Uie work accomplished by one naturalist in one season.
Having put his "Catalogue of Canadian Birds " through
the press, Mr. John Macoun made ready to depart for
Vancouver Island, his preparations including the com-
pilation of a list of all the plants that had been reported
to occur there. Before starting he also superintended
one assistant in arranging botanical sheets for the
herbarium, and another assistant in relabelling a
quantity of mammal and bird skins. Then, having
sought and obtained permission "to write up the entire
natural history of Vancouver Island," he departed to
Victoria with an assistant, the two energetic enthusiasts
at once setting to work to secure flowering plants and
the eggs of migrating birds and "to collect the fauna
and flora of the sea "—in which work they were "very
successful." By June they were at Departure Bay,
ranging the country for miles around" to tabulate

the birds and secure samples of plants and trees. "I
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was also employed," Mr. Mncoun reported, "in collect-

ing from the sea, especially sea-weeds." Going post-

haste to Nanaimo, he met by appointment another

assistant, whereupon, securing a boat, they carried out

some exhaustive dredging operations. One haul, at

twenty.five fathoms, brought up sixty specimens of a

rare hexactinellid sponge. They took 156 star-fish, 195

rrabs of various kinds, over a hundred ditTorent sponges,

"a fine collection of barnacles," and "a very large

collection of marine shells." Both assistants "were in-

defatigable." One went out every evening with a lamp

and net and caught moths and beetles. "This collec-

tion alone numbered over (kx) specimens." The party

captured i.ux) species of flowering plants, about 400

species of cryptogams, and nearly 150 species of sea

weeds; and the naturalist decided that another season's

work would enable him "to write an exhaustive report

of the whole fauna and flora of the island," provided he

again had those two most excellent assistants with him.

Remembering he had promised to visit Rossland and

inquire into the rotting of mine timbers there, he darted

off on that mission, found that four species of fungus

were responsible, explained that the evil would be pre-

vented if the timber were treated with a strong saline

solution, and then went hurrying back to Ottawa, where

he set about naming a number of plants that had been

received from Guelph, Winnipeg, Calgary, and other

places. He also seriously tackled the question of the

flora of the Ottawa district—after which, I dare say,

Mr. Macoun began to feel tired.

When in Ottawa, I found myself fascinated by this

scientific overhauling of the great Dominion, and an

interest which at fi^st was of an abstract and general

character, presently took concrete and definite form.

f
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I decided to seek for an authoritafive and eomprehensive
pronouncement concerninjj (he mineral resources of the
country, and for this purpose I sought an interview with
Mr. R. W. Urork, the director of tfje (kvdof^ical Survey.

"You are ri^ht," he said, when, in opening' up the
subject, I sugffested that investigations could not at
present have advanced very far; "we are a ionj,' way
from having measured the mineral wealth of this vast
country. Much of the territory has not been explored
in even the most cursory way, while anything like a
detailed examination of the rocks has at present been
possible in only very limited areas. Still, th<; informa-
tion we have already acrnmtd.Med is suflirient to reveal
Canada's main geological features, to supply a rough
indication of the districts that will yield minerals, and
to show that the Dominion is destined to become one
of the greatest mininfi: countries in the world. For the
amount of mineral land awaiting the prospector is

prodigious—the greatest, in fact, that now anywhere
remains unexploited."

I told Mr. Brock that, before going into the question
of the wealth awaiting discovery, I should like to have
from him a general statement of the valuable mineral
deposits that had already come to light. Accordingly
ho was so good as to furnish me with the following
particulars :

"Coal is abundant and is extensively worked in the
eastern and western provinces. The more important
mines are situated in Nova Scotia, British Columbia,
and Alberta. New Brunswick produces small quantities
of coal for^ local use, and lignites are mined to some
extent in Saskatchewan. Iron is found in most parts
of Canada, but only in Nova Scotia, Ontario, and
Quebec is it as yet of industrial importance, and there

M
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it is developed on only a lintited scale. Substantial

progress is, however, being made, and notable expan-

sion may be expected.

••Gold is worked in British Columbia, Yukon

Territory, Ontario, Nova Scotia, and Quebec, and

along certain rivers of Alberta. In British Columbia

the lode mines now furnish the principal production,

but placers are still of importance. Ontario and Nova

Scotia have only lode mining. Elsewhere placer ning

furnishes the gold. Silver is derived from the vie. ores

of Northern Ontario and the silver-lead mines of British

Columbia. The extraordinary development of the silver

district of Cobalt and Montreal River has placed that

region in the premier position among the silver camps

of the world. An important addition to the output of

silver is contributed by the gold-copper ores of British

Columbia. \ certain amount is also produced in the

copper-sulphur ores of Quebec.
" Copper is furnished by British Columbia, Ontario,

and Quebec, and its production in the first-named

province is rapidly expanding. Lead is almost entirely

derived from the mines of British Columbia, but it also

occurs in the other provinces. Zinc is widely dis-

tributed, but the production is as yet light and mostly

from the lead mines of British Columbia. Nickel is

largely confined to the mines of the Sudbury district

in Ontario—mines that are, however, by far the most

important in the world. A certain amount is produced

in the Cobalt district, while prospects still farther north,

resembling the Sudbury occurrences, are undergoing

development. Manganese, in the form of its oxides, is

produced intermittently in Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick. Mercury has been furnished in small quantity

by British Columbia.
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"Platinum occurs in some gold placer deposits in
British Columbia, and also in the nickel-copper ores of
Sudbury. Tin and wolfram have recently been found
in the gold veins of Nova Scotia. Wolfram also occurs
in British Columbia and New Brunswick. Tin-bearing
minerals have been discovered in some pegmatites of
Eastern Ontario and Quebec. Arsenic is obtained in
connection with gold ores in Eastern Ontario and in the
silver ores of Cobalt. Antimony is produced to some
extent in Nova Scotia. It is being developed in New
Brunswick and at a few points in British Columbia.
Chromite is mined in Quebec.

"Asbestos is the chief mining product of Quebec,
and the deposits of this mineral in that province are
ths most important in the world. Graphite occurs in
important deposits in Eastern Ontario and Quebec, but
the industry is not fully developed. Gypsum is exten-
sively mined in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. It
is also mined in Ontario. It occurs in other provinces
as well, and is beginning to attract attention in British
Columbia. Mica is an important product of Ontario
and Quebec, where it occurs in shoots in veins. Some
of the deposits are very large. Phosphate of lime, or
apatite, is still produced, generally as a by-product of
the mica mines. Corundum is found extensively in
Eastern Ontario from deposits which, as regards purity
and magnitude, are unique. Feldspar occurs in wonder-
ful purity in Eastern Ontario and Quebec, and is of
considerable industrial importance. Pyrites is now
mined extensively in Ontario and to some extent in
Quebec.

"Petroleum and natural gas are obtained in Ontario.
Alberta is also yielding a large quantity of gas, and
will probably develop petroleum fields. Gas and some

I
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oil are now being produced in New Brunswick. Salt

of a very excellent quality is obtained in Ontario.

New Brunswick and Manitoba also furnish a certain

amount. Magnesite occur?; in Quebec, and hydro-

magnesite in British Columbia. Structural materials

and clay products are found throughout the country,

and their production is rapidly growing."

"And now, Mr. Brock," I said, "will you please tell

me on what data you base your confident prophecy

that Canada will become one of the richest mining

countries in the world ?
"

"Well," replied the head of the Geological Survey,

"you must know that North America consists of a

series of natural zones running roughly north and
south, and therefore the vast mineral wealth that has

been already discovered in the developed and populated

southern, or United States, part of those zones, supplies

a sure clue to the vast mineral wealth awaiting discovery

ill the northern, or Canadian, part, which is only now
beginning to be developed and populated. That is no
mere theoretical deduction. It is supported by acc«i»nu

lating facts. Thus geological explorers report the

occurrence of the same minerals and the same dispo-

sition of strata in the north as one finds in the south.

Moreover, if you examine the results obtained to-day

by our most outlying camps, you will find that they

repeat the results obtained by the southern camps at

a corresponding stage of their development. Again,

geological discoveries follow the opening up of each

new section, and those discoveries all point to the same
conclusion, namely, that Nature has made the Republic

and the Dominion joint participators in a vast mineral

heritage."

"Will you please enumerate and define these

hAi'0
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geological provinces that are so indifferent to inter-
national boundaries?"

"There are five main zones or provinces," replied
Mr. Brock. "First there •: .vbat may be called the
Appalachian province, c which the Canadian portion
embraces south-east Quel v 'nd the n aritime provinces.
The Appalachian region .^ <hara-teri.ed by rock forma-
tions which range from pre-Cambri^n to carboniferous,
and which are typically disturbed and thrown into a
succession of folds. You will be aware that some of
the eastern United States are in the foremost rank of
the world's mineral and industrial districts. They
occur in the Appalachian region, the best developed
State being Pennsylvania, which produces domestic
minerals to a yearly value of nearly ;^2,ooo per square
mile. The same minerals occur over the Appalachian
extension into Canada. Important deposits of coal,
iron, and gold are mined in Nova Scotia. Of lesser
importance, but of considerable value, are the gypsum
stone, and building-material industries in that province'
where manganese, antimony, tripolite, and barite are
also mined, while some attention is paid to copper-
indeed. Nova Scotia already has an annual mineral
production of about ;{:20o per square mile. The com-
parison between ;^2oo and ;{:2,ooo may not seem
impressive, but it bears a fair relation to the difference
between the density of population in Pennsylvania and
in Nova Scotia. That matter of population is, of course
vital, since mineral production, like agricultural pro-
duction, passes with the development of a country from
methods that are rough-and-ready to those that are
intensive.' Expert authorities have estimated the coal

reserves of Nova Scotia at 6,000,000,000 tons. The
thickness of the carboniferous system is believed to be

t
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in some parts 16,000 feet, and at the Joggins, on the

north arm of the Bay of Fundy, is a remarkable con-

tinuous section showing 14,570 feet of strata, including

seventy seams of coal.

"In the matter of mineral development New Bruns-

wick is still very backward. This is partly due to the

covering of soil, but mainly to the forested state of

large areas—conditions that make discoveries difficult.

Indeed, very little of the country has been prospected.

The principal products so far are gypsum, lime, coal,

building material, grindstones, clay, and mineral waters.

Iron promises to become important. Antimony is

being mined, while copper, lead, silver, nickel, gold,

etc., have been found. Shales rich in oils and ammo-

nium salts occur in large quantity. We have just

found very fine clay deposits in the maritime provinces.

"South-east Quebec is already a high producer of

economic minerals. In addition to pussrssing the main

asbestos mines of the world, it has important industries

in chrome-iron ore, copper, and pyrites. Iron ores and

gold also occur there. And so I tli nk I have supplied

you with plenty of reasons for agreeing that the

Appalachian area may ultimately give as good an

account of itself in Canada as it has in the United

States."
" And what of the next geological bond between the

Stars and Stripes and the Union Jack?"

"Next in order," replied Mr. Brock, "comes the

Lowland province, embracing the southern portion of

Ontario and the valley of the St. Lawrence. It consists

mainly of fiat-lying palaeozoic rocks, and is, so to speak,

an extension of part of the State of New York. On

both sides of the international boundary the mineral

products are the same—namely, clay, cement, and other
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building materials, as well as petroleum, natural gas.salt, gypsum, a, 1 other non-metallic products Thevare extremely vaiuaDle. if they do no^J appJai to 'he

SaTs/- "
'" '^""' '" ^""^ "^^""^ -''*-' -Gallic

far '' ?'ven? ^f"^''''^
^'"^" y«" ^^^^ 'l-^'t with sofar

1 ventured to p nt out, "have covered only aportion of Eastern Canada."
^"verea only a

'Exactly." replied Mr. Brock. "But the next

fwo mTniorT'""
^^ ^^ ^^"^^''-^^ embraces aboutwo mll.on square m.les. or more than one-halfof the Dominion. It may conveniently be caHed the

eZTZf'T. '' ^""^ ^^°- Newfo'undland to heastern border of Manitoba, embracing the vast terri

Superior iron ranges) ^ ^

varie?v'o^J'''^^f'"^ ' "^' "^^ remarkable for the

mica, apatite, graphite fpIHQr.-,r
'"=»*=n»c, pyrite.

gems, and building materials ai ; found in the Lanrtn

Diamonds ha: norye^l^t" .S'''''^!;
"'«^"^''^-
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in glacial drift brought from that area, they un-

doubtedly occur there.

"So far as Canada is concerned, the plateau is stiii,

in the main, an unvisited treasury. Over the greater

part of the area there have been nothing but the most

general scientific surveys. Our southern frmge of the

plateau is the only Canadian part that is known, and

tven of that southern fringe merely a portion has been

prospected. Of the more important discoveries in that

southern fringe, you will not need to bejeminded.

There are the gold ranges of the Lake of the Woods;

the silver of Thunder Bay; the iron ranges extending

from Minnesota for hundreds of miles to Quebec; the

copper rocks of Michipicoten and the Bruce mines;

the Sudbury copper-nickel deposit; the Montreal River

and Cobalt silver areas; the corundum deposits of

Eastern Ontario, and the magnetites of Eastern Ontario

and Quebec, it is true that few good merchantable

iron deposits have been found in our extensive iron

range formation; but in the Mesabi range-the richest

in the world-only about two per cent, is iron ore, so

that immediate discovery in the little prospected areas

in Canada is scarcely to be expected." „
, . ^

"And am I not right in supposing, Mr. Brock, that

the most sensational mineral discoveries have been

purely accidental?"

"That is so," admitted the geologist. The navvy,

in making his excavations, has blundered upon immense

treasure. Thus the greatest asbestos deposits of the

world were brought to light because a track for the

Quebec Central Railway happened to be blasted through

them. Then take the case of Cobalt, now the premier

silver camp. Although only a few miles from one of

the earliest routes of travel in the country, and although
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only a few miles from a silver-lead deposit that has been
known for a hundred and fifty years, Cobalt was dis-
covered less than eight years ago, and then only because
a railway chanced to be cut through a rich vein. It
was a railway excavation, too, that revealed the Sudbury
nickel deposits. Still, you must not run away with the
Idea that all the laurels have been won by the navvy
To mention only one of the ' finds ' made by our staff,
It was an officer of the survey who discovered the rich
corundum deposit extending in a belt one hundred n.iles
long Yet that discovery serves, equally with those
of the navvy, to illustrate the unprospected nature of
Canada-even of those parts of Canada that have
been populated for a considerable period. For that
corundum was found in a district that had lone been
settled.

"What a field for explorers is that Laurentian
plateau

! It is not possible for the most pessimistic
person to fear that Nature has, by a strange coincidence,
concentrated all the mineral wealth in the only part
that IS populated-that southern fringe which, though
still only imperfectly prospected, has yielded over four
hundred million tons of iron ore, nearly five thousand
million pounds of copper, and immense quantities of
silver and the other minerals I have mentioned. The
explorations of the geological survey have shown that
scattered over the whole area, are patches of all the
various formations that go to make up the pre-Cam-
bnan; while practically every mineral that occurs in
the south has been noted by explorers in the north. It
is therefore quite safe to assume that, in the great
northern areas as yet unattacked by the pick of the
prospector are vast stores of minerals that will come
to light when the country is opened up."

't
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I told Mr. Brock that, although he had dealt with

only three of the geological provinces shared by Canada

with the States, he had said enough to convince me that

the Dominion possessed adequate mineral wealth to

support its \nph destiny.

"Still," said Mr. Brock, "there is more to be told;

and this very imperfect survey of our mineral resources

must not be broken off in the middle. I now come

to the fourth geolof^ical province, which it is convenient

to name the Interior Plain. It embraces Alberta and

the bulk of Manitoba and Saskatchewan, extending

across the border into the Dakotas. It is pre-eminently

an agricultural country, and is notably deficient in

metallic minerals, as might be expected, because it is

underlain with a thick blanket of almost undisturbed

c-etaccous and tertiary sediment. Gold dredging is

carried on in the sands and gravels of the North

Saskatchewan River below Edmonton ;
gypsum is mined

in Manitoba; salt occurs in that province and in the

lower Athabasca region; but with those exceptions,

and materials used in the building trades, the mineral

production of the Interior Plain is almost entirely con-

fined to fuels, which, however, are very important.

Natural gas over a wide area and under great pressure

has been tapped, and there is every indication of a large

oil field in, at any rate, the northern portion of Alberta,

while some oil has been encountered in the south-west.

The lower cretaceous sandstones along the Athabasca

River, where they come to the surface, are for miles

saturated with bitumen. These tar sands will probably

average twelve per cent, in maltha, or asphaltum.

Mr. R. G. McConnell saw tar sands occupying about

one thousand square miles, which, taking the thickness

at his estimate of 150 feet, would represent nearly five
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thousand million Urns of bitumrn. The lignites of the
eastern plains are useful for lo,al purposes, and bedsmore highly b.tumenised are met with as the mountains
are approached. Mr. D. B. Dowling has s^aisf.ed
h.msel that there are 7,5(k, square miles of r<,al land
in Saskatchewan, and nearly twenty thousand squaremdes ,n Alberta, and he credits explored parts of the
last-nam..d ,,rovincc with four hundred million tons of
anthracite, forty-four thousand million tons of bitu-
mn.oi.s coal, and sixty thousand million tons of lignite "

hnished f I asked.

^

"The most impressive part," replied Mr. Brock,
has stdl to come. We have now to consider the fifth

geological provmce- the Cordilleran Belt. In Canada
I has a length of ,,300 and a width of 400 miles, and
It extends across the western States, through Mexico

oldest to the y.ungest formations. Vulcanism and
mountain-buddmg processes have repeatedly been
act.ve in that province. The Cordilleran Belt is re-
cognised as one of the greatest mining regions in the
world. It being noted principally for its gold, silver
copper and lead. Of the well-nigh incalculable wealth
of gold and other minerals in California and Mexico I

dnlr "^'rT'"^ r"- ^"^ '^' ''''^''' °^ the Cor-
dilleran Belt m the south afford a sure clue to itsriches in the north. In Canada and Alaska the geo-
logical province is still for the most part unprospected.

ll^r ^f,'^''''
"' ^'^^ '^"°"' *he wealth has beentapped and last year (1909) British Columbia alone

far the Yukon has practically produced nothing butplacer gold, but it has produced about ;^25.o^,ooo

I
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worth of it. While partial development has taken place

along the international boundary line, and while some

of the main streams have been imperfectly prospected

for placer gold, the greater part of the Canadian section

of the Cordilleran Belt is as yet. untouched. Probably

not a fifth has been prospected at all, not a twentieth

prospected in detail, and not one area, however small,

completely tested. The Belt in Canada is not merely

rich in gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc, but it has

enormous resources of excellent coal, varying from

lignites to anthracite. Only the coal areas in the

southern portion of British Columbia, and a few small

areas on the Telkwa and Nass rivers, and on the

Yukon, are at present known, but j\Ir. 1>. B. Dowling

estimates that the prospected fields represent, in the

Yukon, thirty-two million tons of anthracite, and the

same quantity of bituminous coal, and, in British

Columbia, twenty million tons of tlie former, and 38,642

million tons of the latter. Then, too, great unpros-

pected areas are known to contain, in places, coal forma-

tions, and no doubt they will, when explored, add

greatly to the reserves I have just mentioned. So far,

production has not kept pace with discovery: but a

largely increased output may be expected in the near

future, for those regions supply the best steaming and

coking coals anywhere to be obtained in the West,

and new railways will facilitate distribution. Only

about one-fifth of Alaska has been explored, and lack

of transportation facilities hinders development there ;

but already Alaska has a large production, which shows

that the Cordilleran Belt maintains its highly mineral-

ised character throughout its length."

"And now, Mr. Brock," I said, "there is another

matter about which I should like you to express your

l^tgSUBnW.'He-^W JfWgJ
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views. How comes it that, when Canada possesses allthis ,^.neral wealth, the English people have n thepast.^so often burnt their fingers in financing Canadian

"vnuu""
""^'^ ^^'''" '^P''^'* ^^'- ^--ock thoughtfullyyou have raised this question, which is of /rent mportance. Not all nave burnt 'their finders b t he"have been too many instances, some of them no or ouVou are th.nkmg mainly. I presume, about event^that are rather more than fifteen years old-events

dtetinTB'r':""^'-*"'^
''"* most'unfortunate; tdeflecting Bnt.sh capital from Canada; though happilythanks to the lapse of time and the ligic of fac's the

pasTdlr^'^^^Of
^"' ^^"^''^^"^^^ then'generShlv

passed away. Of course in those affairs there were de

rto^n ibr^'n
^^ '°^ ^'''' ^^-^^ -- - - wt;responsible One name in particular will be present in

s'de onheT'r '"';' ^"'^ ^'"^^ ^^ ^^y' the'personaside of the matter need not be recalled; and I will onlvsay generally that we had nothing 'to do ^ L h^ludicrous over-capitalising of good properties, and the

a s?ale"^ h'T'I
°' ^^^^blishing offices and staffs ona scale which, though undoubtedly princely and im

sZZf "'^'J""
*'^ P^^^^'^^' Po.ntVview Lt mere"superfluous but ineffective.

"'fre.y

"Speaking generally," continued Mr. Brock "the

meral"":""" ''' '^^ •"^^^^--^' ^^^ manage!ment, and perhaps in some cases bad luck. There havenot been many bad investments by mining companieshat know what they are about, that employ experienced

rpro" t"l"r
'°°'

T^ ''' ^''' and'clo'sely'exam" ea property be ore purchase, and that move cautiouslyand intelligently, doing their developments step byWIt IS quite common to see the investments made by men

I
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who are not sufficiently competent or experienced to

form a sound judgment, or who do not carry out an

adequate personal investigation before effecting their

purchases. Sometimes it is very evident that know-

ledge and training were not the qualifications that led

to their selection for such responsible work. It is by

the merest chance if those investments turn out satis-

factorily. Unfortunately, in every country, and in

Canada as elsewhere, there are people ready to profit

by such visitors. The knowing ones promptly take

their mental measure, learn what financial backing they

have, and very likely bait a trap for them."

"In other words," I could not forbear to observe,

"the innocent Englishman falls among thieves."

"That," said Mr. Broct quietly, " is a harsh but

not unwarranted way of putting it. However, a man

who is willing to ;•" a pig in a bag does not require

to leave home to find those willing to accommodate him.

I am prompted at once to say two things : in the first

place, the practices to which I refer are confined to a

small minority of a large and honourable class of men

;

and, secondly, those who act in this way are actuated

by a belief that, where the wits of one man are pitted

against those of another, the kee.ner party is entitled

to any advantage he can secure. These men are, you

must remember, born gamblers; and they lay themselves

out to win, not so much for the sake of the material

profit (they are mostly men of substance) as for the

sport of the thing."

"Fraud for fraud's sake," I interjected.

"Please understand," Mr. Brock again reminded

me, "that I am explaining, not exculpating, their con-

duct. And, as a matter of fact, no resentment that

you can express at these miscarriages of capital can
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'actor in
Ca„a'da'/deveCnen"!"l''^d"i.'':s 'r?"*greatly to the inipri.«c „i ," ' "" " " thtrdore

should, in all d 'rS i "f
*• """ ^""'l' "Pi'a'

well, aLd th reby ir^ rr'"* '"
"J"" ""' "'" P^r

capital."
'^

' " ' •""«"« '"' '""her British

countrymen get entang^d ? " ^ ""•" ""^"'P^'ing

pr^TXyTL'^'JZ'' .""^"'--"y '"ey »re re-

he is told. SuT" ^»n
"^ °° """=' *"«"«»" 'o what

•erritory, meet a numb.^^
""" "" ° ^'^ "=^1 of

great dekl abouf the ex Ll„T'"^ '""'• '"" "ear a
.he M. Tee P-perty uriirptceTaTunl!'' 7 "^'
"Pon ,t, and is consumed by a des.re ^fk

™'"""°"
possessor." ^ aesire to become its

of cotpir^c^ IsToSlTdld "b" r' '™^''"°- fo™
sport?" ^ ™"s,dered by the guilty parties as

.v-"""'i; caradTar!;;,t'-o?rr"i'
•"- •"=

--atbatadi.ere„ttyp':St:t:e^r-s=t-

: »fa.T °p'ri:e^7-a
' -~4'pthrd

fails to deve*; fn^.t". Z T'" '"' ^""^^
rentage of nrosne^l.

"'' °"'^ * ^"^ small per-

deveifp-onrrr :;:rn"ti'
"^ ''"'"'''' - •»

failure. If prospects iZ I
announced as a

should be prep?-?.!. t^T
'""*""' '" *' '"™«or.prepared to take up a considerable number.
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and only after careful selection, so that there may be a

reasonable chance of one of them de-'^P;"^
^^^J,

mine. The selection should be made on the best

possible technical advice, which ^^^--^^^
l^''f\'^l2'

commendation of a reputable expert who has local know-

ledge. The mining en^nneers of Canada are as mtel-

Ugfnt and reliable as those to be found elsewhere and

they have their local reputations ^^ f«^\^"^"VhTt
s2 I can add-their country's good at heart. That

e pert local knowledge is the best insurance on^ can

have against an unfortunate investment. No matter

how tempting an option may seem, it should not be

Lken uTunUl there has been a personal mvest.gat.on

by and'a favourable report from. -" -P«^;.°J^P^t
"t

sional standing and local knowledge. When that

principle is m<^e generally understood ami ac^d up^^^^^

Canadian mines will become rehable and prospero^^^^^

investments for British capital, mstead of mere specu

''''"You are not altogether free from the -^d-cat prc^

moter There have been instances of properties being

puthased, whhout regard to their merit or lack of merit,

fn a d'stri^t that happened to be in the public eye, and

tfAe best management in the world should fail .0

""l^OrS-and superfluous expenditure on home
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H«,!!i°"',"'°
""'^ ""'"'« "' *" i» 'o look after Ihedetails o management in Great Britain. Efficiencv U

Z?T ' "H""
'""^^ "'""''•"•'' The managementmuM be on the spot. Put in a man with the r^aZ",!

h,"°w:?rr''
^"--"/"O Sive him a free han'd f

somlJ^
P"ve unsatisfactory, dismiss him and get

act as such. Have a home man if you like as consult-•ng engmee,-. Let him go out and decide the generalplan of development, but give the l^al manager a freehand m carry.ng out the campaign. Let the consuTt

havtng run th.s cross-cut and .hat drift , let the consult,ng engmeer decide whether he is doing well or nwhether he is saving money or wasting if, wh ther hthould be retained or dismissed, but dS n« rehlve thelocal manager of responsibility. Do not have him w ,rk

mapfand'^h'""'""'
"'^^ "" ">'•=" '^^""^ »" "^^

c"«ful mine uT ''^?"' """agemen, and a suc-cessful mine. If he needs assistance and advice he

havfthe™.'"
"" ""• """ "'^' '^ »*- he should

^hrcifyV^Tdr""-'-"--'"-^^^^^^^

wtll glance bnefly at Canada's mineral productio/in

mor°' thanT'''""'
' "'"" "' -^^5,ooo,coo, or rathermore than a 14 per cent, advance on the figures for.he^prevtous year. Coal occupied the prem.^er place'

r
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with a value of, approximately, ;{;6,ooo.ooo. Silver

came next U3A20,ooo), while pig iron, n^^^el an^

eold each yielded a total in excess of /:2,ooo,ooo. 1 hey

were succeeded in the scale of value by copper and

asbestos.

^M 5'



CHAPTER XIV

NEW SASKATCHEWAN

The story of modern Canada is a story of amazingmistakes and delightful discoveries. aI every Xfof develops t popular surmise has been made to ofkfoolish by the accomplished fact.
"The statesman is alive who prophesied that if ara. way were ever built around Lake Super or 'toLdnot earn enough money to buy axle grease." So T^s

: HdlS' ^On''"'"fi
"^^'^^' ''^ ^^"-' p"^'-^'

wno added
; On my first visit to Canada in i88« Iheard an Ontario man warning emigrants against gofniso far into the wilds as Winnipeg " ^ ^ ^

As for Saskatchewan, it , as not so very lon^ a^owhen people shrugged their shoulders over hat "f^rozfnand barren wilderness." It was opened upT ailwavs

thai is

°'' S-kfchewan to-day as a sm'iUnycoSy

Emni T ,

'"^ ^""^ ^'^'" production nowheTe in the

bushpk wru^
'gures exoeedmg 200,000,000bushels When one understands that this is the yieldfn>m only twelve per cent, of the available arableSo Saskatchewan, one begins to see grounds for theprophecy which has been uttered by Sir W IfrMLauner that the day is not far distant when Saskatchewan W.11 produce annually a billion bushels of g^^^^^

19s
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And the curious fact has to be noted that the Sas-

katchewan of all those figures and references is not

Saskatchewan at all, but only the southern half of Sas-

katchewan—the half that has been opened up by

railways.

What particularly struck me in travelling through

the province was that, when on the most northerly

margin of the settled country, I kept coming upon

farmers whose wheat and oats had won important

prizes. The farmers were disposed to think the fact

was sufficiently explained by their agricultural aptitude.

But I could not help suspecting that their terrestrial

latitude had a good deal to do with it. A six months-

Canadian summer is longer—from a plant's point of

view—than a seven months' Canadian summer. For

wheat and oats do not make much progress in the dark

;

and the lengthening of the winters as one goes north

is, within a limit only to be fixed by experience, a

disadvantage of no account beside the advantage of

longer summer days.
,. , . • . ,

Settlement has probably not yet reached the ideal

latitude for wheat growing. At any rate, having

regard to the rapidity with which railways are extend-

ing, the time has come when, to Canada and her pro-

spective immigrants, the possibilities held out by

Northern Saskatchewan have become a matter of eager

interest. I will therefore focus such meagre evidence

as is available on the subject.

The first witness we will call is the Venerable Arch-

deacon J.
McKay, who for forty-five years has been in

charge of Church of England missions in the West.

For a decade he lived on the Churchill River, a little

to the north of Lac la Rouge. Therefore he is in a

position to give us tidings of territory situated about
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two hundred miles north of the limit of the survevpH

ff^USe^T; "^P''"™^' blackberri... blueberries

he distnct. He reports that there are plenty of tre^s

Xw^ ^^r"" ''•" P"-'"- "hich'are'.l'r

la R™^. I T '^ ""Portant as timber. At Lacla Rouge he has seen good wheat raised for sev^n

indeerf „T ,r,

^""""^ "'so grow there splendidly •

s^^U rILt f

''""'"" ^''"*'"'"' P"' "• 'he locality'

country were cleared of toLer
"
wouS"""!

""" " "'
be fair agricultural .and""^,'.';Cr.S':rTe
Ts^lr il^hu'fchi,, Ri^'-t

'"'' "^P' - 'b'

and two horses '
"'"" '"^^'' "' <^«le
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timber possibilities, Archdeacon McKay rt-called the

interesting circumstance tliat he himself had erected a

saw-mill, which was run by walnr-power, at Lac la

Rouge. lie added theso signitkuint details: "The

logs average seventeen to the thousand feet, and are

fourteen or fifteen feet long. The diameter would be

about two feet across at the butt. They are large,

clean logs, very much the same as those at Prince

Albert. This good timber is scattered all over the

country, sometimes for miles." Pressed to give a more

definite impression of the timber area, he said he

believed it extended right away to the borders of the

province. It appeared that he had travelled backwards

and forwards a good deal, "visiting Indian camps and

so on," and he noted very much the same kind of trees

ever vhere. Of course there are muskeg in some

place;, and in others he saw "heavy timber." Reindeer

Lake was the most northerly point he had reached, and

he saw plenty of trees up there.

It will now be of interest to learn what light the

Archdeacon can throw on the fauna of unknown

Saskatchewan. "In Lac la Rouge and the lakes gene-

rally," he said, "fish are abundant. They are mostly

white-fish and lake trout. The Indians do not sell

them; they have no market. For some time there

would be plenty of fish for commercial purposes. I saw

a lot in Reindeer Lake." With regard to fur-bearing

animals, "sometimes they are on the increase, some-

times on the decrease, but on the whole there is a de-

crease, especially in beaver."

Archdeacon McKay gave some interesting details

with regard to climate. A peculiarity of the country

round Lac la Rouge, it seems, is that "the frosts are

very late." On an island in the lake he has seen
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potatoes growing in October, with the tops untouched
by frost. He imagines that the large body of water
serves to equalise the temperature; and he recalled the
interesting fact that when Mr. Chisholm, the Indian
inspector, came out one year to make treaty payments
to the natives towards the end of August, the potato
plants were unaffected both on the mainland and on
the islands, "and the inspector told me that crop was
a good deal touched at Prince Albert before he left

"

The snowfall is not very heavy. Three feet on the
level, It appears, would be considered deep snov/. As
a rule, the first frosts come in September. Ho had
known potatoes to be "touched," but not seriously, on
the fifteenth of that month. As for the time of sowing,
gram could go in, as a rule, by May 5th. That was
the date on which the Archdeacon had been in the
habit of sowing wheat. He plants potatoes about fifteen
days later.

Asked to give his impressions of the winter and
summer temperatures, once more he drew an analotjy
betwee.. unknown Saskatchewan and a district in
settled Saskatchewan. "In winter," he said, "judging
from my own sensations, the lowest temperature is
about the same as at Prince Albert. In the summer
time the weather is as hot as at Prince Albert But
of course, the country of which I am speaking is farther
north, and therefore the days are longer." Of the I ac
la Rouge district he reports that, speaking generally,
there is sufficient rainfall for crops. One summer there
was quite a long spell of dry weather, and it affected
the wild fruits; but that was an exceptional state of
tnings. The rainy season is quite equal to Manitoba's,
fhunderstorms and hailstorms occur, but not more
frequently than in the south.
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"The only whites in the country," said the Arch-

deacon, "are the Hudson Bay officials and traders. I

built the saw-mill to provide lumber for our mission

buildings and boarding school. The number of Indians

who take treaty money in that district is over five

hundred. They are Crees."

In conclusion the Archdeacon pointed out that canoe-

ing and pedestrianism represent the only means of

reaching the desirable and productive region in which

for so many years he has resided. Naturally he is

anxious for a railway to connect settled Saskatchewan

with'^Lac la Rouge. " It is all level country," he said

;

"there would not be the slightest difficulty in construct-

ing the railway."

We will now turn to the evidence of scientific investi-

gators. Acting for the Federal Government, Mr. J.

Burr Tyrrell explored the vast tract of country between

Athabasca Lake and Churchill River—the country, that

is, lying north of the area with which we have hitherto

mainly been concerned. With Mr. Tyrrell was asso-

ciated that other distinguished and experienced geo-

logist, Mr. D. B. Dowling.

Mr. Tyrrell reported that the country is generally

forested, though most of the timber is small black

spruce and tamarack. Banksia pine forms thin, park-

like woods on the sandy plains. In places berries

grow in great profusion, chief among them being the

common huckleberry and the small cranberry. The

former thrives in the deciduous woods along the

Churchill River, while the latter covers the dry slopes

from the Saskatchewan northward. The blue huckle-

berry is found on the banks of Cree and Stone Rivers,

but the bushes did not seem anywhere to bear much

fruit. The raspberry occurs on the richer ground by
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some of the streams. The yellow swampberry is found
abundantly in the moss of the wet spruce and tamarack
swamps. On drier land towards the north he found
the crowberry, while the Pembina berry grows in the
deciduous woods beside the streams, especially in the
southern portion of the district.

These explorers saw the moose, the barren ground
caribou, the Canadian lynx, the grey wolf, red, black
and cross foxes, the wolverine and the skunk. The
black bear roams over the whole country. A few
beavers may still be met with in many of the streams.
The rabbit or American hare is found everywhere in the
denser woods. Porcupines are plentiful around Cree
Lake, and in those portions of the sandy country that
have not recently been hunted over by Indians.

"The time at our disposal," said Mr. Tyrrell, "did
not permit us to make a close examination of the birds
seen, but, generally speaking, except along the banks of
the Churchill River, where ducks breed in great numbers,
birds are not at all numerous in the district explored."
Coveys of ruffled grouse and spruce partridge were
found in the thicker woods everywhere. A few snowy
owls and bald-headed eagles were observed. Fish
seemed to be everywhere abundant in the lakes and
streams.

"The number of Indians who live in and travel
through the country, obtaining a precarious existence
by hunting and fishing, is," we learn from Mr. Tyrrell,
"very small."

To quote another authority. Professor John Macoun
(the well-known naturalist of the Geological Si-rvey)
said: "There can be no question about the value of
the land north of the Saskatchewan, and settlers going
in there are assured of three essentials—wood, water,

r-i
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and hay—for cattle. ... The low altitude and the

long day are fixed conditions."

With reference to altitude, I may point out that

Prince Albert is nearly five hundred feet lower than

Regina, and that the Lac la Rouge district is two

hundred and sixty feet lower than Prince Albert. Re-

garding the duration of sunlight, a careful record was

made, over a period of four months, as to the relative

length of day in the district under consideration, at

Prince Albert and at Ottawa. Taking a date at random

(June 20th), the figures were, respectively, 17 hours

30 minutes, 16 hours 42 minutes, and 15 hours 26

minutes.

In conclusion, let me briefly refer to the experiences

of Mr. Frank J. P. Crean, Who was specially commis-

sioned to explore, in 1908 and 1909. the huge areas of

Saskatchewan and Alberta lying north of surveyed

limits. Mr. Crean reports that those northern countries

are "capable of producing large quantities of cereals and

farm produce and of supporting a large population. The

over-abundance of water and lack of natural drainage,

causing large swamps and muskegs, might, in • /

opinion, be easily remedied by clearing out some of e

rapids on the Churchill River and providing o. lets

for the surplus water where natural outlets are lacking.

Very little work would be necessary to open fine water-

ways navigable for small craft throughout the country.

.... The climate seems well adapted for raising

iny cereals. In fact, when ^er wheat has been tried it

has been grown successfully. ... I would estimate

that an area of 'lly 5,000,000 acres is suitable for

settlement as soon as surveyed and made accessible by

roads; and an area of about 12,000,000 acres of swamps,

or land probably too wet at present for successful culti-
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vation, could be reclaimed at a moderate expenditure
. . .In the south-easterly portion the soil is good, being
a light loam, with a blue clay subsoil; towards the west
the land is light loam with a sandy clay subsoil. . Of
course the winter is cold, but not any colder nor longer
than the winter in some of the settled portions of Sas-
katchewan. In August, 1908, a frost occurred almost
all over the settled parts of Saskatchewan, but did not
apparently affect the northern portion which I explored.
. . . I was at Portage la Loche on September 17th, and
the potato tops were not frozen in the least. The
garden was also quite untouched. Cabbages, carrots
parsnips, etc., all looked well."

Everywhere Mr. Crean found an abundance of hay.
In places the meadows were small, but always nume-
rous. Among the chief birds he saw were swans
geese, ducks, partridges, gulls, jays, kingfishers, crows,
robms and loons. He noticed that the staple food of
the native north of the Saskatchewan is fish, with
which he is abundantly provided. "North of the
Churchill," Mr. Crean reported, "lies a district of great
promise from a mineral point of view." Finally, we
learn, "there are many points where a large amount
of water power could be developed."

I
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INDIANS AND THE MISSIONARY

The presence of the red man in Canada—and, for the

matter of that, in the United States—has put the white

man's capacity and character to a searching test. I refer

to the white man of the modern world, for the attitude

of our ani tutors towards the Indian was controlled by

differert contemporary conditions.

V.jTC were some belated representatives of prehistoric

rrsn—human beings without culture or conscience, and

who, but for a superior resourcefulness, seemed on a

plane with the brutes of the field. By arms this wild

people had easily been tamed. But from that moment

they became a political and social problem with which,

though it well might prove insoluble, obligations of

humanity compelled the Government of Canada to

grapple, without stint of effort, money or patience.

Could these quelled savages be civilised ?

Worldly wisdom shook its head, and hope had

nothing but faith to rest upon. The Red Indian had

inherited no higher ideal of conduct than the slaughter-

ing and scalping of tribal enemies—men, women and

children—and self-mutilation as a stimulus to personal

bravery. True, those practices were now prohibited by

the whites—by that mysterious, masterful race who had

brought fire-arms and fire-water into the Red Indian's

life.

204
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.rr^l^^^u^, li''"^'*'
°' '^^ missionaries who labouramong the Indians and Eskimos, their lives consecrated

to the work which holds them, from year to year and
decade to decade, outside the range of public knowledge
and recognition. I sought through the mind of one of
those missionaries to peer into the Red Indian heart,
so that my readers might be able to judge, from definite
testimony on crucial points of human character, whether
Canada s aborigines are fitted to survive.

rnf ^h^ rfT IV^^ ^'^- ^^"°" "• ^- G. Stocken
(Of the Church Missionary Society), at the Blackfoot
Reserve near Gleichen, Alberta.

"Archdeacon Tims came out here in 1883," saidCanon Stocken. "and I came out in 1885. I was under
Archdeacon Tims until 1888. and since J895 I have
been in charge of this mission. In the early years the
outlook was dark. We sowed, and there was no visible
harvest. It was difficult to reach the hearts of the Hlack-
feet. They had been fearless, fierce and successful
hghters, and there seemed no room in their minds for
beautiful and holy thoughts. Unlike other Indians,
they even had no hope of ' Happy Hunting-Grounds.'
iHeir barren imaginations only pictured aimless, rest-
less wanderings on adjacent sand-hills ; fter deatii
With dread and in a spirit of propitiation, thev wor-
shipped the sun, the moon, the earth, and thc'^att,
For them the weasel, the eagle, the crow, the otter, and
the beaver were sacred, and they wore the skins and
feathers of those creatures as charms. Thefts, murders,
and crimes of all sorts were lauded if the penalty were
escaped

;
and preservation from the penalty was invari-

ably attributed to the protecting influence of some
charm. Unlike Indians of the north and the east, the
Blackfeet knew of no Great Spirit. There was no hope

I
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in life, no hope in death, for that poor, unhappy people,

whose God was their belly, whose glory was in their

shame, who minded earthly things.

"Of course, through the schools, it proved possible

to make some progress with the Blackfeet children.

But I felt that, here as elsewhere, the work of reaching

the adults was of supreme importance. Hoping against

hope, we took all opportunities to try and illumine the

minds of the chiefs, the braves and the squaws. For

fifteen years with heavy hearts we laboured. Then on

a sudden came our abundant reward. It was in the

early spring of 1898. The schools, the hospital, the

preaching, the conversations from time to time—all

those influences yielded fruit in the day of blessing

when we witnessed the birth of the Spirit among the

Blackfeet. I will tell you what happened.

"For some time we had succeeded in attracting a

few Indians to our Sunday services—merely a hand-

ful, among whom the only regular attendant was a

young man named Kaksakin, which means ' An Axe.*

One Sunday I was walking from the schoolroom, where

the service had been held, and proceeding slowly to-

wards the mission-house. I had been discoursing on

the life of St. Paul, which had been the theme of my

sermons for several months past. The old, old question

was running in my mind—when would the great change

come to my people? As I walked a hand was placed

on my shoulder, and, turning, I found that three

members of my congregation had followed me. Young

Axe was one, Pukapinni (' Little Eyes ') was another,

and Pukapinni's brother Matsenamaka ('Handsome

Gun ') was the third. Young Axe was the first to

speak. He told me of his desire to become a child of

God and to be baptised. Then the others said the
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he was frightened and in a great uncertainty, scarce

daring to hold to the hopes those manifestations put

into his mind. Yet it did not seem incredible that

matters should shape themselves thus, and "ot other-

wise, when into the darkness of heathendom there first

came spiritual light, leaving the Indian dazzled.

bewildered, exalted. <-««««
"Following those first conversions, said Canon

Stocken, "we had about twelve y^^^ksjjf careful, in-

dividual preparation, and on March 27th. 1898. the first

five adults were baptised, receiving the
"f

•"«« °f ^aul.

Daniel. Timothy. Thomas, and Ruth. From that time

there were crowded congregations at the services. I can

never forget those wide-open, straining eyes. No more

impressive sight can any man see than the faces of

heathen who begin to realise that there »« ^^"^^thmg

outside of themselves. The most solemn and wonderfu

time I think I ever experienced was on the evemng of

Easter Sunday. In the morning I had said, in dismiss-

ing my congregation. ' Now, to-night I'm going to

have a special service in the mission-room for those

Christians who want to understand more about the

Resurrection, and I'll tell you of all the appearances of

Christ that are mentioned in Scripture.' Every one of

the Christians came, besides some heathen, among

whom was the wife of our Axe. She was very angry

with him for becoming a Christian. She had refused

to go to the service. But he made her come. Thinking

of Constantine's method, he was going to put the sword

into force, so she yielded. Never shall I forget the

awful, death-like stillness as those men and women

strained their whole being, so to speak, to take m the

subject of the Resurrection. You could positively have

heard a pin drop on the floor. I was trembling all
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over at the responsibility of telling them those things
which now they heard for the first time. I concluded
with a short prayer, and then I went out to put my

taken it off that woman came rushing in-the wife ofAxe, I mean-and cried aloud :
' Mokuyomakin, I do

believe I I very much believe I I believe the teaching
of God. I want you to baptise me also.' The upshotwas that she became a most earnest Christian. My poor
wife used to say that, apart from Naomi (and I will tellyou about Naomi later), there was no one in herwomen s class upon whom she could lean more con-
fidently than upon Esther, which was the name givenm baptism to Axe's wife."

I asked Canon Stocken to elucidate the Indian nameby which Esther had addressed him. "MokuyomakTn
meaus Running Wolf," he explained. "The Indians

K"''rur!'^^°'^y' y°" ''"°^- It ^as an old chiefwho dubbed me Running Wolf soon after I arrived.

Th^ Z u-
^^''^"° P^"°"^' application to myself.The old chief said it was the name of a friend of hiswho had lately died, and for whose loss his hearfwt

r.T7\
^^"Jidered he was paying me a real com-

pliment, and I have always felt very proud of my

Can-n Stocken next told me about Little Eyes

Wriker'^'Sirf .f
^^^^^"'"^"t J'^t -3 Paul Littl^walker. His father, it appeared, was Bull Backfat

^ar^r 'h'V'"'
°' *'^ ^^°°^ '"^-- -^ - fa-US

warrior and hunter. "When Little Eyes was only

lilled^^'^'H^'''",,'"'
^'^ ^^"«"' "Bull'^Backfat wt

killed, accidentally or otherwise, by an Indian. The

w^ little w[r^'* 'rt '^ ^'^ "°^^^^' ^^-« --was J^ittle Walker, and he became one of the most
?
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conspicuous lads on the reservation. I have told you

of vhe dream that led to his conversion. He was

thir.y^ne y-ars of age at that time. He received the

name of Paul at his baptism.

"It will be difficult for me," contmued Canon

Stocken, pondering his words, "to make you realise

the simple earnestness and sincere devotion that have

characterised that man's life down to the present day.

I would like first to say that many and many a time

he has helped me spiritually. There have been occa-

sions of stress and sorrow when, following a long and

exhausting day, I have sat alone at my desk in such

an extremity of physJcal weariness that, when a knock

has come at the door, I have been tempted to dis-

regard the summons rather than have my rest disturbed.

Sometimes Paul has proved to be the visitor, and each

time, in a little while, his words and thoughts have

lifted my oppression and renewed my strength, leaving

me very grateful.

"Soon after his conversion he was going among

the heathen Indians one Sunday morning, as came to

be his custom, and trying to persuade them to attend

the service. Among those to whom he spoke was the

wife of one of his uncles-a woman bitterly hostile

to Christianity. 'No, no,* she indignantly rep led, I

won't be seen inside your church. I don't believe in

your God,' and she jumped up and got her tanning

knife and started to tan. Paul said: 'This is God s

day. It is not the will of God that we should work

seven days. Our bodies need a rest, and to-day it is

our duty to worship.' Then he walked away. But

he had not gone many steps when he heard a scream,

and, turning round, he saw the woman lying in con-

vulsions on the ground. ' Go away.' she cried, when
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he stepped up to her; 'your God has done this'Done what? ' he asked. ' Broken my knife in ha
'•

she rephed And then he saw that the blade of the

dTZ . f ^^^^PP^d-
•
I do not know if God

learn fli' ^"''^ .''^°'"''''
' ^'"^ ^^^ had betterearn a lesson from ,t/ And, as a matter of factthough that woman never became a Christian, she wasever afterwards respectful about Christianity.

Paul, you will notice, is not superstitious. One

?nd;/°°h
'"' ^'' conversion, we were talking abou!Indian charms, some specimens lying before us '

Ithere was anything in them,' Paul said simply, 'theywould jump up and help me to have a better t;mper.'^He was a httle hasty and liable to fits of anger I

been .« .h
'

'^""^'^^ P'°P'" ^^^^ ""^ ^^at he hadbeen, as they p. t it, a very tough sort of fellow. How
different to the later Paul-the present Paul

!

He devises his own ways of doing good butalways with modest diffidence! One da/h^ an.e tome in anxious sorrow and said : ' Wh«. " . .ht ?What ought I to do ? There is Owl Voice c ..^rVand he is angry with his wife. Some India.^ havegone to him and said she has beha.ed as a bad womanand I fear he will take her life before sunset Th;chiefs are there, and the camp is quite excited. WhatI want you to tell me is-What is my duty? Maylnot go and try to bring peace?' I Lid ' Yes-wha

showed me how the uncertainty had come into his

Axe said
:
'We believe in Christ and God, and wedo what IS right. But those heathen people ire cHffe"ent. Let them alone." But I then said to Axe •

'

1^
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"By what we hear about Jesus Christ, I think He

would go and try to make peace." '
I said to Paul

:

•Go, please, by all means; and I do hope you wxll

be successful!
' He went; and the sequel I heard

next day from one of the chiefs who was present-

Bie Road, who became a Christian later on. Big

Road came to me and said: 'This young man of

yours is a wonderful fellow.* I said :
Why? He

Lid :
• We have never seen anything the same as th^s

in our lives. We all like him.' I said
:

Tell me

of it.' Big Road said :
' He came into the tent yester-

day, and went up to Owl Voice and held out his hand^

Then he stepped up to Owl Voice and k«ssed him, and

said "My brother, I've come to you as a friend, as a

servant of the God above us, because I believe that

Jesus Christ would do what I am trying to do if He

were here. I want to restore peace betw^",/"" ^"^

your wife. I want to tell you that I don't believe

one word of what you have been told about your wife

I want you to say you will forgive your wife what

you thought was wrong, and that you will let he come

io you, and you will kiss her in the presence of these

chiefs,'and ly it is all right." Owl Voice leaked on

the ground and was silent a long time. Paul con-

tinued to speak to him, and said :
"Well, my brother

you will drwhat I ask? Let me bring your wife to

^ou That you may kiss her." At last Owl Voice

looked up in your young man's face, and said
:

Well.

Ibelieve you are right." Then the young man wen

and took the girl by the hand and brought her to Owl

Voice, and said : "Now, kiss her." Owl Voice leaked

up and kissed his wife, and said :
"It is all right

Then he turned to the chiefs and said: "You can all

go," and they went.'
I u
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Canon Stocken told me next about Old Wolf
collar, the veteran who once was a mighty warrior, a
great hunter of the buffalo, and the "medicine man"
ot paramount fame and influence in the tribe. "When

rela^?"!'nM^ w'*;f"A'"
^^''^' '^" '^^ missionary

related. -Old Wolf Collar was nearly sixty years ofage-older than any other man I had baptised. At
that time, as I afterwards found, he had not given hiswhole heart to Christianity. He had been impressedby rehgion as the power that made white men leadgood hves He had become a Christian for the sake
of material advantages. Well, one day I was trying
to make my congregation see that if Christianity were

Zl ."fr^* Jl ^ '"^"' '' ^""* '''^^' do^" '"to hisinmost life, and he must cherish no evil thoughts and

Orw 'u nl.
"° '"''''' ^"^"^ ^°^- That caughtOld Wolf Collar; and he came to me in sorrow,bnngmg a collection of the charms that had been parand parcel of his former distinction as a medidne-man. At his conversion he had surrendered a number

of such things mto my hands, and I had not suspected
that he was keeping some back. Full of penitence,
he now said he did not know the religion of God was

Take the whole business,' and he handed me all thosecharms, some of which I afterwards sent to the museum
at Banff, others going to England. Having un-burdened his conscience in that way, the dear oldfellow breathed more freely. 'Now, go ahead,' he^id, and tell me all the things you know about God '

From that time Old Wolf Collar has been full of zeai.You will have heard that the one trouble with theIndians is that they are lazy. But Old Wolf Collar
IS not lazy. In those days we had Miss Collings with

1/
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us, and at his eager request she taupht him to play

the auto-harp, and she taught him the syllabic system.

I ought to tell you that these Indians had no literature

of their own. They had to depend solely upon memory

for their knowledge—a fact, by the way, that made

the missionary's responsibility a very heavy one, smce,

if there were any laxity on his part in presenting a

truth, the consequent misconception in their minds

went uncorrected by the printed Word. That danger

has largely passed away with the dissemination of the

syllabic system, whereby the Blackfoot language is

reduced to terms that the hand can write and the eye

can read.

"Old Wolf Collar prpved a quick pupil, and as

soon as he had obtained a tolerable mastery of the

system he got together of an evening some ten oi

twelve young Indians, to whom he imparted his new

knowledge by writing the characters again and again

on a large sheet of paper. It was good work well

begun; and to-day, I think, there isn't a single family

on the reservation that has not at least one member

who can read and write the syllabic. With the aid

of the system, Old Wolf Collar taught, and partly

prepared for baptism, several men to whom I had

seldom, if ever, spoken personally; and when he

thought their preliminary instruction was sufficient,

he sent them up to me.
^

"
I will give you an idea of ivhat the old man s

faith was like. But first you must know that originally

he had two wives, and when he became converted »

put one away, providing for her, and married tl

other by Chrisvian rites. He won all his family to

Christianity; and then a series of terrible bereave-

ments befell him. First, one of his two daughters
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died, then his only son, after that his second daughter,
and finally his wife, so that the old man was bereft
of all who were near and dear to him ; though, pre-
sently, with my concurrence, he married the wife he
had put away, and she is still spared to him. What
I was gomg to tell you was this : At the time of his
heavy bereavement I visited him one day, when he
took his pipe from his mouth and said : ' Why is it,
do you think, that a man, when he becomes a Christian!
should have sorrow and trouble which he never had
before? Before I became a Christian I had all my
family complete, and I had no sadness. Now I have
all this trouble to bear. What is the reason ? '

I said :

•You are not the only one who has asked that question.
There are lots of problems that we cannot solve. But
do you remember what I was teaching you about
Abraham ? '

' Oh,' he said, * you mean about offering
up Isaac? Ah, do you think that's it?* I replied:
• I'm not saying it is. I don't know. I'm just asking
you to bear it in mind.' ' If you think God is testing
Old Wolf Collar,' was his reply, ' He won't find I
will go back on Him.' Old Wolf Collar is a minor
chief, and he exercises his authority wiselv, like Run-
ning Rabbit, the gentle old fellow of seventy-four who
at present occupies the supreme position."

In the case of young men, Canon Stocken explained,
the conferring of high tribal rank sometimes reacts
prejudicially on character. In this connection he told
me more about Axe, to whose personality he had already
afforded some clues.

"Young Axe," he said, "used to talk more than
others about the Holy Spirit, but I c\\\\k\ see he didn't
grasp it, and I wished he wouldn't. He was con-
stantly producing his copy of the Scriptures in the

^1
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Blackfoot Roman characters, and saying, ' I will read

it. That is hard for us to do.' He was very conceited,

but very clever-in fact, he had learnt the book by

rote. He used to get hold of the bishop, and say :

•
I want you to come here and sit down and hear me

while I read this.* And very soon he would begin

dogmatising. I remember once the bishop made a

very useful remark. Axe had said to him: 'What

do you think, Bishop—wouldn't it be a good thing if

I found out all the evil that is going on in this reserve,

and let you know?' 'No, thank you—don't,' said

the bishop. 'But why not?' persisted Axe. 'How

can we get rid of it unless we get to know about it?

'

•Well,' said the bishop, 'did you ever happen to

notice that you've got two parts to your eye—an eye

and an eyelid? Did it ever occur to you that God

gave you eyes and eyelids so that you should see some

things, while others are shielded from your vision?

We are not to go about and search for our brother's

faults. If they are discovered, we must help our

brother.'

"Axe was of very powerful physique, and one

day when he was engaged in carrying logs, he came

to me and said: 'Running Wolf, those of us who

work very hard need whisky.' I said I did not think

God ever made any constitution that required whisky.

•I know God does,' insisted Axe; 'and if you do

the right thing you will keep whisky here and dole

it out to me.'

"The Government offered a present of so many

head of cattle to those Indians who cared to take them

and commence ranching. Axe very promptly stated

his readiness to accept as many as he could have
;
and

I think the Government gave him twenty. The chiefs

j^
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were in a great state, because they thought the Govern-ment would stop the rations, and would believe thatthe Indtans, now they had accepted cattle, would be
self.support.ng. When the commissioner next visited

was that the Government were very pleased with himbecause he had taken cattle and ^v^n up .Imbling
and, therefore, the Government wished to make him a

TtZ7 'h •
'""* '° «^'^' *'''" ^ P^«^"^ °^ « cook's

he time. Axe sa.d to me :
• Why do the Government

00k among the boys '--he was about twenty-six at thetime- to find a chief?' I said: 'Partly becauseyouve done what they wish and you've shown the^t of sp.r.t that they desire to encourage; and partly
because bemg young, you are likely to be energetic in

tZt ^^^r^K^''^'-
"^ ^'^ '' ' ' ^»^'"k it is a mistake

looking to boys for chiefs.'

"A few months afterwards the commissioner camealong and appomted two new minor chiefs-namely
Axe and Calf Bull, who was another young and p^gressive Indian. Axe very soon began to show h^
importance. He felt that sinr*. th. r«
wanf»»H h;.« *

,'
^"® Government

wanted him to carry out their wishes, it would, of
course, be the right thing to suppress evil. He w«
anxious to use compulsion and violence in recruiting
the Church membership, and he was so troublesome
about It that someone from the south camp went to theIndian agent and said that Axe was trying to make
people Christians by force, and at m/ instigation iHis own attendances at church. I am sorry to say.have fallen off since he became a minor chief, and hehas not been to Holy Communion for two y^ars."

Ihen the conversation reverted to Paul, who, I

I
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learnt, has preadied the Gospel among his people with

untiring zeal and remarkable success. He had an ear y

trial, it seemed, in his young wife's indifference to

Christianity. "She fell grievously ill," Canon Stocken

related, "and we had her brought into our house, a

parlour being turned to account as the ^'ck-roam,

where Paul and the invalid's mother took it in turns

to watch by the bedside. One night the dying woman

had a beautiful dream, and when she awoke in the

morning she said :
' Your changed life. Pa">» «"^ what

God hM shown me in a dream, have made Christianity

real to me, and I've made up my mind to become a

Christian.' It was a great joy to Paul and to all of us.

and on the following Sunday (May aoth, 1898) she

was baptised. We had a solemn little baptism service

in our sitting-room. My wife had a dear friend from

Japan staying with us. and she helped. The poor

invalid, though very weak, insisted on gettmg up.

Hef Indian name wL Pretty Nose. We baptised her

Sarah. When Paul was leading her back to bed, he

stooped down-she was a short woman-and kissed

her, and said: * Never mind; it won't be for ong
;
we

shall meet again.' She did not live ^ong^^'^'^^^.

and when the end came she spoke very cheerfully of

her hope in Christ and her freedom from fear.

"About two months later Paul had a dream that

deeply impressed him. He was sitting alone in his

brother's house, reading in the syllabic, when he must

have fallen asleep, for a vision came to him of a figure

standing in the open doorway. It was that of a young

woman wearing a loose yellow garment, which was

Tu^ht together at the neck with a brooch that sparked

like a sta7. Her hair fell over her shoulders, and her

face was radiant. She smiled and said
:

Paul, don t

V/SiMP mffisn'.
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you know me? Don't you know your own wife?'
He jumped up to seize her hand, and she continued :

• God has sent me to you because He loves you, and
He bids you to persevere. Do not be in doubt about
me, for I am very happy.' Then she vanished.

"And now," continued Canon Stocken, "I mus' *• '^

you about Naomi, who is Paul's present wife. She
was the widow of Black Boy, who was Dig Road's
brother. One day she said to me :

' My husband. Black
Boy, had wanted to become a riiristian, but he was
never asked by a missionary.' h was sad to hear this
when Black Boy was dead; but I had made it a rule
never to ask any Indians to h^conie Christians. There
was always the fear in my ..md that they might con-
sent, not through any earnest dcs rj on their own part,
but because they wished to pleas*?. Jr la^ always
seemed to me that one must ieach •»)€[!» all one can,
and point out the evil of sin, but ih;u iht .uu:nl request
for baptism must come unprompted from uicir own
hearts and lips.

"When Black Boy had been dead six mo.iths or
so. Handsome Otter Woman—that was the name of
his widow—said to me :

' Running Wolf, if I marry
again, I'm going to marry a Christian.' Later, she
said: 'Paul is the man I want to marry.' Paul had
said :

' I'm never going to marry again; I'm just going
to work.' She kept sending messages to Paul to say
she would like to marry him; and Paul eventually
agreed, because his brother Timothy was so keen for
it. Indian marriages are usually arranged by relatives,
the principals having very little voice in the matter.
Thus, a mother or father will say to a chief : * My girl
is old enough to be married. Whom do you suggest ?

'

The chief might say that So-and-So would make a good

)
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son-in-law. Then the question would arise : How many

horses might the girl's parents expect from the family

of the suggested husband?

"After Paul and Handsome Otter Woman were

married, their tempers rather clashed. Paul would

come round to my house, and be very silent, and then

say :
' H'm I My wife has gone away.* ' What is

the matter? ' I would ask. * She gets most dreadfully

cross,' he would tell me; and then take his departure.

In a little while his wife would be sure to arrive, and

explain: 'Paul is so dreadfully cross, you know.'

•Yes,' I would point out, 'we all have our failings;

but we must learn to control ourselves. You can do

so if you try.' After one or two little tiffs of that sort,

they settled down to be a most affectionate couple. In

the work of spreading Christianity among their people,

they now labour hand in hand, helping and stimulatmg

one another. After she was baptised—receiving the

name of Naomi—it was her eager wish to become a

Bible-woman. In those days she could not read the

syllabic system ; but she would not 'j that temporary

disability stand in the way of her woik. She got me

every week to prepare brief notes of some truths, and

these she caused to be read over and over to her until

she had the words by heart. In that way she entered

upon labours to which she has since devoted her life.

Naomi's teaching, sympathy, and self-sacrificing minis-

trations have indeed been a blessing to the Indian

women on this reserve."

What need of further evidence? The red man is

revealed as in all essentials like unto the white man,

with a conscience responsive to the knowledge of good
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and evU. Great profit has crowned the self-sacrifice of
the men and women who have devoted their lives to
Canada's aborigines. To a triumphant end have the
C.M.S. and other bodies endured, anxieties and sus-
tained the financial burden. Human blessings now
reward the self-denial of their devoted subscribers.
Already in the Indian reserves missionary effort is
giving place to ministrations purely pastoral.

Concerning the present state of Fenimore Cooper's
scalping savage, two words remain to be spoken. The
missionaries having made him a Christian, the Govern-
ment IS making him a farmer. It has been up-hill
work, necessitating much thought and patience, a large
staff, and heavy expenditure. But at last the red man
IS successfully growing fruit in British Columbia and
raising grain and stock in the Prairie Provinces.

As to one matter, however, still his mind urgently
needs enlightenment. He must be taught the para-
mount importance of thoroughly ventilating his dwell-
ing, alike in the winter and the summer. For, alas I

the tribes suffer a heavy mortality from consumption,
whereof the preventive and cure is fresh air.

-^;:
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CHAPTER XVI

NORTHERN ALBERTA

That part of Saskatchewan (more than half the pro-

vince) lying north of occupied, or at any rate surveyed,

territory, I have been tempted to describe as " Unknown

Saskatchewan " ; and certainly the clues we possess to

its character are slight, even though they carry a

definite and comprehensive assurance of the country's

suitability for settlement.

Concerning the northern half of Alberta, the word

"Unknown" would be comparatively inapplicable. In

this case chance has, I find, provided us with a good

deal of information. Nay, as will be seen, we have

clues to agricultural possibilities in regions far to the

north of the northern boundary of Alberta.

It is strange how persistently the public imagination

goes astray concerning matters of latitude. Nine years

ago I found Calgary shrugging its shoulders over a

city called Edmonton, situated some two hundred miles

to the north. Daring pioneers up there were under-

stood to be making praiseworthy efforts in the direction

of grain-growing; "but no, sir," a farmer of the Calgary

district solemnly assured me, "it isn't reasonable to

suppose crops'll growth that far north." It will, I

tuink, be superfluous to mention that last year, on

visiting Edmonton—healthy, handsome, and sunny

Edmonton (which is between 53° and 54° latitude)—

I
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best quality hard wheat that averaged over twenty andsometimes reached forty, bushels to the acre "^^^u

Sst'ricT fs i^ ?T' r"''^
°"' '° '"^' "^^« Edmontonaistnct IS just right for growing things. EverythingIS m our favour. We've got much longer days th^^

TsKi^inrf '"
^'r"^'- ^^^' '' -idsummerihe sunIS shm.ng for eighteen hours a day, and that lets therops go ahead fine. Then, too. we'r^ particularly luckym having such wonderful, rich soil. Added to that wecan always count on enough rain-and not too mu^h "

diatlly nortTtpH"'
"°'''' ^^''''^^ '^ ^^^ ^''^^"« ---

pSa^y L . r"^^^
°*^^' ""^^^' ^° -hat ispractically the limit of settled Alberta. I will now•nvite the reader to ascend a sort of ladder oft itudeOur first short stride takes us to an old post on theLesser Slave Lake, which is nearly two hundred mHeso he nonh-west of Edmonton, the line of latUude(which IS the special matter that concerns us at "hemoment) being something less than one hundred andfifty miles to the north. I find travellers and missionaries unanimous in testifying that wheat, oa^s. barleypotatoes and various kinds of vegetables ar^ grown'to perfection at Lesser Slave Lake.

^

mileT'fuXr""l'°.^"r"'^"" ^'^*- 55-9°), about fiftymiles further north (and one hundred miles to the

DM TT'''^ "^'^^ P^''' -^ J^^^" ^^om the RevU. M. Gordon that, on going there in 1880, he found

cumbe'^s'^HTK''
'^^^^^'^^^ ^^°-'"^' including cu'cumbers; while he was informed that wheat was raisedat the post as far back as 1828.

Another northward step of about fifty miles bringsus far away in eastern Alberta) to Fort McMurray (lat
56.7 ), on the Athabasca River; and concerning Fot

! 'in

' il
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McMurray it is recorded that "Professor Macoun, on

the 8th of September, 1875, saw tomatoes, cucumbers,

wheat and barley under cultivation, together with all

vegetables found in kitchen gardens of Ontario. He

spent ten days there, and obtained specimens of wheat

and barley which have astonished everyone to whom
they were exhibited. Many of the ears contained one

hundred grains, and the weight of both wheat and

barley was nearly ten pounds above the ordinary weight

per bushel. These grains had been raised on soil com-

paratively poor—very poor for the district—and lying

only a few feet above the level of Lake Athabasca."

So here we are over two hundred miles to the north

of Edmonton, and reports of vegetation tend to become

more, instead of less, satisfactory.

Next we jump an interval of about a hundred and fifty

miles, and pause at Fort Chipewyan (lat. 58.7°), where, I

learn. Professor Macoun obtained in 1875 fine samples

of wheat and barley, the former weighing 68 lbs. to the

bushel and the latter 58 lbs. He learnt that at a French

Mission, two miles above the Fort, oats, wheat and

barley were all cut by the 26th of August. But a still

more remarkable fact has to be recorded. The Rev.

D. M. Gordon was in a position to say that samples of

wheat and barley raised at Fort Chipewyan were sent to

the 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition, where

they won a medal in open competition with the world.

Let us take a further stride, to a point some two

hundred miles further north—to Fort Providence (lat.

61.4°). Here we are about one hundred miles north

of the northern boundary of Alberta; and perhaps this

is as good a place as another to mention that the pro-

vince of Alberta is considerably larger than France or

Germany. Please note how far we have travelled—Fort

ii>vSisMs?^if^^> */*!
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Providence is over seven hundred miles north of Cal-gary. And what do we find at Fort Providence PolJrbears and perpetual frost? Not a bit ofTr r .to th.s quotation fro. a report by^M/ |^ h 'st warTwho, as superintendent of forestry for th. n

'

P^^ fi? tor use r,t" "• "r ''""*"" ™"""^d

whMf in .h.
'^ ',\ """K Of "11 was a sma 1 field ofwheat in he m,lk, the grain being fully formeH TKwas stated to have been sown on flay Lh and i,

Shin?' ^^rtTr^rtCstr^hf srrj,:.;-

of irng rhfa-s^L?j •:;';^;,rr
^/

r-^,,"^
™.

most remote point from which I have been en^lh."glean any gardening news Mr hTh ,
^" ^"^^'^d to

factor in charge of the Huds;n R
^^ ^' '^' '^'' '^''^

Macoun that Lonsl'ff "a"r d" undJrS ^^i'o '^H

Hardisty added, always rioened at P^rf c-
•^'

ug^lvie, the explorer. "While at this oosf " hported, "we enjoyed the fine potatoe carrots

'"'

n.ps, cabbage and peas grown^in I; ^dso'n ^y"

'l\
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Company's garden. They were as large and as fine

flavoured as the best in any part of the country."

The facts being as I have stated, no wonder some

enterprising pioneers have "gone in advance of the

railway," and settled in that part of the Peace River

district lying around Lesser Slave Lake and to the

west of it.

News of the high farming value of the Great North

Lands will, I think, come upon the public as a surprise.

Yet, as has recently been pointed out by Mr. R. E.

Young (Canada's Superintendent of Railway Lands),

the truth of the matter has for long been demonstrated

inferentially by the experience of another quarter of the

globe. On a map of Western Canada, Mr. Young has

superimposed the highly productive Russian province

of Tobolsk, in its accurate position as to latitude; and,

behold ! the main southern boundary of Tobolsk occurs

(on the map of the Dominion) a good deal north of

settled Southern Alberta, while northern Tobolsk ex-

tends right up the Canadian mainland, crosses Corona-

tion Gulf, and spreads some way over Victoria Island.

Recent statistics about the Russian province are not

available to me; but in 1906 it was supporting a

pop'.^ition of over a million and a half, in 1907 it

\va^ • reducing 30,770,000 bushels of wheat, rye,

bar!*.) and oats, it raises many million head of live-

stock, and from one district alone (Kurgan) there was

exported in 1902, largely to Great fJritain, 19,711,446

lbs. of butter. I may add, on the authority of the

British Blue Book from which the last-named figures

are taken, that dairy-farming in Tobolsk promised, at

the date of publication (1905), a marvellous develop-

ment.

As I have already mentioned, certain enterprising
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N„th'r'!;'"l
"""""' ''""' Sone into the productiveNorth Lands ahead of the locomotive. Mr. Alfr«l Vm

KfoTdr"' '": '""'''"' ""o was on his wayl^he
siore at Athabasca Landing. He traded J.ith *u

were keen to buy different kinds of seeds • sn h^ ^aa a
flower-seeds to his stock, .'and so^eWe,; fl^^stt^

Afterwards he made extensive explorations ud and

XwZ^7' ^"' ''-' "^ -- -nin/anT:-
h'

Asked about the Peace River Vallev, Mr. Von

s^ttSnra:'' ^" "^ ^^°' ^°""^^y for 'agriculturesettlement-as good as any country in Alberta " H.described both the Athabasca and Peace R^e;e^io^s

i^nT'tz'v^^^^^ "^ -airiTid^rt,""aaaing
. At the end of July, or the first part of Aucus^

berr.es. Then come the saskatoons, choke cherries wCP ums and berries .,f every description. They are'fo^all over the country and they all have a verv n.V. fl
indeed." ^ "'^^ flavour

From this gentleman's experiences I take the follow

of fi.h
•
^^^^'"'^^'«"^'-'*^s and natives catch a quantityof fish, including a creature called the "inconnu" r2

on" a"rk~rfite ^"t' hT '^ '^ '^ '^" Somei"^^on a walk of fifteen miles he has seen as many as twentvor thirty bears, which are quite harmless. ' The SI'St of Alberta quadrupeds includes the wolverene !gigantic skunk with .stripes on his back and knTnVuWest as the devil." Among the birds are several

1
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varieties of the eagle, a little wild canary, and the Cana-

dian jay, commonly called "the whisky jack." Along

the northern boundary of Albtrta, around Salt River,

the cariboo, the moose and other game congregate to

lick the salt, "and there are quite a few buffalo" to be

seen. Ducks and geese assemble around Lake Atha-

basca in enormous numbers, "and when killed their

stomachs are found full of cranberries."

Mr. Von Hamerstein has done a good deal of gold-

mining in tt Athabasca and Peace River districts.

"I took out iTold," he said, "at a liiiie bar right opposite

the mouth of the Lesser Slave River in the Athabasca.

I worked it for part of two summ'^^rs. I would take

out enough to last me for the winter and then quit. It

is hard work." He mentioned that the Indians have

"gold and diamonds on the brain," and they have

brought him "rocks containing very nice garnets, but

they were very mysterious about them." He explained

that there is "very good gold-mining" on the Peace

River, a little below Battle River. " But the gold is so

very tine that for every dollar you save there, about four

and a half go away." He also referred to many good

seams of coal, and mentioned that one season, at Fort

McKay, he "took out about twenty tons right on

the river bank." It was a good quality of bituminoiis

coal. At McMurray "150 feet of salt was found," and

the Hudson Bay people "come down and take it witli

shovels."

With regard to natural gas, Mr. Von Hamerstein

ventilated a grievance of the backwoods. It seems that

an experimental bore-hole at Pelican Portage struck "a

very large volume of gas, and the well has never been

plugged." He considered it an actual sin to leave it like

that, as "the gas has now been escaping for eleven

I
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years." It js robbing the whole district of eas thatmight be used in the future. It seems that the Govern-ment prospectors who made the well were borinc for
petroleum. The tremendous flow of natural gas inter-
rupted the.r work. They left the gas alight, and re-

flnwt '°. IK T '" '^' '°"°^'"^ y^'' hoping theflow would by that time be exhausted. Instead, they
found I still burning; so they went away, and never

hI^H : T"^
'^"""^' ''^' '''•^'^" y^^'' "'^'^ »^«ve since

elapsed it has coniinued to burn. Once when Mr. Von
Hamerstein went there, the column of flame was 40 feethigh

;
afterwards he found it had been reduced to 18or 20 i?\.'i.

He mentioned that he has expended more than
^i2,ooo in punching holes through the ground."

fonnH 'mTk "''u
'" ^''' '"'"^ '^^' "petroleum will befound all through the country from Athabasca River

to he Peace River." It seems that, in connection with

Von H.T?"^'
""'"'"^ ^"^ ^°""8^ operations. Mr.

gas. We light our camps with it," he said, "and doour blacksmith's work with it and it ro,«» •

handy " comes in very

Mr Von Hamerstein remarked: "As far as petro-leum is concerned, I have all my money put in^o
".

and there is other people's money in it. and I have tobe loyal As to whether you can get petroleum in mer-chantable quantities, that is a matteV about whicT I

Zi "°S^^^*° «P-k. I have been taSg inmachinery for about three years. Last year I placedabout $50^ worth of machinery in there I'h^venet brought .t in for ornamental purposes, although i!does look nice and homelike."
^

He explained that there are sulphur beds and springs

I I
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between McMurray and Lake Athabasca, and on the

Clearwater River first-class medicinal springs. "It is

a very nice, picturesque country," this interesting wit-

ness added, "and the natives go up there and doctor

themselves."



CHAPTER XVII

NEW TRANS-CONTINENTAL LINES

Often the miner, and sometimes the farmer, enters a
territory before trains have superseded the canoe and
the ox-wagon; and in our chapter on Northern Alberta
we have glanced at the romantic life of a pioneer who,
"
J r u ? I?°*!^'""

""^^"^ °^ ^^'^^^^ *« his market, has
a delightfully free hand to tap the overflowing natural
resources of the landscape surrounding him. A finer
career that, I think, for young and muscular manhood
than the daily sitting on a stool in smoky London City
But It IS for the adventurous, resourceful, self^ontained
men who need no companions but their own healthy
ihoughts. ^

There is another and more popular phase of pioneer-
dom-that of the early settlers in a district which the
railway will reach, not some day, but soon ; and in
this connection-let me add in a warning parenthesis-
one thinks of bachelors with energy and forethought
rather than of middle-aged men with nerves and a
family. The farming forerunner is apt to figure in a
few years as the "old-timer" with a big balance at
the bank and some stories worth listening to. And note
that, when he has made good progress with his tillage,
the construction gangs of the on-coming track will
pay high rates for his accumulated store of grain,
besides offering him opportunity to earn substantial
wages with his horses, his pick and his shovel.

H
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232 CANADA: TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW
I need attempt no enumeration of the railways being

laid in Canada To-day, and to be laid in Canada To-
morrow. But I will write about two of them, and
about regions they will open up, since the information
may well serve the reader's personal interests.

An earlier chapter showed how the construction of
the Canadian Pacific Railway put a belt of prosperous
civilisation across Canada. There is still only that one
completed trans-continental line within the Dominion.
But two others are in progress—two others that promise
national advantages comparable with those that followed
the making of the C.P.R. The one project—the Grand
Trunk Pacific—was deliberately conceived under
Government auspices; the other— the Canadian
Northern—sprang spontaneously from the brains of two
sagacious men.

From 1888 to 1896 no railways were constructed in
Western Canada. During that period the country was
"catching up," in the matter of development, to the
magnificent transit facilities provided by the C.P.R.
In 1889 there was a promise of new transportation
enterprise, powers being granted to a "Lake Manitoba
Railway and Canal Company." But for seven years
its charter remained unused. Meanwhile, east of Lake
Manitoba, a premature beginning was made with a
railway to connect Winnipeg with Hudson Bay—the
momentous development which,, as explained in an
earlier chapter, is now about to occur. The next fact
to be noted is that the inhabitants of Western Canada
included two men—Mr. W. Mackenzie and Mr. D. D.
Mann—who had helped as contractors to construct the
C.P.R., and who, sharing an enthusiastic faith in the
prairie country, became business partners. They took
over the dormant charter, and made a line into the
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234 CANADA: TO-DAY AND.TO-MORROW
their pre-eminence inand Southern Saskatchewan

wheat-growing.

The British Columbia Government guaranteed
bonds up to ;{^7,ooo per mile to secure the expansion
of the Canadian Northern from Alberta to the Pacific

coast. On the passing last year of the sanctioning Act,
construction was promptly started from the mouth of
the Fraser River at New Westminster, so that, as
provided by the statute, British Columbia shall receive

its second direct communication with the Prairie Pro-
vinces in the year 1914—the year of the proposed
World's Fair at Winnipeg.

The Canadian Northern Pacific will ascend the

Fraser River canon to the Thompson River, which it

will follow to Kamloops. Thence it is to strike north-
westerly through the valley of the North Thompson,
reaching Edmonton by way of the Yellowhead Pass,
which is the easiest route through the Rocky Moun-
tains. From Edmonton the track is already advancing
to meet the British Columbia section.

Deflecting from Fort Frances, two hundred miles

east of Winnipeg, the Canadian Northern has entry to

Duluth, the principal United States port on the Great
Lakes; and therefore the Pacific extension will afford

connection between Puget Sound and Duluth on a
mileage almost identical with that of the Northern

Pacific—the pioneer railway across the north-western

States—with the advantage that, whereas the Northern

Pacific has to climb three summits (of which the highest

is nearly 6,000 feet), the Canadian Northern Pacific has

to climb only one summit (a mere matter of 3,700 feet).

The project for connecting the head of Lake Superior

with Canada's eastern coast was undertaken piecemeal.

By far the greater part of that distance has been covered,
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236 CANADA: TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW
production of live-stock only. The third class is not
very large, the second is much larger, and the first is

by far the largest."

"The splendid native grasses," observes Mr. E. S.
Bayard (edito- of The National Stockman and Farmer),
"the good gi M, the apparently favourable conditions
for the growth of alfalfa and other clovers, peas, vetches
and barley, and the abundance of water, all look good
to a man who is interested in live-stock." "The coun-
try pierced by the Grand Trunk Pacific in the Canadian
West," we learn from Professor E. E. Faville (editor of

Successful Farming), "presents opportunities not to be
excelled in any part of Canada." And this is the testi-

mony of yet another agricultural editor: "Conditions
along the Grand Trunk Pacific are generally suitable

for grain-growing, including a rich soil, reinforced with
a vast quantity of vegetable mould, a sufficiency of

rain during the planting and growing season, bright

sunshiny days during the ripening season (hastening

maturity), an absence of rust (due to the dry period

at time of harvest), and an apparently total absence of

all insect pests."

In May, igo6. Professor J. Macoun, of the Govern-
ment Geological Survey, reixived instructions to make
an inspection of the country, on both sides of the line,

between Portage la Prairie and Edmonton. From his

report I take the following facts

:

All the land from the Assiniboine westward to

Touchwood, and over twenty miles beyond, is more or

less covered with timber, although there are often great

stretches of prairie interspersed with it. Ponds,
marshes, rich bottoms and numerous lakes are scattered

without order throughout the country. Everywhere the

soil is rich—chiefly black loam. At the Indian mission

—Jill-
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V I

Fraser. Also I heard of forest-clad slopes, flower-strewn

passes, impressive solitudes, vast snow-fields and ex-

quisite lakes.

Far above the explorers' heads was Roche h Miette

—an imposing, sphinx-like head with a swelling Eliza-

bethan ruff of sandstone and shales. To the east the

party saw a cluster of mineral springs, two of which
boil out of a mountain side in a wild secluded little

valley, and have a temperature of ii6 degrees.

Farther on they sav/ Mount Geikie towering in-

accessible, its summit lost in azure at a height of

ii,ooo feet. To the south-east lay Simpson's Pass, in

which the mighty Athabasca is born in a region of per-

petual snow and a succession of glaciers. Within that

pass is the "Committee's Punch Bowl," whereof Sir

George Simpson has written :
" The relative position

of the opposite waters is such as to have hardly a corre-

lati"e on the earth's surface, for a small lake sends its

tribute from one end to the Columbia and from the

other to the Mackenzie."

Presently they arrived in sight of Mount Robson,

the King of the Rockies, which had been recently scaled

by the Rev. G. R. B. Kinney, of the Alpine Club of

Canada. Impressions of that eminence must be given

in the words of its hero. "The first party of white

men (of which I was one)," says Mr. Kinney, "ever

known to reach Mount Robson was orgai ised by Dr.

Coleman, of Toronto University. . . . Our first camp

was in the deep shades of the cedar and hemlock on the

Grand Forks, within a mile of where the branch coming

in from around the north of the mountain joins thi

one from around the south. Because of my roving dis-

position, I became the explorer of the party, and my
first discovery was that of the beautilal lake that bears
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meant a fearful slide to death thousands of feet

Tlie storm-clouds of sleet swept down and engultv.^

while we were at little more than eleven thousand fx.^^

altitude. We had not enough provisions for another

two-days' clini j. This was our last possible chance, and

we despaired of ever reaching the peak. Fortunately,

though the clouds were very dense and cold, but little

snow fell. The storm was a blessing in a way, for

though it spoiled our chance of getting pictures, it

shut out of view those fearful sheer slopes below.

"In five hours of steady work we reached the peak.

The clouds broke open for one brie! minute, revealing

to us a wonder \ arid, with the Fraser more than eleven

thousana feet beneath us; then the storm swept in

norse than ever. It took us seven hours to return to

our ' highest-up ' camp, so dangerous had the softened

slopes become on account of the storm, and by the

time we reached our camp in the valley the climb had

cost us twenty houis of hard work—but we had finally

captured Mount Robson for our country and the Alpine

Club of Canada. Our provisions were gone, we were

hundreds of miles from civilisation ; so for two we '

we livec on what mountain-gophers and birds we coula

get. I finally reached Edmonton September 6th, only

to find that Cook and Peary monopolised the interest

of the world."

But, to continue our progress towards the Pacific,

I learn that, seventy-five miles from the sea, there occurs

a marveMous palisade of corrugated and terraced moun-

tains reaching a height of 6,000 feet. Then comes a

cafion one niile long with sheer walls a hundred feet

high ; and through that majestic avenue flows a mighty

torrent. And so we continue along the Skeena River—

a valley of enchantment—until we reach the new ocean

W
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CHAPTER XVIII

TIIK STORV OF TlIK SALMON FISHERIES

To compare the production of a small but old coun
like Great Britain with the production of a large 1

new country like Canada is to find oneself confroni
by comic statistics. For a beginner, the daughter
doing very well with her large farm of nearly fc
million square miles; but the mother is doing so mu
better with her mere potato patch of 121,000 squj
miles, that the two sets of results, when placed side
side, almost smack of Gilbert and Sullivan.

True, the daughter has got ahead in wheat-growin
and also in timber (the old lady, in the latter caj
having allowed her stock to run low). But in oth
matters the result is controlled by the greater number
hanrls at work on the potato pa '\. In comparing f

results achieved by forty-f »'e nullion people in a litt

country, with the results achieved by eight milli<
people in a large country, we perceive what the politic
economist means when he says wealth is labour. ]

the making of wealth, natural resources are necessar
They are the bases on which human eflfort builds. B
natural resources without population are of no imm
diate value. To the starving, isolated man half a doze
penny saveloys would be greater riches than a mountai
of gold.

According to the most recent reliable figures acce;

242
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THE SALMON FISHERIES 243

sible to me at the moment of writing, the fisheries ofEngland and Wales (leaving Scotland and Ireland out
of the reckoning) represent a greater annual money
value than the fisheries of Canada-a fact that assumes
considerable significance in the light of two other facts,
namely, (i) that the fisheries of Great Britain have been
severely depleted, and (2) that the fisheries of Canada
are the largest and most prolific in the world. Great
Britain, ,t will be noted, is the richer in caught fish;
Canada is the richer in uncaught fish. In other words,
Canada has more fish than Great Britain, but Great
Britain has more fishermen than Canada.

The remarkable results secured by the old lady—to
revert to the personal metaphor-are due to a compre-

tn ll'r^h '""il^'f'
°^ '^°^' "^^ ^"«g^" SO in fleets

° !". *^,^. sfndbanks-their trawls search each estuary
that ,s likely to harbour a pair of soles or a pint of
shrimps At low tide the old lady examines her mud
shores for every wet and glistening periwinkle.

* / r u f^^^^' '^ "°* '" '"" position to do that. Her
staff of helpers is wholly inadequate to cope with all the
occupations and opportunities that crowd upon herW.th so many fisheries available, the only ones that'
get attended to are those that shout for notice. The
fish would not get caught unless they practically in-
sisted upon It. British Columbia salmon assemble in
such myriads in certain of the rivers that their pro-
truding backs, at times, make a dense mat of fishfrom shore to shore, almost hiding the water. That
statement may look like an exaggeration to the English-man accustomed to angle all day and secure, perad-
venture, a couple of small roach as the reward of his
patient industry. But the statement describes an actual,
familiar sight; and, indeed, the natural resources of

IJ
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244 CANADA : TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW
Canada scarcely lend themselves to exaggeration.

Again and again I have seen and heard those natural

resources not over-stated, but ludicrously under-stated.

The mistake is constantly made, if quite unintention-

ally, by Canadians themselves.

Let me give another instance of a Canadian fish

that assembles in force, refusing to be overlooked. I

refer to the humble herring. "In 1903"—to quote un-
impeachable testimony—"the run of herring was very
large. At Nanaimo the fish invaded the harbour in such
numbers that thousands were washed up on the beach,

like seaweed, by the waves created by passing
steamers."

As a matter of fact, the waters of British Columbia
are alive with halibut, cod, flounders, anchovies, whales,

sardines, shad, oysters, clams, crabs, seals, prawns,
and other useful creatures that are more or less neglected

by a sparse and preoccupied human population. One
of the few fish that happens to receive careful, not to

say minute, attention in British Columbia is the stur-

geon. It is caught, esteemed, and, as I am officially

informed, subdivided into commercial uses according

to the following classification:—(i) caviare; (2) isin-

glass, made from the swim bladder; (3) the flesh-
fresh, salted, smoked, or otherwise prepared; (4) oil,

which is of great value in the leather industry; (5) fer-

tiliser, made from entrails and scrap; (6) the soft,

gristly backbone, with its sheath, which, prepared, is

called wesiga, and in Russia is a popular article of

diet; (7) the brain and nerve cord, which, when smoked
and dried, is considered a great delicacy in China; (8)

the back portion of the sturgeon, or dorsal region, is

made into balyki; (9) the ventral part, or belly, of the

fish is utilised as a food called pupki; (10) a valuable

i
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"I'm much too busy," Mr. Barker declared.

"Well, do please spare just one hour for the pur-

pose now," was my appeal; and getting ready a note-

book, I explained that my shorthand would probably

be a match for his conversational speed.

"To start at the beginning, then," said Mr. Barker,

courteously falling in with this scheme for imparting

reliable information to the reading public, "you must

know that the pioneer was William Hume, who came

from the State of Maine, where his father, a Scotsman,

was a fisherman on the Kennebec River. In the early

'sixties William Hume, probably as a result of the gold

excitement, migrated to California, where he located on

the Sacramento River, and engaged in hunting and

fishing.

"An interesting jnemory of those days has to do

with an extraordinary gun that had been specially

made for him. It was of unusually large bore, and it

took a very heavy charge of powder—altogether an

extremely effective weapon against ducks and geese,

of which Hume and his partner shot a great many.

But one slight drawback to this gun was that it ' kicked
'

pretty badly, and its owner was always very careful

before firing it to protect himself with a thick shoulder-

pad. Well, one day Hume went off with a wagon-load

of birds for the market, leaving his partner in the shack

laid up with rheumatism. It seems that the invalid

came limping out into the air, and happened to see a

flock of geese. Without a second thought, he took

up Hume's gun, quite forgetting about the shoulder-

pad and equally forgetting his own infirm condition.

He fired. How many geese he killed I don't know, but

he himself was knocked sprawling, and on picking

himself up he made the delightful discovery that the
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"The Humes were practical fishermen. As a boy

I worked f6r one of the brothers, and so I am able

to speak from personal knowledge. The fish were,

and still are, caught in what are called ' gill nets.'

These are made from a linen thread known as shoe
thread. We used to make the nets ourselves, spinning
the twine and using from seven to twelve strands, which
we twisted up lightly. With weights at the bottom
to keep them down, the nets hang from cotton lines

attached to cedar floats. They drift with the tide, and
the fish, swimming up the river, thrust their heads into

the meshes and then cannot extricate themselves, owing
to the twine catching in their gills.

"The fishing is rather hazardous. It takes place
at the mouth of the river, off the sand spits, where
the water is usually in great commotion. Very good
boats are used, but they are often capsized, a number
01 fishermen being drowned every year. Each boat
carries two hands—the net man, or captain, and the
boat puller. It is nothing unusual for a boat to capture
in one night from two to three hundred large fish vary-
ing in weight from 25 lb. to 28 lb. This is the fish

that -is known on the Fraser River as the ' spring,'
on the Columbia River as the 'chinook,' and in

Alaska as the ' king.'

"In 1876 Alexander Ewan started below New West-
minster can the salmon of the F- ser River. These
are a different variety, their local name being the ' sock-
eye.' They are without doubt the finest of all salmon
for canning, being of a uniform red colour and having
red oil. Their flavour is even better when they are
canned than when they are eaten newly-caught. The
sockeye is much smaller than the spring, running to
a uniform weight of six or seven pounds. On the
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being s,x inches instead of nine
"^ ^' ""''''

FrJr".trfi;.;tr:Se°b '"" ""• ^^"""^ ™ '"«

Westminster a^d he G "oTceZf Th"""
""'^

pack on the Fraspr h«c k
^'^fi^'^' The season's

cases, each'ir;onali^r4r,b'^'f"r' """""
million cases would nr^J f ^ salmon. One
million fisl!!"

°"'^'" ^'""^ ^^«'^'^ t° fourteen

Mr. Barker then referred to the illi.^nr« f
persons in the OIH r«..«* u

'""sory fears some
Object „, .!^:nS'''Jr:^.'vtteTa':rne°" •';

it has been Zve! ' '"'''"'^'"B banned fish. But

otheSaCrofTheTK'™""'"'' '^''""<=''' -n"

authorities Thar'cali^ s'k
'" ?'"'"''= ""'' "^"ical

and very wbotsoTe le^earS'^'V""'"''""''
of canning it sterilises it. p"on,!L:

'""'"'^

caused by the prolonged ac ion of Th '
P'"«»"ng is

has been hermeticalh, .. r j ^'^ °" '"""^ ""at

-usages, andTnne^'i^. .^el'foSf ^V t"'"-''"'a lot of money to find ttatout I wir""''
"^''^

(ypical instance-a case of „„?.
*"" 8'"= y" a

Connecticut. We e^„d T )'"? '" ^'^ "=™".
of the New York AS n., ""' '^"'"^ '^'^">"

investigate 'he^Lml 'ce^ '' HeTl'° f/-"r
""<»

"" -<« Oi-ned-in the rSm.^,',°TX The'^h'*"mometer at nearlv Irv^o ,
^ ^' ^"" ^"e ther-

- eaten. '^XZ7:^[ tnT.rJ '"= '^^'•

SSr„er,dtl,''^^r- "'^-"'''' -^^'^^^^^

sick r ''" ^"'' """= '"o or three others-clt. Cases .nvestigated in Chicago and otllerX
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of the United States have had a similar history.

Canned salmon should be used only on the day the

tin is opened."

I asked Mr. Barker to describe the processes to

which the fish is subjected in the cannery.

"In the first place," he explained, "a machine takes

off the heads, tails and fins, splits the fish open, and
removes the entrails, then brushes and washes the fish

inside and out. One machine vill deal with twenty-five

thousand salmon in a day. Afterwards they go into

another apparatus, where they are scraped thoroughly

with a knife, while fresh, clean cold water is running

on them. Next they go into a bath of water, where
they are scrubbed thoroughly with a brush made to

fit the fish. Afterwards they are deposited on a re-

volving frame and cut into slices, which exactly fit

the tins, into which they are .subsequently inserted with

a small quantity of fine Liverpool salt. The filled tins

travel on a belt to automatic scales, which throw out

any that are light v ight, the otiiers proceeding on to

a machine which, having closed each tin, cleans the

outside with hot water and steam. The lids are now
crimped to impart strength, and then the tins are run

through a flux and rolled through the hot solder, which
sets on a subsequent journey along a twenty-foot belt,

the process being assisted by a jet of water. A stay

in the coolers is followed by a hot-water test for defec-

tive soldering, after which the cans are conveyed to the

retorts and cooked, under pressure of steam, for from

half an hour to three-quarters. On leaving the retorts

they are vented—that is, a hole is opened in the can

to allow gases to escape. A drop of solder having

been dropped on that hole, there is a second cooking

process, to soften the bones and sterilise any air that

>0M*
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may remain in the tin. Finally the tin is washedlacquered (to prevent rusting), an^d laW^ed."

'

maridd"
" ~"' "*^^ ^'*^'^ machinery." I re-

''Yes," agreed Mr. P-ker. "But it is all iroin«

Iha. industry before it reached the salmon M„„.ri«s eas,ly explained. The heat of the soS°ri„rcop^w« apt ,0 candy the sugar in the syrup, m^akZIrdt mThfffu!;''''' '^^"
*'"'*'

'-'«"

in thX"o'ft;i„7r'- «"^ »--«' "-dvanuge

whil^crimn^l;!
soldering necessitates skilled labour,While crimping ,s done by machinery. That is wh»

.rsLrr'"^ "r"' "» ^"'"s^' "Wch wu;''

1 ^reL n,^° n"*' T" ="'' ""J- ''"'• We have

are^ most reLh?""'!."
'" ""' """"'"• ^inamenare most reliable and painstaking : thev are ^nnrf

mechanics, they don', strike, they donTget dr^kand they are specially adapted for the work tha htto be done .n a cannery. Previously their latour wScheap, but now that the Government has im^LHhead tax of five hundred dollars on eve^ S^manwho comes into the country, their labour\"^ome
dear One reason why the work does not «^^^English labour is because it is no. constant. t1^heavy part of it occurs from July „th to August Jth!
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though, of course, the making of the cans takes place
before then.

"I well remember when the Chinese first started.

I worked then for a man named John West, who had
a little cannery on the Columbia River. George W.
Hume was the first man who hired Chinamen. He
was forced to do «> because of the lack of white labour
and the unreliability of whK - did get. In order to
keep sixty or seventy men for two or three months he had
to engage from three hundred and fifty to four hundred,
because they kept leaving, and they were constantly
getting drunk or striking. They were largely runaway
sailors and men of that class, who just drifted around,
earning a few dollars here and a few dollars there."

"You took your share," I suggested, "of the actual
practical work ?

"

"Oh, yes," said the president of the Packers' Asso-
ciation. "Besides making nets, I fished and lent a
hand in all departments."

"No doubt," I further suggested, "there were so
interesting human characters in the salmon fisherie

in those days ?
"

"There was Lighthouse Sam for one, Mr. Barker
answered. "They called him that because he had
once worked in a lighthouse. He was the most reckless

man I have ever known, and always getting into

trouble. Again and again his boat was capsized and
several of his partners were drowned; but Lighthouse
Sam seemed to hfve a charmed life. I well remember
the day when one of our men came running in—it

w* Phil Williams, from Orkney Island—and shouted :

' Lighthouse Sam is gone at last !
' Then he told us

that the poor fellow's boat was pitching about, bottom-
up, in the breakers, and that both hands were drowned.
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llJT'f '!!^\ K^^"^
'*''' *^° »"*" »^y'"K »o rescue

the boat-wh.ch they did not succeed in Soing untilan hour afterwards. Then they made an amazing dis-

^r^'^
'-'?^'^«"»« ^"» was underneath, and,although exhausted, quite unharmed, there having

been enough air in the bottom of the boat to keep him
aiive. Mis mate, as usual, was drowned. After that

IhTk ^!7t
''' '^^' '^'^fhthouse Sam tcK.k to dri. and

in the following year he stole a boat, and. securinga partner sailed up the Pacific coast to do a little fish-ing on his own account in Shoal Water Bay. Thewmd blew strongly from the south^-ast; they were indanger of being swamped, and the reckless marinerheaded straight for the shore, undeterred by the sighof heavy breakers. The boat was smashed to piecesthe partner was duly drowned, but Lighthouse Sam
Srot safely ashore. After that he was put into the
penitentiary for stealing the boat, and I lost sight of

«i"^^«*'l.*
^^' Lighthouse Sam was not the only

^^ITa u^^^'""^""
''^° ^"'^'^^^ ^ ""•^'- with his ulturned boat on top of him. A man nam^d Harrimanwas capsized at the mouth of the Colum! a River one

Tn'^h^ M "!;''"'^?*' ^"^ ^^"" '"^ ^--^'^ ^^« recovered,on the Monday afternoon, the poor fellow and his boawere high and dry on the beach. He was uninjured-

know r Tk-^'"':^
^"''^ ^' ^^^'"' ^"''' ^ f- as

1 know, he is fishing there to this day.

and'fr^r^
'*!^ fishermen are a lot of English, Scotch,anu Irish, and some of the very best are Norwegians

On ^^V\ u^'^r,^'"
^''° ""^""y ^^^"^"^ a"d Greeks.On the Columbia River the boats and nets belong to

Iwn .'uT'"' ""^l^"
^''' °" '^' ^'^^' ^he canneries

o^vn all the vessels and gear. The pay is very good
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while the work lasts, varying from 150 to 350 dollars

for a month and a half or two months.

"Last year," said Mr. Barker, referring to 1909,
" the pack was the highest in the history of the business,

and amounted to 5,340,000 cases. It was all readily

sold. The consumption of tinned salmon in this

country is increasing, of course, with the rapid growth
of population. Then, too, the English market is again

brisk, while we find it impossible to keep pace with

the demand from New Zealand and Australia, where
the salmon does not occur. This year we could have

sold five and a half million cases, but the pack only

reached a little over four millions. You may be sur-

prised to note the difference in the quantity caught and
canned in 1909 and the quantity caught and canned
in 1910. But that was a normal and expected differ-

ence. The year 1901 witnessed a tremendous run of

salmon, as did the year 1905. There will be another

great supply of fish in 1913. It occurs every fourth

year with such absolute regularity that we prepare for

it by making an extra number of tins. Moreover, new
canneries are always set up in the recurring ' fat ' year,

which is invariably followed by a ' thin ' year. The
life history of the salmon—from the time spawn is laid

in the river to the return into that river of the full-

grown fish—is four years; and it is natural, therefore,

that the productiveness of each year should be echoed,

as it were, in the fourth following year, and in each
succeeding fourth year. That may or may not be the

explanation. Some people, indeed, seek to identify

the recurring * fat ' year and ' lean ' year with a corre-

sponding variation in the rainfall. But whatever the

cause, it is constant and can be depended upon.
'* Apart from that fluctuation in the available quan-

r
' lU.
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tity of salmon, the supply of fish of almost all sorts

111 fl'
'^"''"^ '' ^^y°"^ ^"yo"e's power togauge. I have seen 35.000 salmon caught in one haulof a seme net. That was in Alaska, where the bulk of

or ^h TT r^
'^"^'''- '^^"'^ '"' °* ^°""e' a tendency

for tha fish to retire before the advance of a human
populanon Pollution of the rivers is the actual cause
of that retirement, and in British Columbia pollution
takes the form of sawdust from the lumber industryHere then, we touch the reason why, in my opinion,the Fraser must rank as the finest salmon river in theworld. You simply cannot pollute the Fraser."



CHAPTER XIX

I

I

BRITISH COLUMBIA AND SOME REFLECTIONS

A MAN might try to describe the Rockies as he sees

them from the railway; but he could not succeed. Let
me content myself with an ungrateful reflection. The
through traveller in that astounding region is sated

with scenery—bored with beauty. A hundred grand
mountains, entrancing valleys, noble rivers, bewitching

glades, and glorious waterfalls—that quantity woulo
leave you still exclaiming, still in an extremity of

enthusiasm. But when you have experienced a sunny
day and starry night of peerless panorama, and find

there is yet more to come, a heaviness comes over your
senses. Because the eye has been debauched, the

numbed brain can no longer receive definite impressions.

In a feeble revolt, and hungry for contrast, you long

for a sight of something ugly, like a row of London
suburban villas.

Among the mountains there are halting-places of

luxurv, loveliness, and slippered ease. One of these is

Bani., where you may swim in an open-air bath of

sulphur water, which flows soft and warm from fiery

entrails of the earth. On certain stretches of the line,

trains pause beside pretty buildings, where fountains

play in gardens ablaze with blossoms, and where in

dainty observation-towers telescopes give you intimacy

with the stretches of eternal snow high overhead.

«56.
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Constantly in the hurrying waters of fairy rivers
one sees the dismembered trunlcs of trees—some jolting
onwards to be butchered into planks, the respited ma-
jority stranded on rocky islands or sandy shores. The
trees of Canada are apt to excite one's sympathy. You
pass acre upon acre of mountain side that has been swept
by prairie files. They are a pathetic sight—those black,
leafless forests of carbon. Some of the abbreviated
trunks remain erect, some lean at perilous angles, some
are prostrate. The ground is strewn with ashes and
sorrow. In those regions of blackness and death, I saw
no moving thing, save only, on occasion, a yellow flying
grasshopper—a creature that flutters forward slowly,
makes a grating noise. Conspicuous among plants that
push their way through the desolate ashes is the great
willow herb, commonly called the "fire rod." Settlers
tell you it appears only on land that has been swept
by fire; but there is another justification for the very
appropriate name. The spike of ruddy blossoms sug-
gests flame, while the clouds of feathery seed resemble
smoke.

The living forests are as inspiriting as the dead
forests are depressing. Canada has vast tracts dense
with majestic trees, which grow bolt upright to give one
another room. In the island of Vancouver, that richly
favoured region, I journeyed for hours, in the make-
shift rolling stock of a mining railway, through an inter-
minable paradise of lofty ir«ies and bvely undergrowth.
Sometimes we zig-zagged on a switchback track right
up mountain sides ; sometimes we crept cautiously along
the edges of deep ravines. Away beyond the forest-
wrapped island lay the Pacific Ocean—a broad stretch
of soft blue.

Man looks a poor little thing in a forest. But, while
R
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incidentally unafraid of grizzly bears, he exercises over

the trees a dominion as absolute as it is tyrannical.

Far in the land of shadows and moss I came upon two

specimens of my species—mere dots of creatures less

than six feet high—who were assaulting a Douglas fir

which, with a girth of three yards, rose to an altitude

of over a hundred feet. This is what was happening :

Standing on spring boards lodged in the trunk some
four feet from the ground, they were working their

saw towards a V-shaped cut previously chopped on

the other side. I was encouraged by example to stand

a few yards from the toilers, and facing the back of

the saw. The tree, for all that it leaned slightly in our

direction, was destined to fall—everybody was positive

—on the other side.

A few years ago some men were felling a tall tree

in a London suburb, and they worked for many hours

with saws, axes and spades, likewise employing an

elaborate tackle of ropes; but in the end that tree

came down in an unintended direction, doing mischief

to a cab horse. My brain was busy with this memory
as, with head thrown back, I watched the top of the

Douglas fir. It was at least some comfort to reflect

that, if human judgment proved at fault, one would

see the thing coming, and there should be time to

dodge the danger. "She is moving," someone said. I

watched intently. Yes, she was—but how gently,

slowly, and silently. No one spoke. Without a tremor,

that one tufted tree top went on moving softly towards

the other tufted tree tops that were motionless, and the

direction of the fall was fulfilling prophecy. In the

lapse of seconds, slowness became speed, and silence

gave place to thunder. Creaking and groaning, the

murdered monarch went crashing through the crowded
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company of his fellows, who seemed to yell with pain
as their limbs were bruised and torn by the helpless
falling form, which struck the ground with the report
of cannon. Under the soles of my feet I felt the
earth heave, and then cam- the gentle patter of a shower
of branches.

Perspiration was streaming down the hairy chests of
the woodmen. They told me why they waste so long
a stump. The base of the tree is charged with resin,
which proves an obstacle to the saw. They also told
me that they can "throw" a tree in any direction with
precision. Man's mastery over these wooden giants is,

indeed, complete. Elsewhere in the forest we saw a
felled tree of formidable dimensions girt about with
steel wire, which extended through the undergrowth to
a raised platform beside a raihvay line. Presently
from that platform there came the hullabaloo of escaping
steam and revolving wheels, the steel wire tightened,
and the huge bulk was hauled with contemptuous ease
through the wilderness of ferns and shrubs. At an
incline of stout logs some show of resistance was made,
but the engine gave a vicious snort, and the poor old
tree, jerked out of his momentary anchorage, was
dragged without ceremony on to the platform. Anon
we saw noble firs subjected to further indignities, they
being either towed or shoved by a locomotive along a
timbered track. Still later we beheld them drawn from
the water into a saw-mill, whence they emerged as clean
yellow planks, which were loaded into a steamer soon
to depart for Liverpool.

There are growing communities of luxurious families
who—in both senses of the phrase—live on fruit ranchesm British Columbia. They dwell in paradise, and find
It pays. But I have qualms about advertising their
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felicity. The existence seems to be altogether too restful

and romantic to be deserved by mortal man. Instinc-

tively I find myself recommending to my friends the

prairie homestead rather than the British Columbia

orchard.

Life on the plains is delightful enough in all con-

science. It is good to wander in the sunny prairie,

looking at the flowers, birds, and insects. Swallows

and blackbirds occur in clouds. Pairs of milk-white

doves float amorously by. There are rooks far in excess

of the farmers' wishes. You will occasionally see a

robin that is larger and lankier than the English kind,

suggesting a tiny eagle. In Eastern Canada I saw many

sparrows, and Profes^r George Bryce, of Winnipeg

College, told me these adventurous little immigrants

have spread across the continent within his memory.

They were introduced from England by ladies who, in

1880, made pets of them on Boston Common. Around

Portage la Prairie I saw humming birds—sprightly

scraps of gorgeousness. Prairie chickens and pin-tailed

grouse are never far to seek. On almost every stretch

of water you see cosy companies of wild duck among

the lilies and rushes? while geese, swans, pelicans,

herons and snipe may there be seen.

In sheltered places the little garter snake makes his

home. When Winnipeg Penitentiary was being built,

the workmen discovered thousands of these harmless

reptiles in a neighbouring cave. Minks, weasels,

squirrels, badgers and gophers are common enough.

The gopher is a grey little creature something like a

rat and more like a squirrel. He has the queerest way

of squatting bolt upright upon his haunches, and staring

defiance at passing carriages and trains. O n he holds
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a stalk of bearded grass in his mouth, and this gives
him a comical whiskered appearance.

Frequently in the great grain district one see;i the
"French weed " {Thlaspi arvense), which seeds in silver
discs. It is the farmer's chief pest, being highly pro-
lific and difficult to eradicate. In France, its native
land, this innocent-looking member of the mustard
family grows within decorous bounds, giving no trouble
to agriculturists, so that French visitors to Canada resent
the ill-will it there excites. The wild mustard, acci-
dentally introduced in wheat imported years ago for
cultivation, is another agricultural nuisance, though it

works less havoc than the native thistle—a bright-hued
offender. A while ago the Russian thistle filled farmers
with fear, but stern measures were taken, and it has
been exterminated. Man} a flowery stretch of land owes
part of its beauty to the wild oat, a frail, fluffy growth
whose seed sails for miles at the impulse of the gentlest
breeze.

M

I think Canada's chief charm is her people, with their
delightful freedom from snobbishness and their sense
of the dignity of labour. Prime Ministers of Provinces
give themselves no airs of superiority, and, so far as
manner is concerned, there is nothing to distinguish a
railway director from a railway porter. One class, how-
ever, does seem to occupy a position of some superiority.
I refer to shoe-blacks. It is not in my heart to
begrudge them their exaltation of spirit. They are
artists. Canadians, not particularly concerned about
dress in a general way, have agreed in attaching great
importance to a well-polished boot. In the haphazard
British Isles almost anyone is considered capable of
applying blacking and brushes to footgear, but in
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Canada the operation ranks as an art, whose professors

are understood to have been born with their special

aptitude. Britishers on a first visit to the Dominion

mechanically place their boots outside their bedroom

doors on retiring for the night. How the bell boys

smile ! The desired end is not to be attained that way.

In the morning you must go yourself, with your boots

on your feet, to one of the palatial saloons where the

art is practised. The result, 'ittaineH Sy protracted and

cunning exertions, is sure to surpri^ and please you.

Nay, in the joy of finding your boo i transformed to

mirrors, it is likely you \»in not bewail the substantial

fee demanded.

It is, by the way, a curious feature of the '•ountry

that it dispenses with small payments. A box of

matches, a newspaper,, a tram ride—for each of these,

•ve cents is the charge. A bronze coinage exists, but

ii can hardly be said to be used ; indeed, in the west,

shopkeepers refuse to accept it. The only thing you

can buy for two cents, so far as my experience goes, is

a postage stamp of that value. But note the happy

significance of this disdain of coppers. Money is a

utility constantly accessible to all classes in Canada,

every form of manual and mental labour yielding in

that country an easy margin beyond the living wage

:

wherein lies the difference between Great Britain on

one side of the Atlantic and Greater Britain on the other

—between the small country at the zenith of its de-

velopment and the large country that offers ever-widen-

ing opportunities to industrious humanity.

Of what the Dominion is, and of what it will be-

come, I have attempted to afford some glimpses in this

book, which haply may assist in stimulating young

Britons to cross the sea and enter into their inheritance.

I! i

il
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And with Canada's expansion we may dream of the day
when our Empire, grown strongest on the North-
American continent, shall join with the sister demo-
cracy of the United States in leading the world to

universal peace.
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, copper in, 178

, platinum in, 178
, extent of forests, 257
, fruit farming in, 259
, gold in, 174, 178
, gold-copper ores in, 178
1 lead deposits in, 1 78
, mercury found in, 178
, salmon fisheries of, 242
, silver-lead mines of, 178

1 undeveloped state of, 132
, value of minerals, 187
, wolfram deposits in, 179
and the Canadian North-

em Railway, 234
Bulfalo, exterminating the, 29
" Buffalo Bill," 30
Business ethics, Canadian, 189

Canada a century ago, 166
Canada-Atiantic Railway, early

experiences of the, 70
Canada, discovery of diamonds in

183

, division of, 14
, early history of, 5, 1

1

, mineral output of, 193
, mineral wealth of, 1 73
, mining richness of, 177
, population statistics, 4, u i

, railway extensions in, 1 3 1 , 23

1

, struggles for, between Eng-
land and Prance, 1

2

, unification of, 14
and the U.S.A. correspond-

ence of mineral deposits, 180
, mineral values com-

pared, 181

Canadian boundary defined, 13

Canadian National Exhibition, the,
82

Northern Railway, growth of
the, 233

Pacific Railway, see C.P.R.
Canadians, characteristics of the,

261

, economic freedom of, 262
Canneries, labour conditions at, 251

, number of, on Fraser River
249

Canning, new method of, 251
industry, inception of, 247

Cannery, operations in a, 348, 250
Calgary, 113

, irrigation at, 125
Castiegar, 106

Cattie-raising in Manitoba, success
of, 93

, suitability of Northern Sas-
katchewan for, 201

Cazakoff, Mr. M. W., on the
Dukhobors, 106

Cereal crops, perfection of, in
Northern Alberta, 223

produce of Saskatchewan, 195
Champlafa, Samuel de, 12
Charles II., interest of, in Hudson
Bay, IS

Chaudidre Falls, harnessing the, 60
Chesterfield, 143
Chibougamau district, mineral rich-

ness of, 34
Chief Pie-a-Pot, eviction of, 120
Chinese labour in the Canneries, 25

1

Christianity among the Red la-
dianSj 206

Chromite mines, location of 179
Church Missionary Society, work

of the, among Red Indians, 204
Churchill, 138

river district, agricultural ex-
periences in, 196



INDEX
Churchill district, fertility of, ijjj*
Climate, excellence of Northern, for

agricultural operations, 140
Coal areas, extent of, In Canada

133, 181

in the West, 188
in Alberta, 177, 187
in British Columbia, 177
in New Brunswick, 177
in Nova Scotia, 177
in Peace River district, 228
«n Saskatchewan, 187

, where abundant 177
Cobalt, nickel deposits in, 178

, silver mines of, 178
> o^ how discovered, 184

Cody, Colonel, 30
Colonists, early, suflEerings of, 169

experiences and life, see
Immigrants

Constitution, the, of 1840, 14
Copper deposits, location of, 174

in Ontario, 178
i° Quebec Province, 24, 178

Copper-mining, great possibilities
of, in Keewatin, 144

Cordilleran Belt, stupendous
mineral wealth of the, 187

Corundum, location of deposits
179

Cows, best dairy breeds for Canada
96

C.P.R., annual profits of the, 112
, capital of the, 1 1

5

, completion of the, 31

,
cost of consti acting the, 1 1

1

. establishment cf the trans
Atlantic service, 123

, history of the, 109
, how the, was built, 1 16
, laying the first track of the

III '

, paternal character of the, 112

367

C.P.R., present strengUi of the,
trans-Atlantic service, 123

, purchase of the, fron- the
Federal Government, 1 1

1

, rate and value of annual
dividend, '14

, some engineering triumphs of
the, 117

, stories of the, 113

, total mileage anc* roUing
stock of the, 124

, the, and irrigation, 125
, the, and its " ready-made

farms " scheme, 127

, the, and water traflSc, 123
CreeLake, 201

River, 200
Cunard, Samuel, 2

Dairy-farming, prospects in the
prairie provinces, 97

Daylight, duration of, 140, 145, 223
Diamonds in Canada, 1 83
DowUng, Mr. D. B., opinion on the

coal areas, 188

»
1 travels in the north ,137

Dnkhobors, beliefs of the, loi

, communal life of the, 103
, the, 99
and Tolstoy, 10

1

Dunvegan, 223

Easter-tide among the Blackfeet
208

'

Edmonton, 133, 222
Emigrants, after thirty years, 100
Emigrants' experiences, 147
Emigrants, Government's care for

149
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268 INDEX
Emigrants in 1811, 167

, the raw material, 99
Emigration, Lord Selkirk's scheme,

166

from U.S.A. to Canada, 4
Empress of India, the, 133
Engineering triumphs of the C.r.R.,

117

Europe and Western Canada, open-
ing of new route, 171

Experimental Farms, value of, to
settlers, 128

Pamilies, inducements to large, 44
Farming elements of success, 146

methods in Manitoba, 88
possibilities, valuable data, 38
prospects in Manitoba, 84

, suitability of Northern Alberta
for, 202

. of Northern Saskatche-
wan for, 202

Farms, free, 237
on the hire-purchase system,

127

Federal Government, establishment
of, 28

Federation, benefit to Canada of, 1 1

1

Feldspar, location of deposits, 179
Fertility, disadvantages of super-

abundant, 91
Finance, mining and, 189
Fire, a prairie, 152, 157
First European colony in Canada, 12

operations in prairie farming,

85

Fish, abundance of, in Saskat-
chewan lakes and rivers, 198

,
, in northern It^es, 40

prolific yields in northern
lakes and rivers, 142

Pish, quantity of, in Britiab

Columbia, 244
Fodder crops, richness of, 88
Forest lands in Northern Saskat-
chewan, 198, 200

Fort Chipewyan, 224
Garry, 29
McMurray, 224
Nelson, capitulation of, 21

Providence, 224
Simpson, 225

Free homesteads, 237
French rule, end of, 1

3

weed, prevalence of, 261

Fruit prospects in Manitoba, 98
ranches in British Columbia,

259
Fruit-growing, success in Quebec

Province, 42
Fruits, wild, of Northern Saskat-
chewan, 200

Fullerton, 143
Fundy, Bay of, coal fields at the, 182
Fur traders' rivalries, 23

Gas, natural, tapped in Alberta, 1 86
Geological comparisons with U.S.A.,

180

research in unexplored Quebec,

34
surveying, constant Govern-

ment activity in, 177
Gladstone, William Ewart, an anec-

dote about, 73
Gleichen, 205

Gold in Alberta, 178
in British Columbia, 178
in Keewatin, 143
in Nova Scotia, 178

in Ontario, 178

in Quebec, 178

;aKs



INDEX
Gold in Yukon territory, 178

In Peace River district, 238
, value of, produced from

Yukon, 187
Gold-bearing quartz, discovery of.

Government activity in scientific
research, 17*

aid, value of, 153
Grain-growing, success of, in Mani-

toba, 88
Grain, total, carried by the C.P R

116 '

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, 232
•

, character of
land opened up, 235
'

1 incorporation

Graphite, location of deposits,
179

I

Grass River district, minerals
located in, 143

Grasses and clovers, cultivation of.

88, 91

Great North Lands, alluring agri-
cultural prospects of, 225

Growth, rapidity of town-, 161
Gypsum, where found, 179

269

Hudson Bay District, mineral rich-
ness of, 1 34

1 nature of trading, 16
railway, the proposed, 1 34
route to liurope, opening

of, 171

Strait, mica deposits at, 174
Hudson's Bay Company, early his-

tory of, I s

, purchase of, 28
and Nor* West Company,

amalgamation of, 26
war with France, 1

8

Hudson's Bay, Fight of the, and
the Pelican, 19

Hume, William, biography of, 246
Hunting, possibilities of, in Quebec,

43

H
Hamilton, visit to, 53
Herring, extraordinary prolificness

in British Columbia, of, 244
Homes provided by C.P.R., 127
Homesteads, free, 237
Horse-breeding, Canadian prospects

of, 92
Horse-raising in Manitoba, its his-

tory, 91

Horses, demand for, 92
, what breeds are wanted, 93

House, building the first, 155

I

Iceberg, description of an, 8
lie k la Crosse, 197
Immigrants, arrival on prairie

allotment, 152

, building the home, 155
experiences, 147

, first operations on own land,
152

journey across country, 1 50
outfit, 148

, plentitude of food, 153
, reasons for independence, 1 54
, recraations of, 1 59
, the first rush to the prairie

provinces, 122

Immigrating, Quebec's unique plan,

.44
Immigration, beginnings of, i

Intensive methods of farming,
results from, 96

International Financial Associa-
tion, operations of, 28

m
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270 INDEX
Inyestmenta. Canadian, advice on.

|
Lead. the. mines of BriUah Columbia.

178
Iron deposit*, richest in vrorld, 184

in Nova Scotia. 177
in Ontario. 177

, prospects of mining. 41--in Quebec. 177
Irrigation, extent of. by C.P.R.. ..j

j
Uoydminster. 161

I<*>gg|lng, process of, 259

Lesser Slave Lake, 233
Lignites, location of, 177
Limestone deposits, extensive. 14:
Live-stock, history and prosp<ivU

91

J

Jacques Cartier. the discoveries of.
II

Jasper National Park, 237

Kaksakin's conversion. 206
Kansas Pacific Railway, construc-

tion of the. 30
Keewatin. 'abundance of fiah' in

142
'

, agricultural and mineral pros-
pects in, 1 36

-, climate of. 144—
,
opening up its resources. 132

Kicking Horse Pass, building the
railway at, 118

Lac la Rouge. 197
Lake Winnipeg, 138

. fertile lands to the north
of. 136

Land, irrigation of, by C.P.R., 125
, price of under the C.P.R., 125
, value of, 43
, farming, where available. 84

Laurentian plateau, mineral yield
183

Laurier, Sir Wilfrid. 195
Laziness, fatal to fanning, 161

Low. Mr. A. P.. scientific expedi-
tions of. 33

' . geological explorations
of. 136

Lumber mill, machinery of a, 64
, the centre of the industry, 57

Lumbering, how logs are reduced
63

.
how trees are felled, 258

, removal of logs. 259
, value of annual production

43

, value of the waterways in, 61

M
Machinery, extensive use in agricul-

ture, 89
McKenzie Bay, Magnetic Rock in
40

McKenzie, Mr. Peter, discoveries of
34

Mclnnes, Mr. W., report on vegeta-
tion in the north lands. 139

Macoun, Mr. John, scientific labours
of, 17s

Magnesite. where occurring. 180
Manganese. location of deposits, 178
Manitoba, beginnings of, 28

, its plains and prairie, 83
, land awaiting settlement. 84
, mineral deposition, i86

Maple syrup, production of, 43
Medicine Hat, Irrigation at. 125

-mmmt u m>m^imun)x



INDEX
Mercury, producUon of, 178
Mesabl iron deposits, 184
Mica depoaita, location of, 174, ,79Mine swindles, how engineered, 191
Mines, management of, 192

-.purchasers of. Government
advice to, 193

Jlineral deposits of Canada, zones
of, 181

' laiPllel^ with U.S.A., 180
output of Canada, 192

resources, untouched, in
Canada, 133

richness of Hudson Bay dis-
trict, 134

~ o^ the North lands, 143
springs at Roche 4 Miette

.JJ8
•

wealth of Canada, 173
Mineralogy of Canada, the Govern
ment's research work, 174

Mining companies, advi.e to in-
vestors, in, 189

. some causes of failure
192 '— investments, advice and warn-
ing, respecting, 189

richness of Canada, 177
Missionaries and the Red Indians

204
'

Montreal, early dventurers from.

.
some particulars about 75

Mount Royal, founding of, 13

271

New Brunswick, mineral possibili-
ties of, 182

• wolfram deposits in, 179
England, 1

2

Prance, 1

2

Hudson Bay line starting
point and proposed route, 1 59

Niagara, at the Power houses, 53
, a visit to the Falls, 47
, beneath the cascade, 49
, distribution of power, 55
, experiences at the cataract, 50—-—,
how it makes electricity, 53

Nickel deposits, chance discovery
of, 1 8s

'

,
of, in Keewatin, 144
in Ontario, 1 78

Northern Canada, development of
132

territories, agricultural possi-
bilities in, 38

North lands, richness in timber
141

North-West Company, origin of, 23
. floral fertility in the, 73
mounted police, estab-

lishment of, 3

1

.stories of the, 119
Nova Scotia, coal in, 177, 181

, gold in, 178
•

, iron in, i y^
.
tin in. 174, 179

. wolfram deposits in, 179

N
Natural gas, discovery of, at

Pelican Portage, 228
Naval engagement, a, of 1697, 1

8

Nelson, 145
Nelson house and district. 140
New Brunswick, coal in, 177

Oats, a good course for Manitoba, 87
, annual yield of, 42
, average yield from good

farming, 87
, best kinds to grow, 87
, popularity of " Banner," 87
, yield from virgin soil, 164



373 INDEX
OU-fielda, certoiaty of, in AlLefU.

186

OU, pro«p€ct« of in Peace River
district, 339

Ontario, copper in, 178

, gold in, 178
-— , iron in, 177

, mineral possibilities of, 183
, nickel in, 178
.silver in, 178

Oncorhynchus, the, 345
O'Sullivan, Mr., on the climate iu

the northern territories, 138

Palaeozoic region, mineral products
of the, I S3

Paper making, operations in, 64
Passengers carried by the C.P R
u6 '

Paul LitUe W 1'-er, 309
Peace Rive v. i;

. , 327
Pelican Portage, 228
Pelican, the fight of the. and the

Hudson's Bay, ig
Petroleum, extent of fields, 179

, prospecti of in Peace River
district, 239

Pigs, success in raising, 98
Platinum, location of deposits

178
*^

'

Ploughing, first, of the land, 152
Police methods in the North West

120
'

Population, 'distribution of, u i

, growth in U.S.A., 2
Port Nelson, 131
Portage la Roche, 203
Portland cement, output from
Quebec Province, 42

Potatoes, annual yield of, 42
, average crop, 164

PoUtoM, sncccssfnl raising in
Saskatchewan, 197

Prairie, animal life on the, 360
farming, 83

. preparing the ground, 86
fire, experiences in a, 1 53
fires, devastation of, 357

, open air life on the, 360
Provinces, the, 84

. mineral wealth of, 186
Prince Albert, 303

Rupert, 341
Prosperity in farming, steps to, 146
Ptomaine poisoning, causes of, 349
Pulp-wood, abundance of in Central
Saskatchewan, 197

Pyrites, location of deposits, 179

Quebec, Act, the, 13

, Dufferin Terrace, 9
, first impressions, 9
, the slums of, 10
Province, copper in, 178

, early colonising of, 32
. extent of, 32
.gold in, 178

•

, iron in, 177

. mineral output, 42
» mineral possibilities, 183
. mineral wealth of, 41
, prospecting in, 33
. prosperity in, 33
1 value of forests, 43

Railwa> building in Canada, some
of the difSculties, 117

extensions in Canada, 231
, projected new route to

Europe, 131



Railway pioipecU in Northern
Saskatchewan, 200

-— ,
the Governmeufi fint, 1 10

Ready-made /anna, i?-
Red Indian ethlca, a typJcal ex-
ample of, 35

raidlngs, 33
- Indiana, Government treat-
ment of, 317

*» Canada, proportion of
III '

'

• North-Weat, treaUe*
with, 30

^]

• aid in prospecting, 34
, mission stories of, 207
. teaching the, to read and

wnte, 214
~—

•
*•"! compact of 1807, 26— and Christianity, 306~

*»<* missionary eiTort, 204
ati/l #a»1«. «... ^

INDEX
V3

-_. and raUway builders, 119Red Wver district, first settieien?
m. 26, 27

Keindeer Lake, 198
Rlel rebellion, the first, 29

.
the second rising, 31

r"r„ ' *''*' "Id the railway, 322
Roblin, the Hon. R. p., 84
Robson, Mount, ascenta of, 238

St. Lawrence bridge, the new, ro
Salmon, British Columbian, average

sizes, 249
*

, extraordinary quantities of
243

Fisheries, history of inception
24s

"
.
the, of British Columbia

242 '

Fishermen, pay of, 253
't stories of, 3^2

Salmon, flnctnatten of suppiv 2,4"Salmon" i. „ot reall/'salmoi.

Sdmon. method of catching, 248
Salmon," species of, 245

Salmon, the best species for canning

I ZH'
*'°"*^' «»"«">ption of, 2 54

•
> Process in producing

348, 350
'^ *'

Salt depoalts. where worked. 180
found at Fort McAfurray, 228

~^6 '° *'" Athabasca regton,

Saskatchewan, 195
, abundance of fish in, 19s
, coal fields in, 187

, fertility of northern section
196 '

, minerals in, 177, 186
, production of cereals, 195
, stock raising in, 197
,
value of agricultural produce

in, 195
Saw-fly, European, ravages of.
Saw-mill, in an up-to-date, 64'

Scientific prospecting, Canadian
Government's interest in, 33

Selkirk, Lord, Centenary ' celebra-
tions, 170

>
1 his work, 26

"» . Reminiscences of, 166
Settlers, experiences of, see Immi-

f-ants.

Settlers and the C.P.R., 1 14
Shaughnessy, Sir Thomas, and the

carriage cleaners, 1 29
Sheep-farming, some experiences
and opinions, 97

Sherbrooke, copper deposits at, 174
Silver-lead, in British Columbia, 178
Silver in Cobalt, 178, 184

in Ontario, 178
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274 INDEX
Sinipaon'i Psm, 3j8

Smallholdingticbciiicof tbeC.P.R.,

Smith, Mr, J.Obcd. J

SpUtLake, 139
Sporting, prospecU in Canada, 43
Stocken, Canon H. W., 305
Stock raising in Saskatchewan, 197
Sturgeon industry, tlie, in British

Columbia, :;44

Success in farming, requisites for,

146

Sudbury, nickel deposits at, 143
, mines of, 178

Sulphur springs, region of, 2J9
Sunflowers as food, 107

Sunlight, duration of, in the North-
west, 145

Tar-sands, discovery of, in Atha-
basca River, 1 86

Thlaspi arvense, prevalence of, 261

Timber, abundance of, around
Lake St. John, ^7

,
, in Northern Saskat-

chewan, 198, 200

, cutting, processes of, 63
in the North, considerable

wealth of, 141

, quantities of, in Vancouver,

2S7
, size of in the He A la Crosse

district, 197
Tin in Nova Scotia, 1 79

deposits, location of, 1 74
Tinned salmon, consumption of

253
Tobacco, annual crop, 42
Tolstoy and the Dukhobors, loi

Toronto, its history, 76
, life in, 77

Toronto, municipal administration
of, 78

, some particulars of the Ex-
hibition, 79

, the Exhibition, its inaugura-
tion, 79

, the Garden City of Canada,

77
Touchwood, 237
Towns, rapid growth of, 165
Transatlantic service, the first, i—- travelling some contrasts, 6
Transport on the lakes, 1 22

Travelling in pre-railway days,

150

Trees of British Columbia, unsuit-

ability for paper making, 68

-, method of felling, 258
Trekking to a settlement, 1 50

Tyrrell, Jfr. J. Burr, explorations in

the North West. 134

U
United States, comparison of

mineral values, 1 8

1

Unknown lands in Carada
enormous extent of, 1 32

Utrecht, treaty of, 12

Vancouver, richness of timber in

257
Varnoe, experiences at, 102

Vegetable-growing, increasing de-
mand for, 98

, prospects of, in the
Far North, 225

Vegetable prospects in Northern
Alberta, 224

Verigin, a visit to, 10

1

, Mr. Peter M., 106

ill/ ill-
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WMWMlpl. cultivation at, 40
Water-power in Canada, 55

in Northern latitude*, 203
—> utiUaaticjn of, at NiaHara.

5J
Waterway*, utillaing the, 6i
Weeds, varieties of, 162
Western Canada-F.uropc, opening

of new route, 171
Western Canada, in the old days

Wheat, best grades for Manitoba, 87
, excelleme of, grown in

Northern Saakatchewan, 196, 197
, superiority of Red Fyfe, S7
, suitable kinds to grow, «6—•—
, yield from virgin wiil, 164

Wheat-growing, conditions of suc-
cess, 88

in Northern Alberta, 223

,

in the Far North, 224, 226
'White coal," 5«, 55,20!
Wild fruits of Northern Saskat-
chewan, 200

mustard, prevalence of, 261
Win lipeg a century ago, 169

Winnipeg Centenary nxhibitlon,
170

, early liistory c»f, 29
Kxhibition, financial interest

in, 172

Winter in the fanning diatrkts, 162—— in the northern latitudes, 198
Wolfram, location of deposits, i;ij
Wood pulp industry, annual value of

production, 43

,
prot esses uf manufacture, 6?

Work, willingness to, a necessity
161

''

World's Pair at Winnipeg, 171

Yellowhead Pass, scenery around,

Young, Mr. R. ]•;., experiences of,

Yukon, coal in, i,S8

Zones of Mineral deposits in Canada,
181
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